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Preface 
The present thesis comprises of nine chapters. A brief summary of the problems 
is presented at the beginning of each chapter and then each chapter is divided into 
a number of sections. Definitions and equations have been numbered chapter wise. 
The section number is followed by the number of equation for e.g. (5.4.3) refers to 
equation number 3 of section 4 of chapter 5. 
Chapter-1 gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works connected 
with the present thesis in the field of special functions and hypergeometric polyno-
mials of several variables. It gives historical background of hypergeometric functions 
of several variables, the classical orthogonal polynomials, polynomials of several vari-
ables, definitions and also notations and results used in the present thesis. Further 
the chapter also contains brief insight of other chapters that follow. 
Chapter-II deals with a study of Poisson-Charlier polynomials and its general-
ization. Certain bilinear and bilateral generating functions, recurrence relation and 
summation formulas have been obtained. 
Chapter-III is a study of the polynomials H(z) and its pseudo two variables 
analogue H,l,°l (a, y). The chapter contains generating functions, recurrence relations, 
hypergeometric forms, addition theorems, expansion in terms of polynomials x" and 
certain other implicit summation formulae. Some special cases are also given. 
Chapter-IV is concerned with a study of double generating functions for Jacobi 
polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appall function of the fourth kind and 
then using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting results. 
viii 	 ~+js 
Chapter-V deals with a study of double generating functions for generalized 
Rice polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appall function of the fourth kind 
and then using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting 
results. 
In chapter-VI, we have studied some generating functions, more generating 
functions and other generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two 
variables. Moreover the chapter also contains some double generating relations of 
generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables in tent's of Appell's functions, gener-
alized Appell's functions and Horn's functions. 
The chapter-VII is concerned with a study of a function of generalized Mittag-
Le$ler type. Various properties including usual differentiation and integration, Eu-
ler(Beta) transforms, Laplace transforms, Whittaker transforms, generalized hyper-
geometric series form with their several special cases are obtained and relationship 
with Wright hypergeometric function, Fox's H-function and Laguerre polynomials are 
established. In the last section, a study of the Euler type integrals associated with 
the generalized Mittag-Leffler function introduced by A.K. Shukla and J.C. Prajapati. 
Some special cases have been obtained. 
Chapter-VIII deals with a study of fractional calculus operators and general-
ized fractional calculus operators associated with generalized Mittag-Leffler function 
introduced in M.A. Khan and S. Ahmed [162], and generalized Mittag-Leffler function 
defined by Prabhakar [202] respectively. Some special cases are also given. 
In the last chapter, Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables have been 
defined on the pattern of Hermite polynomials of two variables due to M.A. Khan and 
G.S. Abukhamntash [68]. The chapter contains generating functions, Rodrigue's type 
formula, recurrence relations, orthogonality, expansion of polynomials, integral rep-
resentations, relationship with Legendre polynomials and lastly Whittaker transform 
for pseudo two variables Legendre polynomials. 
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CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Special Functions and its Growth 
A special function is a real or complex valued function of one or more real or 
complex variables which is specified so completely that its numerical values could in 
principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions such as x', es, log x, and sin x, 
`higher' functions, both transcendental (such as Bessel functions) and algebraic (such 
as various polynomials) come under the category of special functions. In fact special 
functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and physically 
relevant functional equations. As far as the origin of special functions is con-
cerned the special function of mathematical physics arises in the solution of partial 
differential equations governing the behavior of certain physical quantities. Proba-
bly the most frequently occurring equation of this type in all physics is Laplace's 
equation 
V 2 '=0, 	 (1.1.1) 
satisfied by a certain function if describing the physical situation under 
discussion. The mathematical problem consists of finding those functions 
which satisfy equation (1.1.1) and also satisfy certain prescribed conditions 
on the surfaces bounding the region being considered. For example, if 0 
denotes the electrostatic potential of a system, iL will be constant over any conducting 
surface. The shape of these boundaries often makes it desirable to work in curvilinear 
coordinates ql, q2, qs instead of in rectangular Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. In this 
1 
2 
case we have relations 
x ° x(ql, q2, qs), 	y = y(qi, qz, q3), 	%r z(qi, qx qa), 	(1.1.2) 
expressing the Cartesian coordinates in terms of the curvilinear coordinates. If equa- 
tions (1.1.2) are such that 
ax ax ay Sy az az 
8q8  q1 8g18q1 8q, 8q1 
when i -A j we say that the coordinates qr , q2 , qa are orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
nates. The element of length dl is then given by 
	
d12 = hidgi + h2dg2 + h'dg3, 	 (1.1.3) 
where, 
x 2 (O y'2 	az12 	 ( 	) h1 _ \ aaqr) + ~aq1 j + ~aq~l ' 1.1 .a 
and it can easily be shown that 
_ 1a h2h3 a 	a (Li 2E 	a hih2 aru 
hrh2hs 89r 	hr Oqi + aqz 	lh 5q2) aqs 	ha 0q3 	
(115) 
One method of solving Laplace's equation consists of finding solutions of the type 
'ib = Ql(g1)Qz(q2)Q3(q3), 
by substituting from (1.1.5) into (1.1.1). We then find that 
1 ( 8 h2h3 8Q,ll 	1 8 h3h, 8Qz 	I a h1h2 8Q3\) 1} 
Q
{
l a41 ii a41 / + Q2 a92 h2 3q2) + Qa aq3 \ h3 8q3 / J — 0. 
If further, it so happens that 
—tT  
etc., then this last equation reduces to the form 
d 	d 	dQ2 
F,(q2, q3)--d4 { fl($) 	+F2($o q3)--d9 { f2(g2)
}
-  
Qt 1	d91 Qa x	d42 
+Fs(gl, q2)Q—
dq9 
{f3(g3) Q3 1 =o. 
3 
Now, in certain circwnstances, it is possible to find three functions gi(g), 92(g2), 
gs(gs) with the property that 
Fi(g2, gs)gi(4i) + F2(gs, gi)92(q2) + F3(gi, 42)93(e3) = 0. 
When this is so, it follows immediately that the solution of Laplace's equation (1.1.1) 
reduces to the solution of three self-adjoint ordinary linear differential equations 
	
d9 {f`dQ'}giQi=0, (i=1,2,3). 	 (1.1.6) 
It is the study of differential equations of this kind which leads to the special 
functions of mathematical physics. The adjective "special" is used in this 
connection because here we are not, as in analysis, concerned with the 
general properties of functions, but only with the properties of functions 
which arise in the solution of special problems. 
To take a particular case, consider the cylindrical polar coordinates (Q, ,p, z) 
defined by the equations 
x—Q cosy, y=Q sinrp, z=z 
for which h1 = 1, h2 = Q, h3 = 1. 
Flom equation (1.1.5), we see that for these coordinates, Laplace's equation is of the 
form z 	2,9 
Q2+QN+Q 
	a2&( 	=o. 	 (1.1.7) 
If we now make the substitution 
~ = R(Q)`t (ca)Z(z), 	 (1.1.8) 
we find that equation (1.1.7) may be written in the form 
102R 18R 	1 32,D 1822 
R(OQ2+QOQ) +Qz~apz+nz2—o. 	(1.1.9) 
4 
This shows that if 'Ii, Z, R satisfy the equations 
+nab —0 	 (1.1.9a) 
w 
z 
aQ 101? +i Ina _2  IR =o, 	 (1.1.9c) 
respectively, then the function (1.1.8) is a solution of Laplace's equation (1.1.7). The 
study of these ordinary differential equations will lead us to the special functions 
appropriate to this coordinate system. For instance, equation (1.1.9a) may be taken 
as the equation defining the circular functions. In this context sin(n) is defined as 
that solution of (1.1.9a) which has value 0 when co = 0 and cos(n) as that which has 
value 1 when wo = 0. Similarly equation (1.1.9b) defines the exponential functions. 
In actual practice we do not proceed in this way merely because we have already 
encountered these functions in another context and from their familiar properties 
studied their relation to equations (1.1.9a) and (1.1.9b). The situation with respect to 
equation (1.1.9c) is different; we cannot express its solution in terms of the elementary 
functions of analysis, as we were able to do with the other two equations. In this case 
we define new functions in terms of the solutions of this equation and by investigating 
the series solutions of the equations derive the properties of the functions so defined. 
Equation (1.1.9c) is called Bessel's equation and solutions of it are called Bessel 
functions. Bessel functions are of great importance in theoretical physics. The 
study of special functions grew up with the calculus and is consequently 
one of the oldest branches of analysis. It flourished in the nineteenth 
century as part of the theory of complex variables. In the second half of 
the twentieth century it has received a new impetus from a connection 
with Lie groups and a connection with averages of elementary functions. 
The history of special functions is closely tied to the problem of terrestrial 
and celestial mechanics that were solved in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, the boundary - value problems of electromagnetism and heat in 
the nineteenth, and the eigenvalue problems of quantum mechanics in the 
twentieth. 
Seventeenth-century England was the birthplace of special functions. John Wallis 
at Oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma function long before 
Euler reached it. Wallis had also the first encounter with elliptic integrals while 
using Cavalieri's primitive forerunner of the calculus. lIt is curious that two kinds 
of special functions encountered in the seventeenth century. Wallis' elliptic integral 
and Newton's elementary symmetric functions, belongs to the class of hypergeometric 
functions of several variables, which was not studied systematically nor even defined 
formally until the end of the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated calculus, 
which made possible the real flowering of special functions, was developed by Newton 
at Cambridge and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 1665-1685. Taylor's 
theorem was found by Scottish mathematician Gregory in 1670, although it was not 
published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor 
In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential equation by an infinite series which 
would now be called the series representation of a Bessel function. Although Bessel 
functions were met by Enter and others in various mechanics problems, no systematic 
study of the functions was made until 1824, and the principal achievements in the 
eighteenth century were the gamma function and the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler 
found most of the major properties of the gamma functions around 1730. In 1772 
Euler evaluated the Beta-function integral in terms of the gamma function. Only 
the duplication and multiplication theorems remained to be discovered by Legendre 
and Gauss, respectively, early in the next century. Other significant developments 
were the discovery of Vandermonde's theorem in 1722 and the definition of Legendre 
polynomials and the discovery of their addition theorem by Laplace and Legendre 
during 1782-1785. In a slightly different form the polynomials had already been met 
by Lionville in 1722. 
0 
The golden age of special functions, which was centered in nineteenth century 
German and France, was the result of developments in both mathematics and physics: 
the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable on one band, and on the other 
hand, the field theories of physics (e.g. heat and electromagnetism) and their property 
of double periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Elliptic functions grew up in 
symbiosis with the general theory of analytic functions and flourished throughout the 
nineteenth century, specially in the hands of Jacobi and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of hypergeometric series which began 
in a systematic way (although some important results had been found by Euler and 
Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2F1  series in 1812, a memoir which was a land-
mark also on the path towards rigour in mathematics. The 3F2 series was studied by 
Clausen (1928) and the IFr series by Kummer (1836). The functions which Bessel 
considered in his memoir of 1824 are OF, series; Besse] started from a problem in 
orbital mechanics, but the functions have found a place in every branch of mathemat- 
ical physics, near the end of the century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric 
functions of two variables, and Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 
1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, applied math-
ematics in 1950. In physical science special functions gained added importance as 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation of quantum mechanics, but there were impor-
tant developments of a purely mathematical nature also. In 1907 Barnes used gamma 
function to develop a new theory of Gauss's hypergeometric function 2F1. Various 
generalizations of 2F1  were introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert, and 
Mijer. From another new view point, that of a differential difference equation dis-
cussed much earlier for polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a partly 
successful effort at unification by fitting a number of special functions into a single 
framework. 
rI 
1.2 Definitions, Notations and Results Used 
FYequently occurring definitions, notations and miscellaneous results used in this 
thesis are as given below: 
The Gamma Function: 
The Gamma function has several equivalent definitions, most of which are due to 
Euler, 
P(z) _ ~~ t~-ie t dt, 	Re(z) > 0. 	 (1.2.1) 
v 
Upon integrating by parts, equation (1.2.1) yields the recurrence relation 
P(z + 1) = zP(z). 	 (1.2.2) 
From the relations (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) it follows that 
( f' tZ-le t dt, Re(z) > 0 f(z) _ ( (1.2.3) 
Il r z+i 	
Re(z) < 0, z # 0, -1, -2, ... 
The relation (1.2.2) yields the useful result 
P(n+1)=n!, n = 0,1,2,... , 
which shows that the gamma function is the generalization of factorial function. 
The Beta Function: 
The Beta function B(p, q) is a function of two complex variables p and q, defined by 
B(p, q) = J 1 xp-1(1- x)q-1 dx, Re(p) > 0, Re(q) > 0. 	(1.2.4) 0 
The Gamma function and the Beta function are related by the following relation 
B(p,q) 	
r(P)r(q) 
	
= P(p+q) 	p,q$0, -
1,---2,• 	 (1.2.5) 
from the relations (1.2.4) and (1.2.5), it follows that 
f x'
_1(1 _ x) 	dx, Re(p) > 0, Re(q) > 0, 
13(p, q) _ 
F(p)f(q) 	 Re(p) < 0, Re(q) < 0, p, q # -1, -2,--- 
(1.2.6) 
F] 
The Pochhammer Symbol: 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is defined by 
(~)n=1 \(,\+1)...(a+n-1) 	if 	n=11,2,3,.:., , (1.2.7) 
In terms of Gamma function, we have 
(A)n 	= ['(I.(~)n), 	A 	0, -1, -2, .... (1.2.8) 
Further, 
(A)m(P+im.)s. (1.2.9) 
n 
(A)_n= (1 	A)' n=1,2,3,.--; A#0,±1,±2,--• . (1.2.10) 
(~)n-m = (1 i) mO) , 0< m G n. (1.2.11) 
For A = 1, equation (1.2.11) reduces to 
_ (-1)mn! (n. - rrz)~ 	(n)m' 0 - m - n. (1.2.12) 
Another useful relation of Pochhammer's symbol (A)n is included in Gauss's multi- 
plication theorem: 
(A),an=(m)nnTT
(a+ 	1\ , n=0,1,2,..., 	(1.2.13) 
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where in is positive integer. 
For in = 2 the equation (1.2.13) reduces to Legendre's duplication formula 
(A)2n=22. (A).(I+) n- 	. 	(1.2.14) 
In particular, one has 
(2n)!=22, (2)n! and (2n + 1)! = 22 ()n!. 	(1.2.15) 
	
n 	 n 
Also, the binomial coefficient O 
/// 
I is defined as (see Appell, [4]) 
A 1 (-1)(—A) 	 (1.216) n
J
= 	n! 
where, 
a)n=(—A)(—A+1)(—A+2)...(—A+n— 1), 
(-A)0=1. 
E 
(Euler)Beta Transforms: 
(Euler)Beta transforms (Sneddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
pI 
B{f(z); a, b} = J z"-1(1- z)b-i f(z)dz. 	 (1.2.17) 
0 
Laplace Transforms: 
Laplace transforms (Sneddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
L{f(z);s} = JJJa I e 'af(z)dz. 	(1.2.18) 
Mellin- Transforms: 
Meltiu- transforms (Sueddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
M{f(z);s}=f'(s)=F Z.-r f(z)dz, Re(s)>0 	 (1.2.19) 
0 
and the inverse Mellin-transform is given by 
1(z) = M-r {f`(s); z} = 2an. f (s)z 'ds. 	 (1.2.20) 
Whittaker Transforms: 
Whittaker function is defined as (see Whittaker and Watson [235], pp. 339) 
Ws m(z) = 
	/~°° / t_k-1/2+m(1+t/z).t-r/2+me tdt. 	(1.2.21) 
r(1/2-k+m) Jo 
This formula suffices to define Wk,,,,(z) in the critical cases when rn+ 2 - k is a 
positive integer, and so W,h,,,,(z) is defined for all values of k and 7Th and all values of 
z except negative real values. When z is real and negative Wk,,(z) may be defined 
to be either Wk,,,,(z + Oi) or Wk,m(z - Oi), which ever is more convenient. Using the 
above definition of Wk,m and the integral 
B(a, ) = J W (l+u)°+0 du, Re(ca) > 0,Re(f3) > 0, 	(1.2.22) 0 
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one can easily evaluate the integral 
J. ' 	F(2+11+v)F(1- t+v) J e`5-t i W(t)dt= 	F(1- A + v) 	 (1.2.23) 0 
where, Re(µ f v) > a and W A (t) is the Whittaker confluent hypergeometric 
function defined by (1.2.21). We can now define Whittaker transform as follows: 
W{f(t)}= f exp(-t/2)to-1"2Wa (t)f(t)dt. 	(1.2.24) 
a 
Fox's H-Function: 
Fox's H-function (Kilbas and Saigo [189]) is given as 
HP 9n [2I(a'1, al),..., (a,,, aP); (bl, fit),..., (b9, 5q)] 
I 	f". 1`P(b;+AAs)f° F(1-a,-a;s) 
( 2~rd y]ZJ-M it(1-b1-Pis)Hj-a+ir(ai+ais)zds. 
	1.2.25)  
Summation Formula: 
Lemma 1.2.1 (Rainvill [205]) If Re(c - a - b) > 0 and if c is neither zero nor a 
negative integer, then 
F(a,b;c;1)=P(c)F(c-a-b) 	 (1.2.26) r(e- a)r(c - b). 
Incomplete Gamma Function: 
Incomplete Gamma function (Rainville [205]) is denoted by 7(a, z) and is defined by 
	
7(a,z) = J e tt°-rdt, Re(a) > 0. 	(1.2.27) 0 
Basic Euler Integral: 
Basic Euler integral (Rainville [205]) which defines beta function is given as 
B(a, Q) = f v° 1(1- u)~ 1 = P(a)+(fl) 	(Re(a) > O, Re() > 0). (1.2.28) J 
11 
Gauss's Hypergeometric Function: 
Gauss's hypergeometric function (Rainville [205]) is defined as 
~'t 
2F1[a,R;y;z] = B(P, 1 	 J~ 
to-'(1-t)'-6-r(1-tz)-°dt 
(a)n(Q)n z" 	 (1.2.29) 
where z 0 [1, cc) and Re(/i), Re(y - (3) are +ve for the integrand and Izi < 1 for the 
series. 
Extended Beta Function: 
Euler generalized the factorial function from the domain of natural numbers to the 
gamma function 
r(a) = J to-1 exp(-t)dt, Re(a) > 0, 	 (1.2.30) 
a 
defined over the right half of the complex plane. This led Legendre to decompose the 
gamma function into the incomplete gamma functions, y(a, x) and r(a, x) which are 
obtained from Eq. (1.2.30) by replacing upper and lower limits by x, respectively. 
These functions develop singularities at the -ve integers. Chaudhary and Zubair [10] 
extended the domain of these functions to the entire complex plane by inserting a 
regularization factor exp(-) in the integrand of Eq. (1.2.30). For A > 0, this factor 
clearly removes the singularity coming from the limit t = U. For A = 0, this factor 
becomes unity and thus we get the orignal gamma function. We note the following 
relation [[11], pp. 20 (1.2)] 
P A(a) = f to-1 exp I -t - A I dt = 2(A)' K (2vA), Re(A) > 0, (1.2.31) 
o 
where K„ (x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n (or Macdon- 
ald's function [2]). The relationships between the generalized gamma and Macdonald 
functions could not have been apparent in the orignal gamma function. 
We note that the Riemann's zeta function t((x) defined by the series [[2], pp.102 
(2.101)] 
(x) _ 	rl , 	(r, > 1), 	(1.2.32) 
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is useful in providing convergence or divergence of other series by means of comparison 
test. Zeta function is closely related to the logarithm of gamma function and to the 
polygamma functions. The regularizer exp(- L) also proved very useful in extending 
the domain of Riemann's zeta function, there by providing relationships that could 
not have been obtained with the orignal zeta function. 
In view of the effectiveness of the above regularizer for gamma and zeta functions, 
Chaudhary et. al. [111 obtained an extension of Euler's beta function B(a, Q) in the 
form 
r 	 _ 
B(a,Q; A) = f u.-1(1-u)d-r exp \u(
1  Au)) du, 	(Re(A) > 0). 	(1.2.33) a 
Clearly, when A = 0, Eq. (1.2.33) reduces to the orignal beta function. The 
extended beta function (EBF) B(a,$; A), is extremely useful in the sense that most 
of the properties of the beta function carry over naturally and simply for it. This 
function is also related to other special functions. 
Gaussian Hypergeotnetric Series: 
The hypergeometric series is given by 
2Fi( a,b;c;z)=1+ a—b z +
a(a+1)b(b+1)zz +... 
1.c 	1.2.c(c+ 1) 
(1.2.34) 
was introduced by a German mathematician Gauss, C. F. (1777-1855). Who in the 
year (1812) introduced this series into analysis and give the F-notation for it. 
The special case a = c, b = 1 or b = c, a = 1 yields the elementary geometric series. 
(1.2.35) 
a=o 
Hence(1.2.34) is called the hypergeometric series or more precisely, Gauss hypergeo-
metric series. 
In (1.2.34), (a)„ denotes the Pochhammer's symbol defined by (1.2.7), z is real or 
complex variable, a, b and c are parameters which can take arbitrary real or complex 
values and c 74 0, -1, -2, 
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If c is zero or negative integer, the series (1.2.34) does not exist and hence the function 
2F1 (a, b; c; z) is not defined unless one of the parameters a or b is negative integer such 
that —c < —a is also negative integer. If either of the parameters a or b is negative 
integer, then in this case, equation (1.2.34) reduces to hypergeometric polynomials. 
The hypergeometric series (1.2.34), converges absolutely within the unit circle Izi < 1, 
provided that Re(c — a -. b) > 0 for z = 1 and Re(c — a — b) > —1 for z = —1. 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function: 
The hypergeometric function 2F, defined in equation (1.2.34) can be generalized with 
notation ,F in an obvious way: 
n F. 	aqt, oq's, ... , aqn; z ==> 
 (/cqr,)n ... (a/~,). z 	(1.2.36) P 9 	Yl, I2, • • • , Ng; 	 _a 1Y1)n . • • (Y9)n n! 
where p & q are positive integers or zero. The numerator parameter a1, • • • nP and 
the denominator parameter $1, • ..,3q take on complex values, provided that 
As # 0, —1, —2.... ; 	7 = 1,2,---,q. 
Convergence of pFq: 
The series F, defined by (1.2.36) 
(i) converges for all 	oc if p < q, 
(ii) converges for z 1<1  if p = q+ 1, and 
(iii) diverges for all z, z # 0, if p > q + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
	
w 	
4 p 	P 
—~il) —Ea), 
it is known that the ,F,, series, with p — q + 1, is 
(i) absolutely convergent for I z 1= 1 i£ Re(w) > 0, 
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(ii) conditionally convergent for z ]= 1, z; 1, if -1 < Re(w) <0 and 
(iii) divergent for I z 	1, if Re(w) < -1. 
An important special case when p = q = 1, the equation (1.2.36) reduces to the 
confluent hypergeometric series 1F1 named as Kummers series [192], (see also Slater 
[220]) and is given by 
1FI(a; c; z) _ 	(o)n e 	(1.2.37) 
when p = 2 & q = 1, equation (1.2.36) reduces to ordinary hypergeometric function 
2F1 of second order given by (1.2.34). 
Also in terms of hypergeometric function, we have 
o z 
(1-x) 	
() 
°=~== rFo~ a; 	 (1.2.38) .=o ui 
Ca 	Zn = oFo L 	
z
J 
. 	 (1.2.39) 
A Further Generalization of pFq: 
An interesting further generalization of the series pF g is due to Fox [19] and Wright 
[238, 240] who studied the asymptotic expansion of the generalized hypergeometric 
function defined by 
P 
IIF(a,+A1n) 
	
pq, =>`j-1 	Z 	(1.2.40) 
L (Rr,Bi),• .. (Rv,Bv); 	n=•o f 	+Bin) 
1=I 
where the coefficients Al , • • • ,A, and B1, • • • , B y are positive real numbers such 
that 
4 	P 
1-k EBi-EAi>0. 
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By comparing the definitions (1.2.36) and (1.2.40), we have 
P 
rn 
`~sL(a',1),..-,A,1)
)iz~ =Elar 	VF 	a,, 1 . 	(1.2.41) 
n-e II r(o,) 
9=1 
Some useful linear transformations of the hypergeometric function, known as 
Eider's transformations, may be recalled here as follows: 
2F1 
[ 
a, b'i z
] 
= (1 —z)° 2F1 LLL a, c C; z z 11 	
(1.2.42) 
c-/o,-1,-2,• •, 
	
Iarg(1—z)~<r. 
a b 	 c—a,b; z 2F1 	' c; z =(1_z)   -° 2F1 	c; z — 1 ' 	(1.2.43) 
c$0,-1, -2,..., 	1arg(1— z)I <vr. 
2F1 L a,b, z
J 
= (1 z)`_a_b 2F1 c a,c — b, z
1 	
(1.2.44) L 	C; 
c ,L 0, —1, —2, ... , 	l arg(1 — z) < rr. 
1.3 Hypergeometric Functions of Two and Several 
Variables 
Appell Function; 
In 1880, Appell [3] introduced four hypergeometric series which are generalization of 
Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 and are given below: 
c, x, J]= 	(a)m(c)(b)..(b')n rn.!n! 	
(1.3.1) 
m,n=4 
max{Ix1,IyI}<1. 
FZla,bvbi e,~i;y]= 	(a)() 
((d)(b)n 	n! 	 (1.3.2) 
m,n=0 
IxI+Fv1<1. 
16 
¢ a' n b br n 2m n Fa[¢,¢,b~b'; e; x, y]= 	()m(( ) (+)m( 	n 
	
) 	m il 	 (1.3.3) 
m,n=o 
mex{IrI,IyI}G 1. 
cc R R 
F4[a, b; c: cr; x, y] _ 	(a)m+n(b)n.+. x 
y 	 (1.3.4) 
mn=0 (e)m(d)n m! n! 
The standard work on the theory of Appell series is the monograph by Appell and 
Kampe do Feriet [4]. See Erdelyi et al. [16] for a review of the subsequent work; see 
also Slater {[220], Chapter 8} and Exton {[18], pp. 23-28} 
Generalization of Appell's Functions of Two Variables: 
In 2002, M.A. Khan and G.S. Abukhammash {cf. [84], pp. 61-83} introduced two 
variables ten Appell's type generalized functions M;., i = 1, 2, ..., 10 by considering the 
product of two 3F2 functions instead of product of two Gauss hypergeometric function 
2F1 taken by Appell to define F1, F2, F3 and F4 functions. These generalized functions 
are defined as follows: 
M1[a,a, b, br cc'; d, e, e'; ,= 	(a)m(ar)n(b)(Y)n(c)m(d)n 
Tm yR 	(1.3.5) 
mn0 	(d)m+n(e)m(er)n 	m! r! 
i 	r 	r 	 (¢')m(a)n(b),n(br)n(c)vn(~)n 	2 n yn 
,nn-0 	(d)•m+n(e)+n+m 	mini' 
7 	)m+n )m(d)n(c)m(~)n xm yn M3 [a, bib c, c'; d,d,e, ~i yi yl — 	 r 	' 
m n_0 	(d)m(d
r )n(e)rn(e )n 	m!'¢l, 
m n 
M4 [a, b, 1/, c, c'; d, e, e'; x, y] = Y (¢)m(d).+m(e))n(e)n:(~)n 
2_y 
m,a=0 	(d)m+n (e)m (e')n 	~! ~! 
M5 [a, b, brr c, c'; d, e; x, y]_ 	(¢)m (~~ 
	W)R(e)(d)n2m yn 
M6 [a,b,c,d;d,d',e,e';x,y]— 	(¢)~+n(o)m+e(c)e(d)nx" yl 
mn=e ( )m( )R( )m( )n 
(1.3.6) 
(1.3.7) 
(1.3.8) 
(1.3.9) 
(1.3.10) 
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13 	 ¢ 	b m 	c 	x 	" M7 [a, b, c, d; d, e,e;x, 3l]= 	O(~m+n(e)((e
)(d)n (1.3.11) 
in n=o 
00 	a  
Ms[a,b,c,d;d,e;x,y)= 	
Om+n( )m+nO 	On J', (1.3.12) (d)m+n(e)m+m 	?n!&'  mn=a 
Mg[¢,b,C;dd~,e,e;2, 	= [~ (a)m+n(b)rn+n(C)m+nxmyn y] (1.3.13). (d)(d')n(e)n (e')n 	in! 97.1, m/o 1 fl 
x 	yn Mlo [a, b, c; dc, e'; x, y] _ 	(a)m+n(b)m+n(C)m+n 	
m 
/ 	/ (1.3.14) 
l~m+nl )m(d)n 	7161 p,l Q 
Horn Functions; 
In the year 1931, J. Horn [23] defined the following ton hypergeometric functions 
of two variables and denoted by Gl, Gz, G3, I11i ..., H7; he thus completed the set of 
all possible second-order (complete) hypergeometric functions of two variables in the 
terminology given in Appell and Kampe de Feriet [4]. {See also Erdelyi et el. ([16], 
Vol. 1, pp. 224-228).} 
° 	 n 
G,[a',,6,Q'; x,y] - ~(C')m+n(Q)n-m(Q')m-n xmy r (1.3.15) in! n! 
mn 
Ixl <r, 	lyl<s, 	r+s=1; 
02 Ia, Q', Q, fi'; zy]= > (n')m(A')n(fl)n-m(Q')m-nx j
y 
	, (1.3.16) 
IxI < 1, 	lyl < 1; 
x^ ^ 
G3 [a, a'; x, y] = 	(a)2a-m(o )2m-n—~ , m. n. (1.3.17) 
m,n=0 
xl < r, 	lyl < s, 	27r2s2 + 18rs t 4(r — s) — 1 = 0; 
(a)m-n(Q)m+n(7)nx"y" (1.3.18) 
m, "-o 
lml < r, 	lyl < s, 	4rs = (s - 1)2; 
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H2 [a, fly, a; E; x, y]= 	(r)m-n( 	' Pjm(?)n(5)n9l  (1.3.19) 
no 
lxi < r, 	yi < s, 	(r + 1)s = 1; 
°O m n 
Hs[a,Q;-Y;x',y]= 	 , 
m,n=0 
	(7)m+a)tt m!& 
(1.3.20) 
Jxl < r, 	IyI < s, 
	
r+ (s — 1)2 -' 
H4 [a, 	;7'S; x,' y]= 	
(a)2 	(3) 	2'n yn (1.3.2 1) 
l7)m(6)n 	7n! n! mn0 
Ixj < r, 	JyJ < s, 	4r = (s — 1)2; 
° a 	n 
H5 [o, ,3;7; x, y] _ 	(a) 	p)n-m 	
y 
(ti) 	
' 	I (1.3.22) 
m,n=0 
xxl <r, 	jyI <s, 	16r2 -36rs ±(8r—s+27rs2)+1=0; 
Co 
Hs [a, fly; s, y] = 	> 	(a)2m-rz(V')n-,n(7)n 	j n! (1.3.23) 
m,n=0 
Ixl < r, 	yI < s, 	rs2 + s — 1 = 0; 
00 
H7~a,Q, 	bx,y]= 	(«)2m-n(Q)n(7)nx M yn (1.3.24) 
(a)m 	9/EI ryl  m ,n=0 
Ixl < r, 	lyi < s, 	4r = (s 1 — 1)a. 
Humbert Function: 
In 1920, P. Humbert [24] has studied seven confluent foams of the four Appell func-
tions and denoted by C, <Px, `p3, 4'l,  2, E1, 2. These confluent hypergeornetric func-
tions of two variables are defined as follows: 
(a)mxmyj Ix1<1, 91<oo; 	(1.3.25
) m x-0 	 m! ' 	 I (7)m+ in!  
0x [/%, ~~'Y~ x, y] = 	(fl)m(R~) ,• ,• n x• y 	i x I < oo, F v l< oo ; 	(1.3.26) 
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DO 
a ffl; 7; x, y]_ L(~),,. 
xy° 	
IxI<oo,I y I<oo; 	(1.3.27) 
(o),a+n,( ),azy" 	Ixl<1,1y1<cc; 	(1.3.28) 
mn-0 (Y)m(I
,A 
)u rni n! ' 
 xmyTh 
T2[a;Y,7sx,y1= 	(
(
) )(7)n~! ~! , Ix1<00,1V1<o0; 
	(1.3.29) 
m,n=O 
('4ve(t')n(/3)m x'n yn r ~xI<1 ~711<ca; 	(1.3.30). 
mn0 (Y)m+n SRI ' 
[ x I< 1, l y l< oo. 	(1.3.31) 
mn_e (Y)m+n rn! n! 
Kampe de Feriet Function: 
Appell's four double hypergeometxic functions Fl, F2, F3 and F4, were unified and 
generalized by Kampd de Fdriet [26], (see also [4], pp. 150,) who defined a general 
hypergeometric function of two variables. The notation introduced by Kampe' de 
Feriet for his double hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently 
abbreviated in 1941 by Burchnall and Chaundy [7]. We recall here definition of a 
more general double hypergeometric function (than the one defined by Kampe de 
Feriet) in a slightly modified notation see, for example, [[230], pp. 423. Eq. (26)]: 
	
r 	 7P'7 	 7'97 	7k'7 
(a.)' (b9);(ek); 	1 	11 (aj)r+s li (bi)r 11 	r 9 
F n;• IL 	q 	x,yJ = 	'i 1 	1,1 	1=1 	x +J, (3.32 1 	) 
(ai) ' (Nm) , (Yn) ; 	r~s=a 11 (aj)r+s 11 (f'9)r 11 (Y4 T S 
j_1 	5=1 	3=1 
where, for convergence, 
(i)p+e<1+m+1, p+k<l+TI+1, IaI<oo, lyl<00,or 
(ii)p+4=1+rm.+1, p+k=E+n+l, and 
X1 1AP-0 + y]1'(71) < 1, ifp > 1, 
"nax{IxI, ly]}<1, if p<l. 	 (1.3.33) 
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Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (1.3.32) reduces to the 
Kampe de Feriet function in the special case: 
y=k and m=n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as Kampe de Feriet function. 
Lauricella Functions of n Variables: 
In 1893, G. Lauricella [193] generalized the four Appell double hypergeometric func- 
tions F1, - --, F' 	(cf. [17], pp. 224) to functions of n variables. 	These Lauricella 
functions, viz. FA"1, FB ), FC("1 and FD1` are defined by 
FA° ) [a bl . ..,bn; ci, ",c11; yb... ,2n] 
nh _ 	(a)mi+
Gl)ml'(b
l(cn)m(bn)mll ...n 	(1.3.34) 
IxiI+...+lznl<1; 
FR') [a1,' •, a.,b1,... ,b,s; c; x1,..., xn) 
_ 	(a)P2 i 
... (an) 	(bl)mi...(bn)mR 1 1 ...— ( 1.3.35) 
	
(e)mi+-tm 	 1211 ma! 
max{Ixl l,•••,Ix I} <11 
Fe'n) [a,b; cl" ,- ,cf;  
Do 	 " (¢)mi+.+„ (b)mii....hmn f1 	x=~ 	(1.3.36) 
mi; ,m, 0 (cl)ml ... (~)m„ 	,rlt1! . . 'mil 
c;  
m, m _ 	[~ 	(a)mi+...+/m„ (b1)me ' • • (bn)m„ ~1 ... Zap 	(1.3.37) 
/Jm =O 	(c)mi+...+mn 	?211 
	Mn! 
max{ x11,..., Ix,.I} <1. 
Clearly, we have FA 1 = F2 , F821 = F3, F(1 = F4 and FD 1 = F1. 
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Generalization of Lauricella functions of n variables: 
Srivastava and Daoust ([228], pp. 454), (see also [232], pp. 37) considered a multivari-
able extension of the function ,,W defined by (1.2.40). Their multiple hypergeometric 
function, known as the generalized Lauricella function in several variables, is defined 
by (cf. Srivastava and Daoust [228], pp. 224) 
zl 
[(a):s',...,scel] [(5') q'];...;[(b(")) 
~C:D':... D( .) 	= 1 O:
D
S...
;D
lD(rt) I 	 zl, ... z" [(c) 	 [(d'): d'];...;[(d(")) : d(")]; 
zn 
z m: 	ynm 
_ 	 Sl (nai, ... , in,) I (1.3.38) in1 ~, 	, mad ,  
ml.  
where, for convenience 
{A7 	 B' 	 B(^) 
11 (ai)mB'~+...+m.B~") fl (b'j)mpbj ... }l (bi"))mab(") 
( 	j=1 j=1 	j=1 
'(*+,1) = ~c7 	 7n7' D(-) 	(1.3.39) 
11 (e7 )nerd+...+nn a (6) 11 (d'1), 1 	... fi (d n)) j=1 j=1 	j=1 
the coefficients 
B(k) 	= 1, ...,'4; 	— 1, ..., B(k) i Wjk),j — 1 ...t'i' 
(1.3.40) 
67k) 7 = 1, ..., D(k); V k E {1, ..., n} 
are real and positive, and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters a1,..., aA , (b(k)) 
abbreviates the array of B(kl parameters 
btk), j = 	 c'l; b k E {1,...,n}, 
with similar interpretations for (c) and (d(k1), k = 1, ..., n; etcetera. 
,teaq 515 
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Further, by considering the product of n-3F2 hypergeometric functions Khan and 
Nisar [200] gave generalization of Lauricella functions of n- variables as follows: 
[al, ..., a, bl, ..., b, cl, ..., cn; d, e1,  
00 	
(a1 mt...(an)m»(bl)mt...(b,+)m»(el)mt...(Cn)m,i 11m1 	 mn _ 	 —..., (1.3.41) 
(d)m,++m»(el)m....(en)m» 	mll,nl 
N(n) [at,  
(a) 	(d) (h) 	(b) (c )mt...(Ge),.,,, xi ni ymm~ m  mt...  ,n 1 _ 	 (d)m ... ~ 	(1.3.42) 
ml,..,,n~=o 	 ,+...+m(e)m~+...+m 	eat. enn. 
Nsnl [a, bl, ..., bn, ct, ..., c,.; d1,  
__ 	(a)mt+...+m.,(b1)mt•••(bn)7y»(e1),n ...(cn)m» X1mt .. X"'' 	(1.3.43) 
	
(dl)m....(dn.)m»(ci)m,...(en)m» 	'ml! • Tn„! 
Nan) [a, bl, ..., bn, cl, ..., en; d, el, ..., en; xl, ..., S'n] 
/ 	 / 	 / 
_ 	 la' mt+...+++*»lb1)mt...(bn)m»(cl)mr..len)m.. X1m1 xnm» — ... ~, 	(1.3.44) 
mt.....m.,=0 	(d)m1+...+mn( e1)m,1 ...(En)mn 	9IL1. 	472n. 
l °O n 	mn _ 	[-+ 	(d)mt+...+m»(b1)mt ...(bn) »(et)mt ...(c )m» ~1mt ~ 	(1.3.45) 
m.,....m»=o 	(d)m,+...+m„(e),n,+.+m„ 	"n•1! 	'mn! 
flan [a, b, cl ..., cn; dr,.. dn el,..., eni xl,..., 2n] 
m. mn (a)mt+...+m»(b)mt+...+m(el)mt...(en)m»xl 	1 r  fl ...— (1.3.46) 
rnt.....m„~ 	(d1)mr..(dn)ma(el)mt...(en)m» 	'ml• 	Ten! 
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N n Y 	[a,b, el, ...;Ge;d,el,...,cH;xl,...,:Ga] 
 / 
—_ 	[1 	la)mt+...+m(b)mt-F...+m,. (el)mt ...(en)m., ~1my T m,.n 
	
(mt+...+m..(el)ml...(en)m 	m1! ... 
	n~ 	(1.3.47) 
m 
(a)mv+...+m,.(b)mt++m„(el)mv°(Ge)rro., xlmt xn = 	( 	( 	 —...—, 	(1.3.48) 
rrt,_.,rnn=U 	ld)mt+...+etn(e)mt+...+m„ 	7121! 	Mn! 
_ 	(a)m/ t+..+m,/.(b)mt+...+m~(U)ml+...+mom xlm' xn 	 1 3 49 
mt,. .,mrz=4 1d1)mt...(dn)m.(IsDet~.. 	m'! 
( 	) 
AT() [n. b, c; d, e1, ..., e; x1, ..., xn] 
/  
xt y xnm 	m..  
(d)m.+...+m„(el)mv...(ere)m„ 	47;1! ... m8! 	
(1.3.50) 
Hypergeometric Functions of Three Variables: 
Lauricella ([193], pp.114) introduced fourteen complete hypergeometric functions 
of three variables and of the second order. He denoted his triple hypergeometric 
functions by the symbols, F1, F2, F3, ..., F14 of which F1, F2, F5 and F9 corre-
spond, respectively, to the three variables Lauricella functions F13) , FB ), Fg) and 
FDal defined by (1.3.34) through (1.3.37) with n = 3. The remaining ten functions 
F3, F4, F6, FY, Fe, 
F10 ,...,F14 , of Lauricella's set apparently fell into oblivion [except that there is an iso-
lated appearance of the triple hypergeometric function F8 in a paper by Mayr ([194], 
pp. 365)]. Saran [213] initiated a systematic study of these ten triple hypergeometric 
functions of Lauricella's set. We give below the definitions of these functions using 
Saran's notations FE, FR,...,FT and also indicating Lauricella's notations: 
F4 : FE [UY, aI, a1, YI, V2,,62; 71, 772, 73; x, y, Z] 
(Q'1)m+n+p(fi1)m(.82)n+p ry°xp 	 (1.3.51) 
o 	(-Y1)H.(^Yz)% 	 !' mn p= (73)p 	in! n! P  ,  
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IxI<r, IyI<s, ]zI<t,  
F14 : Fr• [ai, at, at, Qt, Q2, Qt; 71, 72, 72; x, y, z] 
(at), 	
~(P 
(Qa)n x'n y 2  
(1.3.52) 
7t)n<(T2)n+n  ,n,y=0 
.T[ < r, lvi <s, jzl < t, (1 — s)(s — t) = rs! 
F8 : Fc [at, 0t, at, Qt, Q2, Q3;'➢t, 72, 72; x, Y, z] 
(a1)m+n+P(Yl)m(Q2)n(Q9)P xm 7/n ZP _ 	 (1.3.53) 
mn,p 	
/
D l71)m (72)a+p 	T121 n
I ~I' 
~2I<r, jyj<s, IzI<t, r+s=1=r+t; 
F3:Fx[at,a2,a2,Q1, Q2,Qt; 71,T2, 73!;J,z] 
00 _ 	(at)m(az)n+P(Qt)m+a(Qz)n x"' yn zn 	 (1.3.54) 
,rzns=o 	(7t)m(T2)n(73)v 	2nl n! p!, 
]xI < T, yl < s, Izi < t, (1—r)(1—s)=1; 
Fit : F,I [at, a2, n2: Qt, Qz, Qt; Ti, 72,'72 ;, J, z) 
(__)m(a2)rz+P(Ql)m+p($2)n fL 1/n ZP — 	/ 	 (1.3.55) 
rn,m,P=o 	(Tt)+n(72)n+p 	
7)LI 42! p! 
irI<r, yi<s, izi<t, rtt=1=s; 
Fs : FN [at, a2, a3, Qt, Qz, Qt; Tt, 7z, 7a; z, 8, z]  
(au) m(2)n(as)y(Qt)m+P(Q2)n Xm yrz zp 
) (T) 	
(1.3.56) 
Ixi<r, VI<s, izi<t, (1—r)s+(1—s)t=0; 
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F12 : FF [a1, a3, al , Pl, P1, flz; b1, 72, 72; r, y, z] 
z _ 	(al),n+p(az)n(Pl),n+n(Pz)Pxm yy p 
(7t)m(7 	
(1.3.57) 
m,n,p=U 2)n+n  
Ixl < r, lyI < s, zI < t, (st — s — t)2 = 4rst; 
F10: FRa a1,a2,a1,P1,P2,P1;71,72,72;x,y,z] 
(al)m+(7 )~17z))+p P(l•2)n Xm yn_ _ 
	
	 (1.3.58) 
m,np=o  
Ixl < r, IVI < s, IzI < t, s (1 — Ss + (1 — s)t = 0; 
F7 : Fs [al, az, a2, 01, P2, Ps; 71, 71, 71; Z, y, z] 
_ 	al)m(a2)n+P(01)m(F 2)n(P3)P Xm yn Zp 	 (1.3.59) — 	 ml n! p!' 
IsI<r, lyl<s, IzI<t, r+s—rs, s=t; 
F13 : FT [al, a2, az, Pl, P2, P1; 71, 71, 71 ; x, y, z] 
m y'~ zp 	 (1.3.60) 
mn,p =0 	(71)m+n+P 	r11 n,] PI 
txI<r, lyl<s, Izl<t, r—rs+s=t. 
In the course of a further investigation of Lauricella's fourteen hypergeometric func-
tions of three variables, H. M. Srivastava [222] noticed the existence of three additional 
complete hypergeometric functions of the second order; these three functions HA, Hg 
and Hp had not been included in Lauricella's conjecture. Their series definitions are 
given below: 
HA[a, P, P'; 7, Y; X. y. z] — 	(a)m+/ PcP)m+n(P~)n+P 
x~n y" yp' 	(1.3.61) 
mnP~ 	(-YW ~)n+P 	m !n!i 
IZI <r, y[ <s, IzI <t, r+s+t=l+st; 
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NB[a,Q,Q';7i,72,73;X,y,z1= 	(~)~m) (72)n(7Q~)n
+Pxmyn~ 	(1.3.62) 
m,n,p O 	
p21 pL~ I , 
xl<r, Ivl<s, Izl<t, r+s+t+2 rst=1; 
00 
HC [n', Q, Q'; 7; x, Y, z'] _ 	
(~)ro+(~Q)m +(Q')n+n 2"° 7/n 	(1.3.63 
m,n,p0 
xl < 1, IJI < 1, zl < 1. 
In 1963, Pandey [199] established two interesting Horn's type hypergeometric func-
tions of three variables, while transforming Pochhammer's double-loop contour inte-
grals associated with the Lauricalla's functions FC and FF are given below: 
m n p 
GA[a, Q, Q';'1'T x,J, z]= 	
(n),.+v—m(Q)m+v(Q )nz y z 	(1.3.64) 
mn,p O 	(7)n+P-m 	in!.
l 
n! 1
l' 
 
GB[afi1,Q2r03i 7; x, Y, z]— 	(es)n+p-ur/
(Yl)m V'2)(Y3)P xm ~n xp 	(1.3.65) 
m p 	(1)n-n. 
 
A similar investigation of the system of partial differential equations associated with 
the triple hypergeometric function He defined by (1.3.63) led to the new function (cf. 
Srivastava [225], pp. 105): 
[~^ __)'in+P\Q)m+n(_)n _ xn' pas zP Gc[a,Q,Q'a7;x,Y,z]= L 	 i ii' 	(1.3.66). m n P=0 ()m+n-p  
which evidently furnishes a generalization of Appell's function F1 and Horn's func-
tions C2 and H1. 
General Triple Hypergeometric Series: 
A unification of Lauricella's fourteen hypergeometric functions F1....., F14 ([193], pp. 
114) and the additional functions HA, HB , HC [223] was introduced by Srivastava 
(see. e.g. {[224], pp. 428} and {[231], pp. 69)} in the form of triple hypergeometric 
series Ft3 j [x, y, z] defined as 
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(a) :: (b) ; (b') ; (b"): (c) ; (c') ; (d') ; 
F~31 [x,11, z] — F'l3) 	 x, y, z 
(e) 	(y); (g'); (9") 	(h) ; (h') 	(k') 
xm yn ZP 
i 	 (1.3.67) 
mn,p=0  
where, for convenience 
7A'7 
11 (a3)m+n+P 
~B7 
11 (bj)m+n 
7B'7' 
11 (b'j)n+P 
Br~" 
11 (V'7)P+m 
A(in,n,p) =  
1=1 i=1 j=1 
E 
II (ej).tn+n 
0 
H (gj)rn+n 
G' 
H (9'j)n+p 
G" 
11(9"j)P+m 
j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1 
	
7C~ 	C' 	C7~" 
11 (c4,,1 fJ(cj), 11 (d'j)P 
x 
j=1 	5=1 =1 	
(1.3.68) 
rBr 	7E"7' 	H" T7
11(bi)rn ~1(h'j). f1(hhnj)D 
5=1 	j=1 	f=1 
where (a) abbreviates, the array of A parameters a1, a2, ... aA, with similar interpre-
tations for (b), (b'), (b"), etc. The triple hypergeometric series in (1.3.67) converges 
absolutely when 
1+E+G+G"+H—A—B—B"—C > 0, 
1+E+G+G'+H'—A—B—B'—C' > 0, 	, (1.3.69) 
1+E+G +G +H A—B'—B C > 0, 
where the equalities hold true for suitable constrained values of Ixi, lyl and lzE. 
1.4 The Classical Orthogonal Polynomials 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in general 
and hypergeometric functions in particular. Some of the orthogonal polynomials and 
their connection with hypergeometric functions used in our work are as given below: 
Legendre Polynomials; 
Legendre Polynomials P (x) are defined by means of generating relation 
00 
(I — 	2xt + t2) ==Y'P,,(x)tn, 	 (1,4.1) 
n=o 
IN 
in which (1 2xt t t2)-2' denotes the particular branch which --> 1 as t -3 0. It can 
be easily seen from (1.4.1) that 
In/21 (-1)k (2)n-k (2x)n-2k 
ki(n - 2k)! 	(1.4.2) 
k=O 
The hypergeometric form of (1.4.2) can be written as 
P x 	F 	n,n+1; 1-a 	 1.4.3 (x) z t 1; 	2 ( 	) 
Hermite Polynomials; 
Hermits Polynomials H (x) are defined by means of generating relation 
exp(2xt-t2)=EH (x) tom , 	 (1.4.4) 
n=0  
valid for all finite x and t and one can easily obtain 
[nfi x] (-1)k n (2x)n-2k 
(1.4.5) 
k0 
The hypergeometric form of (1.4.5) can be written as 
H(x) _ (2x)n 2F0 
	
x' 2 + 2' - 2 	(1.4.6) x 
Laguerre Polynomials: 
The generalized Laguerre Polynomial L;?i( x) is defined by means of generating rela-
tion 
= (1- t)-tom+r)  eXp 	-1 (1.4.7) 
For a = 0, the above equation (1.4.7) yield the generating function for simple 
Laguerre Polynomial L, (x) 
L(x) = L(x) = 1F1 [-n; 1; x] . 	 (1.4.8) 
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A series representation of L$° )(x) for non negative integers n., is given by 
	
n 
La°1(~) _ 	
)k(l+a)xk 
a)n 	 (1.4.9) k. (n—k).(1+a)k 
A=0 
The hypergeometric form of generalized Laguerre polynomials are defined by (see 
[205], pp. 200) 
L.(~)(x)=(l+a)n1F1[—n;1+a;x]. 	 (1.4.10) 
Jacobi Polynomials: 
The Jacobi polynomials Pt' el (x) are defined as 
n e) 	(1}a)an,l+a+(J+n; 1—x 
 n! 2F1 	1+a; 2 	(1.4.11) 
Special Cases: 
(i) When a = Q = 0, the polynomial in (1.4.11) becomes the Legendre polynomials 
(ii) If x = 1 in (1.4.11) then P,L S)(1) _ 
(iii) If fi = a, the Jacobi polynomials in (1.4.11) becomes the Ultraspherical polyno-
mials P,(,°' °)(x) 
The other 2F1 forms for PP' p) (x) can also be written as 
p( 9) x = (l)n x+1 ° F 	n,—Q—n; x-1 
"a 	( 2 ) 2 1[ 	1+a; x+I 	 (1.4.12) 
and 
1)"(1+p)„ 	n,l+a+p+n, 1+x pn ,91(x) _ ( 	n! 	2Fi 1+p; 	2 ] 	(1.4.13) 
Each of (1.4.11)-(1.4.13) yields a finite series form for Pt ' 9)(x): 
kE k!( (1 k) !(l~(+a)k(1 +) +A (x 2 1>k, 	
(1.4.14) 
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k~ k (n (
k)!(1)+(a) (~)+$)n-k ~~ 2 1/k (x 2 1)n k
, (1.4.15) 
and 
Pnob)(,r)=>' (n 
„—k k)!(I+ )k(l+,k+,6)n\x21/k. 
	(1.4.16) 
Equations (1.4.14), (1.4.15) and (1.4.16) are expanded forms of (1.4.11), (1.4.12) and 
(1.4.13) respectively, 
where, Re(a) > —1, Re(/3) > —1. 
1.5 Other Polynomial Systems 
Poisson-Chanter Polynomials: 
The Poisson-Charlier Polynomial is defined by (cf. Erdelyi at al. [16], Vol. II, pp. 
226, Eq. (4); see also Szego [233], pp. 35, Eq. (2.81.2)) 
Cc(x; a) _ 	 (-1)k ( 
n ) (
x 
) kla"k, 	 (1.5.1) 
k=U 
a>0, a=0,1,2.... 
Rice Polynomials: 
In 1940, S. 0. Rice, [2061 investigated a polynomial set, 
	
H.(s,AV)=3Fzl —n' n+l, ; v
J 	
(1.5.2) 
L 	1 ,]); 
In 1964, P.R. Khandekar [186] generalized Rice polynomial as 
H(a'9)(~,p,x) _ (1 +la),. 3F,2 f —n,1+a+pn,P; xI + 	(1.5.3) 
Hahn Polynomials: 
The Hahn polynomial is defined as 
Q.(x;o,0, N)=3F2I —n, — x,I+a+)3+n; — N,1 + a; 
1j 	(1.5.4) 
L  
2,,e>-1, n, x=0,1,...,N. ' 
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1.6 Generating Functions 
The name generating function was introduced by Laplace in 1812. Since then 
the theory of generating functions has been developed into various directions and 
found wide applications in various branches of science land technology. 
A generating functions may be used to define a set of functions, to determine 
a differential recurrence relation or a pure recurrence relation, to evaluate certain 
integrals, etcetera. 
Linear Generating Functions: 
Consider a two-variable function F(x, t) which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
convergent for t -A 0) power series expansion in t such that 
m 
F(x, t) = t fn(x)t" 	(1.6.1) 
where each member of the coefficient set { f (x)} is independent of t. Then the 
expansion (1.11.1) of F(x,t) is said to have generated the set {f„(x)} and F(x,t) 
is called a linear generating function (or, simply, a generating function) for the set 
{f (x)}. 
The definition (1.6.1) may be extended slightly to include a generating function 
of the type: 
C(x,t) _ 	cngn(x)t", 	(1.6.2) 
n-0 
where the sequence {c„}tee may contain the parameters of the set g„(x), but is 
independent of x and t. 
A set of functions may have more than one generating function. However, if 
G(x, t) = E' o h(x)t" then G(x, t) is the unique generator for the set h(x) as the 
coefficient set. 
We now, extend our definition of a generating relation to include functions which 
possess Laurent series expansion. Thus, if the set {f„(x)} is defined for a=0,±1,±2,,... 
W 
the definition (1.6.2) may be extended in terms of Laurent series expansion 
03 
F*(x,t) _ > 7nfn(x')t", 	 (1.6.3) 
n=-00 
where the sequence {yn(x)}_~ is independent of x and t 
Bilinear Generating Functions: 
If a three-variable function F(x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in t 
such that 
F(x,y,t) _ 	 'yf(x)f(J)t", 	 (1.6.4) 
where the sequence {'yn} is independent of x, y and t, then F(x, y, t) is called a bilinear 
generating function for the set {fn(x)}. 
More generally, if F(x,y,t) can be expanded in powers of tin the form 
m 
F(x,y,t) = f7..(a(W)(2)fa(n)(I)ta 	 (1.6.5) 
n~ 
where a(n) and $(n) are the functions of n, which are not necessarily equal, we shall 
still call F(x, y, t) a bilinear generating function for the set { f„(x)}. 
Bilateral Generating ]Functions: 
Suppose that a three- variable function II(x, y, t) has a formal power series expansion 
in t such that 
H(x,y:t)=Eh„f (x 	 (1.6.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {h„} is independent of x,y and t, and the sets of functions 
{ f (x)} o and {g„(x)} e are different. Then H(x, y, t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set { f„(x)} or {g„(x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function, used earlier by E.D. 
Rainville ([205], pp. 170) and McBride ([195], pp. 19), may be extended to include 
bilateral generating functions of the type: 
a 
F(x,y,t) = 	7n.fu(n) (x)9B(n) (y)tn , 	 (16.7) 
n=O 
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where the sequence {yn} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions { f (x)} 0 
and {gn(x)}-°_D are different, and a(n) and 5(n) are functions of 71 which are not 
necessarily equal. 
The following basic lemmas given below are used in our work. 
Lemma 1.6.1 
ca 	n 
EEA(k, it) =EEA(k,n—k), 	 (1.6.8) 
nD k=0 	n=0 k=D 
m m 
~EB(k,72)=EEA(k,n+k), 	 (1.6.9) 
n=D k=0 	n=D k=0 
Lemma 1.6.2 
[xl 
EEA(k,n)=EEA(k,n-2k), 	(1.6.10) 
n=-0 k=0 	n=D k=0 
[z] 
E A(k,n)=EEA(k,n+ 2k), 	(1.6.11) 
n=0 k=0 	n=0 k=0 
Lemma 1.6.3 
Ef(n)=Ef(2n)+>f(2n+1). 	 (1.6.12) 
n=e 	n=6 	n=0 
1.7 A Study of Poisson-Charlier Polynomials and 
its Generalization 
Recently, M.A. Khan and M. Akhlaq [177]-[181] studied several variable ana-
logues of Cesare, Generalized Sylvester, Krawtchouk, Meixner and Pseudo Laguerre 
polynomials. Motivated by the above work, the present chapter deals with several 
variables analogue of Poisson-Charlier polynomials. The results obtained in this 
chapter are analogous to those obtained in [177]-[181]. Let the sequence of functions 
{Sn(x)fn — 0,1, 2...} be generated by [218] 
EA.,.S.+n(x)tn=[ x't)"• 
 
s'n,[h.(xut)]v 	(1.7.1) 
n=D 
where in is a non negative integer, A,,,,n are arbitrary constants and f, g, h are suitable 
functions of x and t. The importance of a generating function of the form (1.7.1) 
in obtaining the bilateral and trilateral generating relations for the functions S(x) 
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was realised by several authours. For instance, using the generating functions of 
the type (1.7.1) for Hermite, Laguerre and Gegenbauer polynomials, Rainville [205], 
derived some bilateral and bilinear generating functions due to Mehler (Itainilic) 
(1960, pp. 198, eqn(2)), (13rafman, [6] (Rainville) [205] 1960, pp. 198, 213), Hardy-
Hille (Rainville [205] 1960, pp. 212 Theorem 69) and Meixner (Rainvile [205] 1960, 
pp. 281 eqn. (24) ). The following results are required in this chapter. 
Lagrange's Expansion Formula ( [231], pp. 355 ). If 4(z) is holomorphic at 
z = zo and ¢(zo) 0, and if 
z = zo + wO(z), 	 (1.7.2) 
then an analytic function f(z) which is holomorphic at z = zo, can be expanded as a 
power series in w by the Lagrange formula Whittaker and Watson [235], (1927), pp. 
133]. 
	
f(z) = f(zo)+~ 	I==w, 	(1.7.3) 
where D = d/dz. 
If we differentiate both sides of (1.7.3) with respect to w, using the relationship 
(1.7.2), and replace f(z)O(z) in the resulting equation by f(z), we can write (1.7.3) 
in the form [cf. Polya and Szego [201], (1972), pp. 146, problem 207]. 
f(z) 	°O  
1_wØ'(z)— 	
! D'{f(z)[(k(z)P} 1`=n„ 	(1.7.4) 
n! 
which is usually more suitable to apply than (1.7.3). 
For(z) __ 1, both (1.7.3) and (1.7.4) evidently yield Taylors expansion 
(z ~zo)afl°l(zo), 	 (1.7.5) 
„=a 
where, as usual, 
f(,.)(zo) = D~{f(z)} J,~ . 
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Poissori-Charlier Polynomials of Two Variables: 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials of two variables C„(a, g; a, (3) are defined as follows: 
Cn(5 ,y;a, =~~(-1)r+s ~r+s/ (r/ (95/ (r+s)! TQ-s 	
(1.7.6) 
r U 9e 
where, 
(a,9 > O;r,y E No)• 
Poisson-Charlier Polynomials of Three Variables: 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials of three variables CC(x, y, z; a, )9, 7) axe defined as 
follows: 
Cnlr,Y,z;a,$,y) 
n n-r n-r-s 
=LL C~ (-1)r+s+x (r+s+k) (r) () (k/ (r+s+
k)! a '/3-7_k  , (1.7.7) 
=o s~ kk=moo 
where, 
(a,A,-f>O~x.y,zENo). 
Generalized Poisson-Charlier Polynomials: 
The generalized Poisson-Charlier polynomials denoted by Cn'xl(t; a) are defined by 
M.A. Khan and S. Ahmed as below: 
= 	t
J
y E1(tk),(j,kCN,0 <j<k), 	(1.7.8) n! 	a 
n=O 
where, 
° 	txn+9 
EE(t, k) = >1 (kn + j)!, 	 (1.7.9) 
is the Pseudo-Bessel function introduced in [151. Note that 
ED(t,1) = e` 
	
(1.7.10) 
and 
Cnor](x; a)=C (x; a). 	 (1.7.11) 
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Chapter-II concerns with a study of Poisson-Charlier polynomials and its 
generalized analogue has been made. Certain generating functions, bilinear and bi-
lateral generating functions, recurrence relation and summation formulas have been 
obtained. The contents of this axe published/communicated in the form of two papers 
mentioned below: 
(i) On some new generating functions for Poisson-Charlier polynomials of several 
variables, Mathematical Science Research Journal, Vol. 15, No. 5 (2011), pp. 
127-136. 
(ii) On a generalized Poisson-Charlier polynomials, communicated for publication. 
1.8 A Study of the Polynomials H(a) (x) and H/a) (x, y) 
Recently M.A. Khan and S. Ahmed [1651 defined the polynomial H,l,°1(x) by means 
of the following generating relation 
() " exp(2xt)(1+) = 	mot`. 	(1.8.1) 
¢ 	n! 
R=O 
From (1.8.1), it follows that 
11 
Hn(x)_ 	(—k!(n!-2k)IQka)x. 	 (1.8.2) 
k=e 
Examination of equation (1.8.2) shows that HA°l(x) is a polynomial of degree n in x 
and that 
	
H~°l (x) = 2'`xn + IIn-z(a), 	 (1.8.3) 
in which 11,_2(x) is a polynomial of degree (n-2) in x. From either (1.8.1) or (1.8.2), 
it follows that H,c,°1(x) is an even function of x for n even and an odd function of x 
for odd Ii: 
= ( 1)°°Ht1(x). 	 (1.8.4) 
From (1.8.2), it follows 
It 
(_1)k!(2n
l
— 2k)!axx(a)k. 	(1.8.5) x=o 
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From (1.8.4), we have 
H:(0) =  (1.8.6) ¢n 
H1(Q) 	0, (1.8.7) 
HPa x =2 VI (- 
O 	F- 
1)knl(2x)2n-2k-1(a) 
x 1.8.8 ( 	) dx k!(n — 2k — 1)!ak 
d Ham+i (x) = 2~ ( 1)k(2n+1)!(2)2m_2k(a)k (1.8.9) dx 	k_0 k!(2n — 2k)!ak 
rII 	
W 
.1 	la) 	l
I 
HL = G/ +l(x)i
z_ 
LLW o L J 
an ( 1.8.10) 
[H(  x)] 	= 0. (1.8.11) 
zo 
The Pseudo Two variables Polynomials H(°I (x, y): 
Here, we define the pseudo two variables polynomial H."(  x, y) by means of the 
generating relation 
exp(2xt) 1 + 
t 	_ 	H( n x,y) tn 	(1.8.12) 
a a 	n.l 
Front (1.8.12), it follows that 
!11 	1kn,I2x 	2k b 
Haul (x, y) _ 	( ) 	( )° 	(a)k. 	 (1.8.13) k!(n — 2k)!ak 
k=0 
From (1.8.13), we have 
Hn) (x, 0) = 2"x 	 (1.8.14) 
HTtal(x,1) _ HHal(x), 	 (1.8.15) 
H(a) (—x, y) = (-1)nH:a) (x, v), 	 (1.8.16) 
From (1.8.13), we have 
(-1)k(2n)1(2x)2n-2k(a)kyk, 
	 (1.8.17) 
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Hen+1(xi ~J) 
 
= 	(-1)
k(2n.+ 1)!(21)2n-2k(a)k? 	
(1.8.18) k!(2n - 2k)!ak 
k=0 
From (1.8.17) and (1.8.18) we have 
H2(n)(01Y)=H1Y(2)mG) (a)ny" 	 (1.8.19) a 
and 
y) = 0. 	 (1.8.20) 
Also from (1.8.17) and (1.8.18) we have 
a H(`s"(x) y) _ 
~ (-1)k(2n)I(2x)2n_21(a)kyt" 	
1.8.21 8x 	-
2 k_o 	k!(2n - 2k - 1)!ak 	 ( 	) 
and 
a 112"+1(x,y)
=2~, (-1)k(2n+1)!(2x)2'-2k(a)kyk. 	(1.8.22) 
8x 	
k_o 	
k!(2n - 2k)!ak 
Hence, 
°0 	 (1.8.23) r 0 
and (a) 	 (-1 (2)2n+'()(a)~J 
[5xH2u+1(x,y)] = 	a'2 (1.8.24) :=o 
Chapter-III refers to a study of the polynomials H,(,°)(x) and its two variables 
analogue H(x, y). Their generating functions, recurrence relations, hypergeometric 
forms, addition theorems, expansion in terms of polynomials x" and certain other 
implicit summation formulae have been discussed. Some special cases are also given. 
The contents of this chapter are accepted/communicated in the form of two papers 
mentioned below: 
(i) A note on the polynomials H,(,°)(x), accepted for publication in European 
Journal of Mathematical Sciences. 
(ii) A note on the pseudo two variables polynomials HA (x, y), communicated for 
publication. 
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1.9 On Some New Double Generating Functions 
of Jacobi Polynomials of Two Variables 
The Jacobi polynomials of two variables, denoted by Pt" fii; a2, f2)(x y) are defined 
as follows: 
	
p(Qi,~~;Qa,bsl 	(1+ar).(1 +a2),. (n!)2 
11 11-J 
(—n)r+a(1+a, +(31+n)r(1+a2+Q2+n)a 1— x r 1-7I e 
>o $o 	r!s!(l+ai)r(1+a2): 	2 } 
( ; 
 (1.9.1) 
The relations (1.9.1) can also be expressed in the following form: 
(P1; ax 62)(y 	 = (1+al) (1+a2),. 
(n!)2 
xF2f —n,1+al+(i1+n,1+a2+Q2+n;1+a,,1+a2;12~,12y
J
, (1.9.2) 
where LF2 denotes one of the Appell's function of two variables defined by (1.3.2). 
The definition (1.9.1) can also be represented as follows: 
~a,, fi,. ,,x, p (~, y) _ 
,) 	P(1+a, + n)r(1+a2+n) 
P  nr 
X 	(—f)'(l+al+pr+n)r( .)r p(a2.9:+r)(y), 	(1.9.3) Q r!F(1+al+r)r(1+a2+n—r) " 
where P„°' m(y) is the well-known Jacobi polynomial of one variable defined by 
(1.4.11). 
Chapter-IV is concerned with a study of double generating functions for Jacobi 
polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appell function of the fourth kind and 
then using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting results. 
The contents of this chapter is communicated in the form of one paper mentioned 
below: 
(i) A note on new double generating functions of Jacobi polynomials of two variables. 
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1.10 On Some New Double Generating Functions 
of Generalized Rice Polynomials of Two Vari- 
ables 
The generalized Rice polynomials of two variables H,(,°" p'' "2, 	are 
defined by 
as s2) (e1 H.. 	(1 e2, PI, Pa, x,v)= 	(n!)2 
(—n)r+a(1+ni+01 +n)r(ei)r(1+a2+#2+n)a(e2)e, r s 
X 	 1 1 	 .c y . 	(1.10.1) T 3 (1 } (y]).(pl)r(1 + CY2)a(P2)e 
The definition (1.10.1) can be expressed in terms of double hypergeometric function 
defined by (1.3.32) as follows: 
(1+a1)n(1 +a2)a 
(n!)2 
xFo:2; 
L
—n:l+al+(i1+n, 61;1+a2+,62+n, C2; x,y
l
. 	 (1.10.2) 
1 + a1,P1) 	1 + a2, P2; 
The definition (1.10.1). can also be represented as follows: 
(t dt;aa 6a) 	 r(1+a1+n)r(1+n2+n) 
TI! 
X 	(-1)r(1+at+Qt+rz)r(S1)rxr 	H(aa,62+1)(~2 P2, y), 	(1.10.3) 
where H,(,°'') (~2, p2, y) is the well-lmown generalized Rice polynomial of one variable 
defined by (1.5.3). 
The relationships between generalized Rice polynomials of two variables and gener-
ali2ed Rice polynomials of one variable are as follows: 
(1.10.4) 
<Ml 
H(ai.d,;a,)9x)(6,G2,PI,Pz1O,3!)=H.'a.$x)(ea,p2,Y). 	. (1.10.5) R 
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Chapter-V deals with a study of double generating functions for generalized 
Rice polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appell function of the fourth kind 
and than using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting 
results. 
The contents of this chapter are communicated in the form of one paper mentioned 
below: 
(i) On some new double generating functions of generalized Rice polynomials of two 
variables. 
1.11 On Some Generating and Double Generating 
Functions of Generalized Hahn Polynomials 
of Two Variables 
The Hahn polynomials of two variables Q„(x; al, j%, All : y; a2, /92, N2) are defined as: 
Qn(x; ar, 01, N,  
fl n r 
— 	
(—n),n(l+a1+- Qr+n)r•(1+a2+f3 +n),(—x)r(~J), 	111.1 
r!s!(1tar)r(1+a2)s(—Ni).(—N2)8 ( 	) r=o s=° 
The definition (1.11.1) can be expressed in terms of double hypergeometric function 
defined by (1.3.32) as follows: 
Q,.(a;a,,fi,Ni : J;a2,132,N2) 
1z;2 r —n: 	
l +a 
1+a1 +fii+n,—x;1+ a2+$2 + J; 
F0iz2 L 	 N 	l+ay,—N2i 1 1. 	(1.11.2) r 
The definition (1.11.1) can also be represented as follows: 
QR(riar, Ph, N1 : J; a2, $2, N2) 
=E(—n)''r!(
1+ar)r1 
nib (')r 	$2+r,N2), 	 (1.11.3) 
,—o 
where Q„(y; a2, /32, N2) is the well-known Hahn polynomials of one variable defined 
by (1.5.4) . 
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The relationships between Hahn polynomials of two variables and Hahn polyno-
inials of one variable are as follows: 
Qn(x; a,, fi, All  : 0; «2,132, N2) =Qn(X; a1, 1, N1) 	(1.11.4) 
and 
= Q.(y; a2, tz, N2). 	(1.11.5) 
Chapter-VI is devoted to a study of generating and double generating func-
tions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two Variables has been made. The contents 
of this chapter are communicated in the form of two papers mentioned below: 
(i) On some generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables. 
(ii) On some double generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two 
variables. 
1.12 Generalized Mittag-Leffler Function and Eu-
ler Type Integrals 
In 1903, the Swedish mathematician Gosta Mittag-Leffler [197] introduced the 
function 
Ea(x)_ 	P(an+1), 	 (1.12.1) 
where z is a complex variable and I is a Gamma function a > 0. The Mittag-Leffler 
function is a direct generalization of exponential function to which it reduces for 
a = 1. For 0 < a! < 1 it interpolates between the pure exponential and hypergeo-
metric function 1'.. Its importance is realized during the last two decades due to its 
involvement in the problems of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and applied 
sciences. Mittag-Leffier function naturally occurs as the solution of fractional order 
differential or fractional order integral equation. The generalization of EE(z) was 
studied by Wiman [236], in 1905 and he defined the function as 
E(z) _ 
	I (on+ i) 	(a, E C, Re(a) > 0,Re(,6) > 0), 	(1.12.2) 
which is known as Wiman function. 
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In 1971, Prabhakar [202) introduced the function Eap(z) in the form of 
(7)nzn 
E7,•6(z) = 	P(an+Q)nl, (a,P,'Y, E 
I,Re(a) > O,Re(fl) > 0,Re(y) > 0), 
nO 
(1.12.3) 
where (y), is the Pochhammer symbol (Rainville[205]): 
n>1. 
In 2007, Shukla and Prajapati [219] introduced the function L•aj(z) which is defined 
for a, $, y E C; Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re(-y) > 0 and q E (0,1) (J N as 
_ 	(7)snz' 
0 	-F(an.+R)n!' n=O 
(1.12.4) 
In 2009, Tariq 0. Salim [210] introduced the function the function :(z) which 
is defined for a, p, ry, 6 E C; Re(a) > 0,Re(fi) > 0, Re(y) > 0,Re(5) >0 as 
E°•e(z)— Para+R)(b),. 
	 (1.12.5) 
In 2012, a new generalization of Mittag-Leffler function was defined by Salim et.al 
[211] as 
(' Y ) z,. 
Ea";Bv(z) — 	r(a, 	3)(6)' 	
(1.12.6) 
where a, p,7, b E C; min(Re(a), Re(p), Re(y), Re(d)) >0. 
The generalization of (1.12.6) is investigated and defined as follows: 
•d•vo•bP(z) — 
	 ( 
	
n_0 	
1.12.7) (an+ A)(U)an (~)pn 
where, 
a, Q, 7, 6, W, u, p, Q E C; P, q > 0 and q < Re(a) + p 	(1.12.8) 
and 
n in(Re(a), Re(Q), Re(q), Re(3), Re(p), Re(u), Re(p), Re(u)) > 0. 	(1.12.9) 
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The definition (1.12.7) is a generalization of all above functions defined by 
(1.12.1)-(1.12.6) including the missing link given below: 
(7)9nZn  aea(z)= 	F(a ,n +R)(fl,.,a,P,7,ec, 	(l.lz.la) 
where, 
min (Re(o), Re($), Rey), Re(&) > 0) and q E (0,1) UN. 	(1.12.11) 
Chapter-VII deals with a study of a function of generalized Mittag-Leffler type 
defined by M.A Khan and S. Ahmed [162]. Various properties including usual dif-
ferentiation and integration, Euler (Beta) transforms, Laplace transforms, Whittaker. 
transforms, generalized hypergeometric series form with their several special cases 
are obtained and relationship with Wright hypergeometric function, Fox's H-function 
and Laguerre polynomials is also established. In the last section, we study the Euler 
type integrals associated with the generalized Mittag-Leffler function introduced by 
A.K. Shukla and et.al [219]. Some special cases have been obtained. The contents of 
this chapter are accepted for publication in the form of two papers mentioned below: 
(i) On some properties of geaendized Mittag-Lef er function, Springer Plus, 
Vol. 2, No. 1 (2013). 
(ii) Enter type integrals involving generalized Mittag-Leffler function, Communica-
tions of the Korean Mathematical Society. 
1.13 A Study of Fractional Calculus Operators As- 
sociated with Generalized Mittag-Leffler Func- 
tion 
Ffikactioml calculus owes its origin to a question of whether the meaning of a 
derivative to an integer of order n could be extended to still be valid when n is not 
an integer. This question was first raised by L'Hospital on september 30th 1695. On 
that day in a letter to Leibnitz, he posed a question about 9, Leibnitz's notation 
about nth derivative of a linear function f (x) = x. L'Hospital curiously asked what 
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the result would be if n = z. Leibnitz responded that it would be "an apparent 
paradox, from which one day useful consequences will be drawn," [196]. Following 
this unprecedented discussion the subject of fractional calculus caught the attention 
of othe great mathematicians, many of whom directly or indirectly contributed to 
its development. They include Euler, Laplace, Fourier, Lacroix, Abel, Riemann and 
Liouville. 
In 1819, Lacroix became the first mathematician to publish a paper that mentioned 
a fractional derivative [208]. 
Starting with 41= x'", where m is a positive integer, laeroix found the nt" derivative 
d"y 	m! 
dx" (m-n.)! x"`-" na_ra 
	 (1.13.1) 
and using Legendre's symbol F, for the generalized factorial, lie wrote 
d"y _ 1'(m. + 1) 	- 
dx" F(m- n+1)X,n m?n. 
	 (1.13.2) 
Finally by letting in = 1 and it = 2, he obtained 
6y = 2fx 
(1.13.3) 
dx= 
However, the first use of fractional calculus was not made by Lacroix but by Abel, in 
1823 [208]. He applied fractional calculus in the solution of an integral equation that 
arises in the formulation of the Tautochrone problem- the problem of determining 
the shape of the curve such that the time of descent of an object sliding down that 
curve under uniform gravity is independent of the object's starting point. 
Fkactional Calculus Operators: 
The left and right-sided Rimami-Liouville fractional calculus operators are defined 
by Samko and et.al [[212], sec. 5.1]. For a E C(Re(a) > 0) 
	
Io+f = P(a) ,le y (x - t) I 
dt 	 (1.13.4) 
o f 
= 1 F 	J fW  (y. f(t)l °
dt, 	 (1.13.5) 
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d [Ql+ (Dof) () _ (dx) 	('a+af) (x) 
1 	d Ial+t x f(t) 
	
=r(1-{a}) ~dx~ 	f (~-t){~}dt, 	(1.13.6) 
(DC f) (a) = ~dx) 	(ji af) (x) 
1 d hl+i x 	f (t) 
— r(1—{a}) 
I 
d;) 	J (x_t){aldt,  
where [a] means the maximal integer not exceeding a and {a} is the fractional part 
of a. An interesting and useful generalizations of the Riemann-Lionville and Erdlyi-
Kober fractional integral operators has been introduced by Saigo [209] in terms of 
Gauss hypergeometric function as given below. 
Let a, i4, y E C and x E Ry., then the generalized fractional integration and 
fractional differentiation operators associated with Gauss hypergeometric function 
are defined as follows: 
r06.Tf(x) - r(a) f x (x -t)tr-'2F1l a+ ,-7;1- 	f(t)dt, 	(1.13.8) 
a 
= r I f m (t - s).-rt-~-82Fr (a + , -
"1; a;1 - t) f(t)dt, (1.13.0) 
` 
(Do 'f) ( x ) = I 	 f(a') _ (dc)k (Io+ 	 f) (x), 	(1.13.10) 
J 	(Rc(a)>0;k=[Re(a)+1]) 
k 
(DaN,7 fl (x) = I_a 6i 7f() = ( 
/ 
-i) (I 	_P_7)  (x), 	(1.13.11) 
/ 	(Re(a) >0; \k = [Re(a) + 1]).  
Operators (1.13.8)-(1.13.11) reduce to that in (1.13.4)-(1.13.7) as follows: 
( o+ Q.lf)(x)= o+f(x), 	 (1.13.12) 
(Iff' a''f)(x)=I°f(x), 	 (1.13.13) 
(Do+ °af)(x) = Do+f(x), 	 (1.13.14) 
(Da' a'"f)(x) = Da f (x). 	 (1.13.15) 
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Chapter-VIII concerns with a study of fractional calculus operators and general-
ized fractional calculus operators associated with generalized Mittab Leer function 
introduced by M.A. Khan and S. Ahmed [162] and generalized Mittag-Leffler function 
defined by T.R. Prabhakar [202] respectively. Some special cases are also given. The 
contents of this chapter accepted/published/presented in the form of three papers as 
mentioned below: 
(i) Fractional calculus operators involving generalized Mittag-Leffler function, World 
Applied Programming, Vol. 2, No. 12, (2012), pp. 492-499. 
(ii) On some properties of fractional calculus operators associated with generalized 
Mittag-Leffler function, Thai Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 11, No. 3, (2013), 
pp. 645-654. 
(iii) Generalized fractional calculus operators associated with the generalized Mittag-
Leffler function, presented in The 12th International Symposium on Orthog-
onal Polynomials, Special Functions and Applications (OPSFA), Sousse, 
Tunisia, 24-29 of March-2013. 
1.14 On Legendre Polynomials of Pseudo Two Vari-
ables Suggested by S.F. Ragab's Laguerre Poly-
nomials of Two variables 
In 1991, S.F. Ragab [2041 defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables L;'pl (x, y) 
as follows: 
L¼
( ) 
,al x 	r(n+n+1)r(n +P:+1)" 	( —r)rLca)r(x)  
y n! 	 r _o r!F(a+n— r+l)r(P+r1)' 
(1.14.1) 
where L° (x) is the well-known Laguerre polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(1.14.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of L$°'gl (x, y): 
Lla,pl x 
	
(—n)r+s 	 (1.14.2) L4)  (,y)— 	(,n!)2 	r=O 8=0(1 +0')r(l + fl) s rb! 
In 
Later the same year, S.K. Chatterjea [9] obtained generating functions and many 
other interesting results for Ragab's polynomial 	(x, y). In 1997, M.A. Khan and 
A. K. Shukla extended Laguerre polynomials of two variables to Laguerre polynomials 
of three variables L'' (z, (x  y, z) and Laguerre polynomials of m-variables [63, 66] 
Ln«1«2"" «mi) (xj xz ,a) and obtained many useful results. Later in 1998, M.A. 
Khan and G.S. Abukhammash [6S] defined and studied Hermite polynomials of two 
variables. In this chapter Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables have been 
defined and many interesting results obtained. 
Legendre Polynomials Pn(a,y) of Pseudo Two Variables: 
Legendre polynomials P„(x, y) of Pseudo two variables are defined by the generating 
relation: 
[1-2xt+(1 +y)t2] '=~P,,(x,y)tn. 	(1.14.3) 
n=0 
It can easily bee seen from (1.14.3): 
[ 2J (1)k(Un-k(2x)"-21(y+ 1)k. 
	(1.14.4) r-a 	kl(n-2k)! 
It maybe noted that for y = 0, Legendre polynomials P„(x, y) of pseudo two variables 
reduces to Legendre polynomials of one variable P"(x). Thus, 
Pn (x,0)=Pn (x). 	 (1.14.5) 
If in (1.14.3), we replace x by —x and t by —t, the left member does. not change. 
Hence, we have 
P,(x,y)=(-1)"P (—x,y). 	 (1.14.6) 
Putting x = 1, y - 0 in (1.14.3) to obtain 
(1 - L)-1 = t Pn (1, 0) t", 	 (1.14.7) 
n-n 
from which it follows: 
P (1,0) = 1. 	 (1.14.8) 
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From (1.14.6), by putting x = —1, y = 0 and using (1.14.8), we have 
	
P„ (-1,0) _ (-1)" 	 (1.14.9) 
From (1.14.3) with x = 0, y = 0, we have 
(1+t2) =—I,(0,0)tn. 	 (1.14.10) 
Also, we have 
1 	t 
(1 t t2~ ' 	)~ (~ _ 	
(- )" 
	 (1.14.11) 
o 	
n. 
Hence from (1.14.10) and (1.14.11) , we have 
'2n+ (0, 0) = 0, Pen (0, 0) = ( 1)njI(2)n. 	(1.14.12) 
In the last Chapter, Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables have been 
defined on the pattern of Hermite polynomials of two variables due to M.A. Than 
and G.S. Abukhammash [68]. The chapter contains generating functions, Rodrigue's 
type formula, recurrence relations, orthogonality, expansion of polynomials, integral 
representations and Whittaker transform for pseudo two variables Legendre polyno-
mials. The contents of this chapter published in the form of one paper as mentioned 
below: 
(i) On Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables suggested by S.F. Ragob's La-
guerre polynomials of two variables, International Transactions in Applied Sci-
ence, Vol. 2, No. 1 (2010), pp. 135-145. 
YLii j.  
Chapter 2 
A Study of Poisson-Charlier 
Polynomials and its Generalization 
2.1 Abstract 
The present chapter deals with a study of Poisson-Charlier polynomials and its 
generalized analogue. Certain bilinear and bilateral generating functions, recurrence 
relations and summation formulas have been discussed. 
2.2 Introduction 
Recently, M.A. Khan and M. Alchlaq [177]-[1811 studied several variables ana-
logues of Cesare, generalized Sylvester, Krawtchouk, Meixner and Pseudo Laguerre 
polynomials. Motivated by the above work, the present chapter deals with several 
variables analogue of Poisson-Charlier polynomials. The results obtained in this 
chapter are analogous to those obtained in [177]-[181]. Let the sequence of functions 
{S8(x)In = 0,1, 2...} be generated by [218] 
EA*n,Sm+n(x)tn— I9((Xt)]'a  sm[h'(xrt)]i 	 (2.2.1) n=0 
where m is a non negative integer, A,,, , are arbitrary constants and f, g, h are suitable 
functions of x and L. The importance of a generating function of the form (2.2.1) in 
obtaining the bilateral and trilateral generating relations for the functions S, (x) was 
realized by several authors. 
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For instance, using the generating functions of the type (2.2.1) for Hermite, Laguerre 
and Gegenbauer polynomials, Rainville [205], derived some bilateral and bilinear 
generating functions due to Mehler (Rainville) (1960, p. 198, eqn(2)), (Brafman, [6] 
(Rainville) [205] 1960, pp. 198, 213), Hardy- Hille (Rainville [205] 1960, pp. 212 
Theorem 69) and Meixner (Rainville [205] 1960, pp. 281 eqn. (24) ). 
The following results are required in this chapter: 
Lagrange's Expansion Formula ( [231], pp. 355) If ¢(z) is holomorphic at z = zo 
and (zo) # 0, and if 
	
z = zo + w~(z), 	 (2.2.2) 
then an analytic function f (z), which is holomorphic at z = zo , can be expanded as 
a power series in it by the Lagrange formula (Whittaker and Watson [235], (1927), 
pp. 133) 
f(2) = f(zo) + 	D:- {f /(z)[~(z)r}) J.=zm 	(2.2.3) 
where Da = d/dz. 	 ry 
If, we differentiate both sides of (2.2.3) with respect to w, using the relationship 
(2.2.2), and replace f'(z)O(z) in the resulting equation by f (z), we can write (2.2.3) 
in the form [cf. Polya and Szego. [201], (1972), pp. 146, problem 207] 
I —v$(z) _~, niDi{f(z)[~(z)]} ]:- 	 (2.2.4) 
which is usually more suitable to apply than (2.2.3). 
For ¢(z) = 1, both (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) evidently yield Taylor's expansion 
.f(z) _ 	(z Zo)~ flnl(zo), 	 (2.2.5) 
n=0 
where, as usual 
f(zo) = D{  f@)} 
Lemma 2.2.1 The Lemma is also useful for subsequent study: 
Ef(n)= 	> rf(2n)+f(2n+1). 	 (2.2.6) 
n=o 	„=o 	n—u 
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2.3 Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials CC(x; a) are defined by ( [231], pp. 425) 
C.(r'ia') =~(-1)k(k\ (k)kl a b, 	 (2.3.1) 
is=o 
where 
(a>O;xENo). 
The following generating relations holds for (2.3.1): 
ECn(x;a)-_ 1- t)'e° , 	 (2.3.2) 
n=0 n! 	a 
and 
I A-x;  
E(A)nCn(x;a) =(1-t)-A2FO 	all t) 	(2.3.3) 
nr0 
Starting, as usual, from (2.3.2), we get the following formula of the type (2.2.1) for 
the polynomials C„(x; a) : 
> Cn+r(T, a') n 	(1 - - e`  C,(xi a - t), 	(2.3.4) 
n=0 	71'- \ 	a) 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on trilateral 
generating functions for the polynomials C (x; a). 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let 
Crjw[x,a,y,t]= 	Qn,vC.(x;a)9n+N(y)7 - 	
(2.3.5) 
n=o 
be a bilateral generating function. Then the following trilateral generating relation 
holds: 
C, (x; a)µ(y, z)t~ 	4 1- t I esQiu[x,a-t,Y,zf), 	(2.3.6) 
n \ a/ o  
where 
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bl•] n 
(y z) _ > ( ) ak,pgk+w(y)zk. 	(2.3.7) 
k=0 
F±om Lagrange's expansion formula, we get the following generating relation for the 
polynomials C„(a; a) : 
00 
(x+ny;a)n! 1+1a(1)x°)-1 u=t(1--,y . 	(2.3:8) 
The pure recurrence for the polynomials C,(x; a) is: 
C,.(a; a) = ~1 + n x -_1\   Ca-i(~; a) - (n  1) C_y(a; a). 	(23.9) 
2.4 Poisson-Charlier Polynomials of Two Variables 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials of two variables C„ (x, y; a, p) are defined as follows: 
R n a 
=0 s=o 	+ S T S 
where (a, 0 > 0; x, y E No). 
The following generating relations hold for (2.4.1): 
m 
Cn(z,y;a,Q);T = (1- a) (1 l3~vet ,1=o 
(2.4.1) 
(2.4.2) 
and 
m / 	/ 	n 
y; a, 
n=o 
(1-t)F  
t 	t 
(2.4.3) 
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Proof of (2.4.2) We have 
°' 	to t, C;,(x, a, P)-  
n=0 ! 
cc 7%n-r  
	
7 x 	_ to 1 r+s 	 ~  r+s r s} 	a ) 	p n! 
cc 	00 
ESE
(-L)r(-Y)°a rF ° to+r+a 
n=o .-0 °=O 	n! r! s! 
°~ (T) t 	(-y)° t  ~~ n0 _a r. a °-o s. 	n_a  
= (1 	 )x (1 Y~aet 
which proves (2.4.2). 
Proof of (2.4.3) We have 
Co  
y; a, /3)— 
ao n n-r — x 	E(A)^( 1)r+e (r :s) \r/ \s/(r+s)! fl_ _ RI n=0 r=O a=0 
00 00 00 
= 
FEE (A)n+r+s(-2)r(—y)si_ 8 to+r+s 
n0 r=o °=0 	n! r! a! 
('~)r+s(—'~)r(—y) t r t s 
cc 
(~ 	)n E 	~~~ 	
+r+a to 
°=o r! s! 	a 	na 	~! 
which proves (2.4.3). 
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Starting as usual from (2.4.2), we get the following formula of the Eype (2.2.1) for the 
polynomials C,(x, y; a, /3): 
°J  
EC,+(x,yi«o 
n=D 
(1 — ) (1 — ~) e` Cr(x, y; a — t, fi — t). 	 (2.4.4) 
Proof of (2.4.4) 
r
cc [`c 	 tnvr 
Cn 4r(x, y; a, 
p) 
r=o n=n 	 ~~ TI 
n=0 
(t+v)'x 	(t+'U)~ ll 
« 	p 
r 
_ 	1—a 
z 	H 
(I— 	e
E
Cr(x,y;a—t,#—t)v' 
=o 
equating the coefficient of —;, we get (2.4.4), which provides with the basic tool 
to deduce the following theorem on mixed trilateral generating functions for the 
polynomials C (x, i; a, Q). 
Theorem 2.4.1 Let 
/3
q 	7 	C° q 	to 
G"An 1, x2i a, , y, tl — E a,p'.(Xl, r2; a, i3)gn+rv(y) 	 (2.4.5) n_e 	 (T E)I 
be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Poisson-Oharlicr polynomials of 
two variables and another one variable polynomial gn+µ(y). Then the following mixed 
trilateral generating relation holds: 
C,(xi,x2;a,/%) 4h(1/~z)t 
n=0 
t\ 	t a 
_ (1 — —) (1 — - 	e`G r,N [xi, x2; a — t,,6 — t, y, zt']. 	(2.4.6) a 
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Proof of (2.4.6) We have 
cc 
C (xi, '2; a p, fl)crrN(y, 4-  
no 	
a. 
00 	p 
0~0
nkto
crk)ak.N9k+P (y)z to
0  
00 !n/r] 	q 	
! 
	n 
EC.(XI,T2;U,N) (m—Tk)!(Tk)! n=0 k=0 
_ 
=0 k=0 
— 	ak,V9k+µ(y)2'trk 
L° 
Cn+rk(x" x2; a', to k=0 	 TIC! nn=O 	 nl 
t z 
- 1 -t) ( I ) 	 )) ezGvu[m X2;a-t,o-tly,zy II 
which proves (2.4.6). 
The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials C„(x, y; a, (1) is: 
n-x-1+n- -11
Cn-1(x,y;a,,6) a 	J 
n-1 + n_1 + (n-1)(n-2)_ (n-1)(%'+Y)1Cn_2(z,Y;a,Q) l 	a 	J 
+(n 1)(n-2)
Cn-a(x,y;afl). 	 (2.4.7) 
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2.5 Poisson-Charlier Polynomials of Three Vari- 
ables 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials of three variables CC (x, y, z; a, /3, 'y) are defined 
as follows: 
C.(x, Y, z; a, $,'Y) 
n n-r n-r-s 	
TI (_1).+s+k
kr+S+k) (r) (s) (k) (r + s + k)! a r/i s7 k, (2.5.1) r=0 s=0 k0 
where (a, fl, > 0; x, y, z E No). 
The following generating relations holds for (2.5.1): 
co 
EC(x,y,Z;a,0,-1)=(1—k) (1—
) 
(1- ~~et 	(2.5.2) 
n-0 
and 
°O 	n 
y, Z;  
n=0 
(1—t) AF 	 (lt t) , (l t—t) 	(2.5.3) 
Starting as usual from (2,5.2), we get the the following formula of the type (2.2.1) 
for the polynomials Cn(x, y, z; a, /3, 'y): 
C +r(x, g, z; 
no 	~l 
— \1 t)x \1 P)'(1— y
) z e"Cr(x,Y,z;a — t,Q — t,7 — t), (2.5.4)— 
which provides us with the basic tool to deduce the following theorem on mixed 
trilateral generating functions for the polynomials f, (x, y, z). 
Theorem 2.5.1 Let 
r`41,x2, x3; a, N,ry, y, t! _ 	a_, Cn(X1,x2, xS; a, Q,)9+(y) 	(25.5) 
A=O 
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be a mixed bilateral generating function involving Poisson-Charlier polynomials of 
three variables and another one variable polynomial g„ +µ(y). Then the following 
mixed trilateral generating relation holds 
a 	to 
Cn(x1, x2, x3; a: i , 7)Uns(9/, z)it! 
n=0 
	
t 1 	.i  S3 tS` 
= (1 	(1 	)y (1 	) Q1U']x1, 2,x3;a t:Q t,y t,.I,ztr]. (2.5.6) 
The pure recurrence relation for the polynomials C.(x, y, z; a,F,-y) is: 
/ n.-x-1 n-y-1 n-z-1` = I 1+ 	+ p 	+ 	7 	
J 
C- (x: i; z; a: fi,7) a 
(n.-I) (n-1)(n-1) (ri-1)(n-2)(n-8)-(m-1)(n-2)(x+y+s) 
- a + p 7 } 	 ap7  
xCo.-z(x,y,z;a,$,7)+(n-1)(n-7)(n-3) Ca-3(x,y, 2;a,A:7). 
	(2.5.7) 
The proofs of (2.5.2)-(2.5.6) are similar to (2.4.2)-(2.4.6), respectively. 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials of n-variables Cn (x1, x2, ...2n; a1, a2, ..., an) are 
defined as follows: 
C'n(x1, w21 ...xn; al, a2:..., an) _ 	...  
rr0r2=0 	rk=0 
x (T1+T2-I-...+Tk/
X.J(+1.2+—+ rk)! air, a2 rz...anrk, 
\ 	 (2.5.8) 
where (al, a2, ..., a„ > 0; x1, x2, ...an E No). Results for n-variables will follow as in 
case of two and three variables. 
2.6 Generalized Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
In this section, we define and study the generalized Poisson-Charlier polynomials, 
where (j,k E N,0 <j C k) as 
Cn k](xi a)~ - (1-a IxE1(t:1t), 	 (2.6.1) 
n=0 	/ 
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where 
°° tkn}j 
(kit  +j)! 	
(2.6.2) 
is the Pseudo-Bessel function introduced in 1151. 
Note that 
E°(t,1) =e 	 (2.6.3) 
and 
C(0' 1)(x; a) = Cn(x; 4). 	 (2.6.4) 
2.7 Generating Functions of Generalized Poisson- 
Charlier Polynomials 
The following generating functions hold for generalized Poisson-Charlier Polyno-
mials given by (2.6.1) 
(9k) 	I 	(-x)m-kn-
jakn-m+i 
O' (a; a)='m. 
 
(m-kn-j)!(kn+j)!. 	
(2.7.1) 
To prove (2.7.1), we proceed as follows. 
First we write, 
	
[  C$,k)(x; a)! - 	(-x)mtm,, tkn+i 	
(2.7.2) 
,nL=o 	m'! ,n=a m.!a^' ~O (kn+j)I
. 
Setting ni —s in - km - j, so that it < 	, we get 
°o tm 	°° 	k  ,k)(x;a)—=C~to (2.7.3) 
m=o 	vn'! ,n=O 	nL=oJ (m-kn-7)!(kn+j)!. 
Finally, comparing the coefficients of t, we get the result (2.7.1). 
For j = 0, k = 1, (2.7.1) reduces to a known result: 
p. 
C" (x; a) = Cm(x; a) = in! ~ n!(m - n)~(x _mn)I 	(2.7.4) 
For j = 0, k = 2, (2.7.1) gives  
, l 
clo'a)(x; a)= Tn! 	
(-x)m-anaz"-n' 	(2.7.5) ' (m -2n)I(2n)I' 
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Setting x -+ x - 1 in (2.6.1), we have 
(1- t)EGG.k)(x -1;a)tn 	 tn 
a'/ -o 	 n! n_e 	n! 
or 
co 
~'CIi,kJ(x _ 1;a)t° -CC,(.,(y-1;a)(   to 
 
n=o 	n'! a nL=1 	 " - 1)! n=o 	n! 
comparing the coefficients of t°, we get 
C~k7(x _1; r)_ C il(x _1_ a)= Cjk)(x;n). 	(2.7.6) 
Again from (2.6.1), we have 
t \ 	 to 	tkn+j 
a 	n=D 	n=O (kn+j)! 
or (x) ~n tm °J 	to 	°' 	tkn+j rCUJ)(x; a) 
m=0 	n=4 n=0 
Settingn-rnk+j-m?0 - m<nk+j 
nk+j (
'
)mtrn 	k) 	tnk+]-m 	°D 	tkn+j 
o m,la,,. Cnk+j-m(~; ~) (.nk + j - m)! 	(kn+ j)! no ,n=o 	 =o 
comparing the coefficients of t"'+j, we have 
~~
(y)mCnk+ (a• a) 	1 
k+ 	
nk+j-'n ' 	 (2.7.7) o (kn + j)!. 
For j - 0, k = 1, it reduces to 
• 
(,nI(mn t)2am) _ n. 	 (2.7.8) 
Multiplying both sides of (2.6.1) by (1 - t)-x+Y, we have 
°' 
nk) 	
" 
(
t/
1-
-
\ 
	
C'(x;a)—j = 1--1  E tk) 
tt=O 
or 
(x - V )mtm E C(~k) (x; a) to = E CG,k) (y; a) to . 
,n=o 
	n_p 	n. 
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Replacing n -+ n - t and comparing the coefficient of t°, we get 
	
(n— ,m)!am cn Kkm (x, IX) — Cn k)(yi IX). 	 (2.7.9) ,~  
For y=Qj=0,k= 1, it reduces to 
nt!m~m~ (n(x) 	o')=Cn(0). 	 (2.7.10) 
Replacing x by x+y, we get from (2.7.9) 
2 
m't~,mi(,(-),m)i«.mC'n-km(x+y;IX)°Cnk)(1f,IX). 	(2.7.11) 
2.8 Summation Formulae 
In this section we obtain the summation formula for generalized Poissson-Charlier 
polynomials C.'k)(a, a). We start with the definition of generalized Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials CA'k)(a, IX) and write be using lemma 2.2.1, 
°~ 	 to 
o 	n' ,-  
tzn 	t2n+1 
Cz 'k) (x' IX) (2n) + E C2 +1(z; IX) (2n + 1)! 
n=D n0 =  
(—x)2k t 2k + r- 
(_y)2k+1 
t 2k+1 et 
(2k)! (IX) 	O (2k+1)! (a) 	] 
Replacing t by it, we get 
Co 	 t2n 	cc 
n=OC2 	
2n!(-1)n+i~~%2n+)1 (TiIX')(2n2+1)f(-1)n  nO 
(—X)2k t 2k 	k 	CO(—x)2k+1 t 2k+1 
	k1 
_
r 
` (2k), (a) (-1) +a~ (2k+1)! (a) 	(-1) J (cost +tiaiWt). 
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Comparing real and imaginary parts, we get 
 
t
2n 
a=o 	2n! 
=cost 	((2k~~k I Imo (-1)k
l 
- sint I~ (2k+1)! ¼a) 
zk+l (-1)kl 
rL_1-s z-r \. / 	L 	_s \1-a 1. 
=cost 3Fz l 	1 3 	-rtl2 + xt sint 31,2 	-/t\ z 
L -aJ 	a 	1\ CE 
	
2' 	 2: 2' 
(2.8.1) 
and 
6r 	ten+1 
Czo+l(v «)(2n+1)!( 1)n n=0 
=costE(2k+1)!•la)2k+1(-1)k
J
+Sint 	((2~~kIa~2k(1)k
J 
1-~ , \l. 	 ~!I 	L 	rI —1-\z 2-i, 1.  
=sint3Fz~ a 2 
	
_~t\2 I —xtcost 3Fzl 	
2 	2 	—~t\a 
) J 	a 	L 	 a/I J 1 3. 	 1 3, 2 2+ 2+ 
(2.8.2) 
From (2.6.1), we have 
00 
Cn'k!(x;a) - = (1 -')'E,(t,k)• 
n-0 
Therefore, 
C4k) 
( 
w; IX t2n 
	C22.1 2, c t2n+1 
)(2n)I 
+ 
( 	)(2n+1)! 
r 1 r°O t2,.k+i cc t(zn+9k+j 
ll ) [ O(2nk+j)! ~p (2n+1)k+j)!] 
_ r (—X)m 	t2nk+j 	r t(2^ +l)k+i 
- Oamm.! tm E(2nk+j)! + O(2n+1)k+j)I 
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Replacing t by it , we get 
t2n 	
tPn+1 
~ i rtk)(2; a) 	(-1)n +8> C2n+)1(xi a) 
	(_1)T 
00 
_ a2rr(-1)t2m+i a2m+1t2m+1 
=0 
t2nk+y(_1)n 	t(2n+_)m+i 
x n~ (2nk + j)! +a -0(2n+1)k+j)! 	 (2.8.3) 
where am amm! 
Comparing real and imaginary parts, we get 
C'."(x;a)(2 )I(-1)"=AC-BD 	 (2.8.4) 
and 
z(n1 	
tzn+1 
C +) (~ia) 	(-1)°=BC+AD, 	 (z (2n+1 2.8.5) 
where 
A = E a2m(-1)-tzm , B = i E a2m+it2,,.+1 
m 	 m 
~amk+i(—r)n 'On i I)k Fi 
C = 	(2sk+j)I and D = i 	(zn+r)k+i)!. n n 
2.9 The Generalized Poisson-Charlier Polynomi- 
als of Two Variables 
The generalized Poisson-Charlier polynomials of two variables C," )`(a,y;a,f) 
are defined as follows: 
I"ti 11 	1 / 	( ` 
CV)(X, J; a, Q)=~ 	(-1)r+s(r + 	(r+s) \r~(9, 	(2.9.1) ro a-o 
where (a,0> 0;x,yENo). 
The following generating relations hold for (2.9.1): 
C'nk)(x,Jia,Q)!- = (1- !)z 1 1_ f) Ei(t,k) 	(2.9.2) 
n=0 
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and 
a, 
n=0 
CO 	(a+~)~+a(A)i 
(a)r( )3 (x)r( 
J)ar,a, 	(2.9.3) 
r=a a=o 
where 
(bra 
	
(A + r +s+i)nktnk+j 	
( 2.9.4 ) (nk+j)l  
Proof of (2.9.2)! 
We have froin L.H.S, 
(1— 1 (1—p~y 
rl-~)r rt)r ~00 ( )s (a = 
t) 
	tkn+j 
iro 
cc 00 	(-1)rx! (-1)'y! (a)-r($)-s tkn+i+r+s 
n=0 r=o a=o (x - r)! (y - s)! 	r!s! 	(kn + j)! 
Replacing n —Y "—w',-Z, then n -4n — s, we get 
J+8X! y! (a)_T(fl)_5 
	to 
n=a :-o _o (x - r)! (9 - s)! 	r!s! 
 
from which the result follows. 
Proof of (2.9.3): We have 
00 
y; a, 0 ,aa 	 )
to 
n. 
k !! x 	`] 	/ 	/ 	\1 	 p 	PL 00 
-~ Lr 	(A)n(_1)r+sl
\ 
r+s/ 	
(r+s)! C, rO, 
-0 7=0 s=0  
[
00  [~n `[=[k~-jl 	
(-x)r(-y)e 	n 
— L~ L- L (A)nrls!(n—r — s)!(a)`(#)at . n=0 r=0 s=O 
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Setting it —> nk + r t j + s, we have 
00 CC 00 
	 (-+ )T (-y)e 	nk+r+j+s 
	
= EE(a)nk+r+i+s 	 q 
n=o r=O 6=0 IS~(11+~)l(CC)r(Y)° 
00 0000 	(t \ ' (—x')r(—y)6 tnk+i 
L 
~(~)nk+rt7ts 1 aJr 1Y) 	r!s! 	(nk+j)!j 72=00r=O s=O 
DJ W CO 	
/ 	/ 	/ t' T ' b \ 6 (—.ri)T(—y)5 tnk+j 1 _ 	 . +r + S + j)nkl'\+j)T+s(A)i LI\ 	/~J 
n=O r=O s=O 	TISI 	(nk }'()I 
0,+ )7 s(A)i 1 	Ir (
)9 (
x)r(y)s s, rIM ?=O 6~ 
which proves (2.9.3), where, 0r,6 is given by (2.9.4). 
Special Case; For j = 0, and k = 1, (2.9.2) reduces to (2.4.2). 
Generalized Poisson-Charlier polynomials of n-variables Cn(xl, 2, ...xn; a1, a2, ..., an) 
are defined as follows: 
n n-rin-r-s 
Cn 	 ...x,; n, 2,..., a)-~~  
n=erg=e Tk=o 
x (1.1+r2~'...+rk) \rlj \T2)...(Tk)(T1+ T2
-{- ...'F Tk)! 01"a2 rz... a, r", 
(2.9.5) 
where (j, k E N, 0 < j < k; a1, a2, ..., an > 0; x1, x2, ...a„ E No). 
Results for three and n-variables will follow as in case of two variables. The contents 
of this chapter are published/communicated in the form of two papers as mentioned 
below: 
(i) On some new generating functions of Poisson-Charlier polynomials of several 
variables, Mathematical Sciences Research Journal, Vol. 15, No. 5 (2011), pp. 
127-136. 
(ii) On a gen.eralized Poisson-Charlier polynomials of several variables, communi-
cated for publication. 
CHAPTER -III 
A STUDY OF THE POLYNOMIALS 
H(  x) AND H$$' (xr  y) 
Chapter 3 
A Study of the Polynomials Hna) (x) 
and H$ (x, y) 
3.1 Abstract 
The present chapter deals with the study of the polynomials Hi (cc) and its 
two variables analogue H.a)(x,y). Their generating functions, differential equation, 
recurrence relations, hypergeometric forms, addition theorems, expansion in terms of 
polynomial xn and certain other implicit summation formulae have been given. Some 
special cases are also discussed. 
3.2 Introduction 
The classical Hermite polynomials H(x) are defined by means of the relation 
exp(2xt — t2) _ e  H"(x)tn, 	 (3.2.1) 
n=o 
valid for all finite x and t. It follows from (3.2.1) that 
 (_  k)
(
n  ( 22k) 2k. 	 (3.2.2) 
k=O 
Examination of (3.2.2) shows that H,4(x) is a polynomial of degree precisely it in x. 
Let G(x, t) be a function that can be expanded in powers oft such that 
G(x,t) _ 	0.,f (a)t.", 	 (3.2.3) 
n=0 
66 
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where c„ is a function of n that may contain the parameters of the set f(t), but is 
independent of x and t. Then G(x, t) is called generating function of the set f„(x). 
In the study of generating functions of the sets of polynomials, we some times deal 
with divergent power series. The manipulative techniques are useful when applied to 
convergent power series. The following basic lemmas (see Rainville [[205], pp. 56-58]) 
given below are useful. 
Lemma 3.2.1 
(3.2.4) 
n=0 k=0 	n=0 k=0 
and 
EE B(k,n) =>>A(k,n+k). 	 (3.2.5) 
n0 k=-0 	n=0 k=O 
Lemma 3.2.2 
EA(k,n)=> 	A(k,n-2k) 	 (3.2.6) „=o k=0 	n=o x_1171 
> >B(k,n)=>LB(k,n+2k). 	 (3.2.7) 
n=0 k=0 	n-0 k=0 
Lemma 3.2.3 
Ef(u) = Ef(2n)+Ef(2n+1). 	 (3.2.8) 
Further, we reproduce here Lagrange's expansion formula which will be used subse- 
quentLy in this chapter. 
Lagrange's Expansion Formula ( [231], pp. 355 ). 
If 0(z) is holomorphic at z = zo and (zo) 4 0, and if 
z = zo + wcb(z), 	 (3.2.9) 
then an analytic function f (z), which is holomorphic at z = zo, can be expanded as 
a power series in w by the Lagrange formula Whittaker and Watson [[235], (1927), 
pp. 133]. 
f(z) = f(zu) +L i D;-1{f'(z)M(z)]n}) =°m. 	(3.2.10) 
where D. = d/dz. 
If, we differentiate (3.2.10) both sides with respect to w, using (3.2.9) and replace 
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f'(z)O(z) in the resulting equation by f(z), we can write (3.2.10) in the form [cf. 
Polya and Szego [201], (1972), pp. 146, problem 207] as, 
f lz) 	Wn 
1 -wØ(z) _ >~I H{f(z)[O(z)]"} Iz—zo, 	 (3.2.11) 
which is usually more suitable to apply than (3.2.10). 
For 0(z) - 1, both (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) evidently yield Taylor's expansion 
	
(z zo)n f(zo), 	 (3.2.12) 
n=o 
where 
f'n)(zo) = Dz{f(z)} (.-m 
3.3 The Polynomial H(x) 
In this chapter, we define the polynomial H,ff (x) by means of the following 
generating relation: 
y -a cc O( x)t'  
exp(2xt) (1 t t \ 
_ I 	H" 	
(3.3.1) 
a J 	,moo 	nr 
From (3.3.1), it follows that 
] 
H~°'1 x — 	(-1)xnl(2x)n-2kla)a 	 3.3.2 () — k!(n - 2k)!a' ( 	) 
Examination of equation (3.3.2) shows that H,4, (x) is a polynomial of degree it in x 
and that 
H(na) (x) = 2'f + 11,.-2 (x), 	 (3.3.3) 
in which ILn_2(x) is a polynomial of degree (n-2) in x. From either (3.3.1) or (3.3.2), 
it follows that Hk (x) is an even function of x for n even and an odd function of x 
for odd n: 
H$ (—x) = (-1)"H,~,°) (x). 	 (3.3.4) 
From (3.3.2), it follows 
Ht (r) — F (-1)kl(2nl— 2k)!akk(¢)k 	 (3.3.5) k--O 
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and 
Hen +1(x) = E (-1)
k(2rz t 1)!(2a)22x(a)k. 
	(3.3.6) 
k—o 
	k!
(2n + 1 — 2k)!ak 
Hence, 
Hzis)(0) _ (-
1)R(2)212()(a)° 	(3.3.7) 
and 
Han+i(0) = 0. 	 (3.3.8) 
From (3.3.5) and (3.3.6), we have 
d Ht) = 2 	
(-Dx(2n)i(2x)2is-sk-r(a)k 	
(3.3.9) 
dx 	ke 	k!(2n - 2k - 1)!ak 
and 
-2>: ( 
(-1)~`(27a+1)!(2x)2"-2k(a)k. 	3.3.10
) )~ k_0 
 k!(2n — 2k)!ak  
Hence, 
[ax 2n)(x)I x = 0 	(3.3.11) J o 
and 
r d (°) 1 	(-1)n(2)z l(2)n(a)a 
	
L 
Hz°+V(m)J = 	an 	 (3.3.12) 
x=0 
3.4 The Polynomial H$(x) as 3Fo 
The formula 
II 
k!
(m
!(2 k)I&(Q)k 
k-0 
yields at once 
( 	
n 
H
6) 
(x) = (2x) 	I 22~kIak 
k~o 
.Ti 
Hn°)(x) = (2x)°3F0 l 2 , 1 2 n' a; -¢I f , 	(3.4.1) 
„ which is the hypergeometric representation of the polynomial H)(x). 
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3.5 The Partial Differential Equation for the Poly- 
nomial H(°) (x) 
Flom (3.3.1), we have 
exp(2xt)(1+a I = 	 H°nx t 	(3.5.1) 
n=0 
LetF=ez'(1+z),then 
OF 	 2\ 4 ax =2tezx0 (1+a ) , 	 (3.5.2) 
z`  OF (2x— (1+,) (1+Q ) . 	(3.5.3) 
From (3.5.2) and (3.5.3), we have 
OF I 	t aF 
t at x (1+`a) ax 
or  
tlI+ta 
/
I 	=[x (1+12 1—t~ F, 	(3.5.4) 
which is the partial differential equation. 
Recurrence Relations for the Polynomial Ht)(x): 
Now, differentiating (3.5.1) partially w.r.to x, we have 
/ t2 -a 	 O( ) 
2t exp(2xt) 11+ I = 	H °nx t 
„mo o 
or cc H((x)tm r a H(G)(x)tn 
2tE n! =U ax n! 
or 
 
=1
` 
2 O n! 	O az n! 
or 
2
r°° Hn°ly(9)t" 	a Hn~)(c)t" 
L (n-1)! — Y-ax n! 
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comparing the coefficients of t", we have 
2nfna)1(x) = a H.°)(x), 	 (3.5.5) 
which is the required differential recurrence relation. Now, differentiating (3.5.1) 
partially w.r.to t, we have 
tz\ 	/ 	tz\ -u 	tz \ -" / 	t2\ E HM(x)tn-i 2x 11 + a I exp(2xt) (1+ Q 1 —2t exp(2xt) (1+ a I  =(i+—    1 ° 	(n —11)! /// 	\ 	/ 	t 
or 
2x 
	+ 2x ~ HH)(x)tn+2 — 
2 
	Hn)(x)tn+r 
,..o 	n! 	a no 	 no 	nl 
H,l(x)t"-1 1 Hn°)(x)ta+1 
°i (n-1)I + a ir (n-1)i 
or 
arE Hk2) (x)t7 + 2? 's-`  H2(x)t" —2 
 
n! 	a L (n -2)! 	L (n— 1)! n=O 	 n2 
_ 	HH}] (x)t° 1 	Hn°-)1(x)tn — n! 	+ ar- (n-2)! 
equating the coefficients oft", we get 
2axH(') (x) + 2n(n — 1)xH 2(x) — 2naH(°)1(x) = aH+r(x) + n(n —  
or 
= 2axH(' )(x) — n(2a +n — 1)H2 1(x) + 2n(n —1)xH 2(x), (3.5.6) 
which is the required pure recurrence relation. 
3.6 Generating Functions for the Polynomial .', (x) 
Besides the generating relation (3.3.1) the other generating function for the polyno-
mials can be obtained as follows: 
Consider the sum 
TI I 
(c)nHA°)(x)tn = [Q L jJ  
k!(n — 2k)!aal 
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00 J (Dk (c)(2T')n(a)tn+2k 
kln!ak 
l / 
n-0 k-0 
(3.6.1)' 
k=0 n=4 n! 	akk! 
_ 	(-1)k(c)2h(a)kt2k 	 (3.6.2) 
k=0 
k!ak(1 — 2xt)e+2k' 
using the fact that (c)2k = 22k(z)k( )k, we thus arrive at the (divergent) generating 
function 
Hn°)(x)t" 	 /c 1+c 	-4t2 (c) ill_ (1. 2xt)-°3F0 	- , a; S ¢(1- 2xt)2) . 	(3.6.3) 
n=o 
If a -+ eo, (3.6.3) reduces to the following result due to Brafman [6] for Hermite 
polynomials H,1 (2) 
	
(c)n ne(x)t° = (1 - 2xt)-` 2Fo 
(2, 1 	c' -; (1 - 4t
2 '\. 	(3.6.4) 
n=0 
The particular case c = 1 of (3.6.3) gives 
4
z 
= (1 - 2xt)-13F0 	 1, a;-; a(1 2xt)z~ , 	(3.6.5) 
n=a 
If we let a -> co in (3.6.5), we get a result due to Truesdal [234] with the right 
member in a slightly different form. 
Next, applying the Taylor's expansion in (3.3.1), we have 
°O do 	t2 a 	to 
(3.6.6) dtn a 	n~. 
t=o 
Equating the coefficients of t" on both sides, we have 
z\ 
H°)(x) = dt ez:t (1 + a I ° 	 (3.6.7) 
Replacing x by x + ny, we have 
/ 	- z ° Ha, (x + fly) - 	eatx+,•v )~ `1+ Q1 
1 t=o 
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dTh_ 	I e2.t (1 + to I ° (e2,t)"
J L 	/ 	t=o 
or 
n 	r 	z\ -6  
W~_E d 
L
em ~1+a I (ez )" e_o i. 
Finally using Lagrange's expansion formula, we have the generating relation 
of the form 
+ n / EH(x+wy)-1 = 1-\ 2 tez 	 (3.6.8) 
o 	 y 
3.7 Implicit Summation Formulae 
In this section, we prove some results involving Hn°)(x). From (3.3.1), we have 
2 -a 	 (R)( ) n (1+aj exp(2xt)_[~Hnnxt 	 (3.7.1) 
nL=o 
In (3.7.1), replace t by it, then using the Lemma (3.2.3), we get 
Il+ ta I -°exp(2ixt)= 	H2n)((2n)(-1)"+i 	Hzn}1((2n+ 1,~-1)n . (3.7.2)
na 
Using 
exp(2ixt) = cos(2xt) + isin(2xt), 	(3.7.3) 
in (3.7.2) and comparing the real and imaginary parts, we get 
/ tz~-° 	H2n)(x)t2„(_1) 
I1 - a 	cos(2xt) _ 	(2n)I 	 (3.7.4) 
n=O 
t2 \ —" 	w H(°) 	 t2n+ 
( 1--)   l si n(2xt) _ 	2n+12x) 	
!_1 )n 
(3.7.5) 
n=O 	(
x+ 1
) 
Squaring and adding (3.7.4) and (3.7.5), we get 
1 a 
2° 
(°L\ 
	2 
+ ( 	
H9n+1(x)t2++-F1(_1)n12 ~ 	 n
(2n)! 	! 	no (2n + 1)!  
	
(3.7.6) 
Again from (3.6.1) 
(e)nH,(,a) (x)tn 
	
akk! 
 a kt2F. 
	(3.7.7) 
n=O 	k=On=O 
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We rewrite (3.7.7) as 
c Hn (x)t n ( )n R 	=EEA(n,k)(2x)ntn+2k 	(3.7.8) 
n=D 	k=0 n=0 
where 
A(n, k) _ (c)n+2k( 1) (a)k. a m!k 
In (3.7.8), replace t by it, then using then Lemma 3.2.4, we have 
(~)2nH2 	n  I-n(-1) +i2 
nO  (e)2n+1H+~ (( )t2n+1(-1)n 
n=D 	(2n)! 	nL=O 	) 
00 CO w o0 
>A(2n k)(2x)2nt2n+z (_1)n+k+iE>A(2n+l, k)(2x)zn+lt2n+2k+t(_1)n+k 
k=0 72=0 	 k=0 n=0 
(3.7.10) 
Comparing the real and imaginary parts, we have 
(c)znHza!(x)tz (-1)n =C~'C~-` A(2tt k)(2x)2nt2n+2k(-1)n+k 	(3.7.11) G.L. 
and 
00 
(c)2n+lH2~+1(x)t2n
+t(_1)a = 	
~ A(2n + 1,k)(2x)2a+142n+2k+1(_1)78+k (278+1)l 
(3.7.12) 
Using (3.2.4) and equating the coefficients of t, from (3.7.11) and (3.7.12), we have 
(c)2nHsnl (x) = E A(2n - 2k, k)(2x)2n-2k 	 (3.7.13) (2n)! 	k=O 
and 
fl (c)2n+1H (x) 
	
(278+1)! 	- 	A(2n-2k+1,k)(2x)
2n-2k`F1. 	(3.7.14) 
k=U 
Further using (3.7.9), we have 
(c)2H (x) - IL (-1)k(a)k(c)zn(2x)22_2k 	
3 7 15 (2n)! 	 ak(2n - 2k)!k! 	 (' ' ) 
and 
(3.7.16) (2n+1)! 	a 	ak(2n - 2k + 1)!k!  
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3.8 	Addition Theorem for the Polynomial H(x) 
Rewrite (3.3.1) in the form 
11+-   	= exp(-2xt) ~ H n! )t , 
n=0 
replacing x by y, we have 
~
z 	 °7( t 
1 + Q) a = exp(-2yt) Hn ny) n 
n=o 
On comparing, we- get, 
Hn°)(x)tn 
	
exp 2t(y - x) > 	nI 	 nt 	 (3.8.1) 
n=o =o 
On expanding exponential function, we get 
2mt" (y-x)m 	H.°)(x)t° C H.~(y)t°. 	(3.8.2) L i 
Replacing it by it - in and compare the coefficients of to to get 
n~ 	2m(y - x)m HA°)m(x) - H(a)(y). 	(3.8.3) 
m=o 	7ll,l 	(n—rn)L
_ 
 
Replacing y by y } x to get the addition theorem 
nC 2"'ymHna)m(x)=H~°)(x+y), 	 (3.8.4) 
m0 
where 
n 	 n'! 
C"' =  
which is the required addition theorem. 
3.9 Expansion of xn 
From (3.3.1), we have 
2 	 °O  
exp(2xt) ( 1 + t )-° 	it!! a -L  no 
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It follows that 
2  
a  
= m Hnn)(x)tn m (—a)k _t2 k _' n! /c0 kl ( a) 
or 
f+ (2x)'ntn 	ca !a] l-1)k Hn'2k(x)tn(—a')k Ld n! k!(n-2k)!ak 
Hence, 
—4 J,(-1)k(—a)kn!HRa)2k(x). 	 3.9.1 
f- 	271akk!(n — 2k)! ( 	) 
Let us employ (3.9.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial in a series of polynomials 
HA (x). Consider the series 
EP (x)tn 	!
L 
(_1)k~l( 6 kl2kjln—zktn 
n=0 	n=0 k=0 
(-1)k(2)n+k(t)n+2k (2x)n 
n=o k= o 	It!it! 
From (3.9.1), we have 
(2x)n _ !'! 
O
` (-1)r( a)rH~)zr(x) 
n! 	
(3.9.2) 
Hence, we may write 
m 	~-+ oo [2! (-1)k(a).+k(t)"+2k 	(-1)r(—a)rHn_ 2r(x) 
f"(x)tn L 	k! 	
X 
	arr!(n — 2r)! n0 	n=0 k- r=0 
co m m  — EL~(-1) (—a)riz)n+k+2rHn xt 
n=0 k-0 r=0 	 ¢*kir!n! 
CO k (-1)A(a)r(2)n+k+rHnn) (x)tn+2kk! 
ar(k—r)!r!n!k! 
cc, oa 
— 	k 
(-1)k(—a)r(z)n+k(L+n+k)rHAA)(x)tn+2k(—k)r 
n=U k=O r=O  
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[00  (_1)k(2 )n-FkHn )(2)t"+2kIc (a)(-k)(1 +'/.+k)r 
nn 0 k=0 	'!E!k] 	rr=Q 	T 	(0) 
00 	3F0[-a,-k, k9b+ki-i a(-W  
[J [J I I 	 1\ 	rt rz-0 k=0 	 n+k 
3P0[—a 
 
	
(n-2k)!k! k 
—; a'] .(-1)k 12
J 	
H(QI (x)En. 2k 
nO k=O n-k 
Hence, 
,k,+ak; 
	
](- 1)k (z)Hfl zk(x)en-kP z 	 sFo[a - 	k!(n _2k)! 
	(3.9.3) 
Let a -- oo, (3.9.3) reduces to: 
[ 1 2Fe[-k,-`+n-k -~ 1](-1)k \2 	Hn-2k(r') P (x) _ 	2 	 z n-k (3.9.4) 
k=O 
k!(n — 2k)! 
where H(x) is a Hermite polynomial (see Rainville [205], pp. 195). 
Next, expanding the polynomials Hk°l (x) in a series of Legendre polynomials. By 
E.D. Rainville [[205],Th. 65, pp.181], we have 
(2x)" -: (2n-4s+1)Pn-23(x) 	 (3.9.5) re! 	Lao 	s!(2)n-a 
Now 
60 Hnrtl(~)tn = 	(-1) 	n (a)k(2x)n-3kt 
[n=JO J=0 	k!ak(n - 2k)! 
00 00 
k)'k6!2.k)ntn+2 n=0 kO 
00 i 1 (-1)k(a)k(2n — 4s + 1) P -2a (x)tn+2k 
n,k=0 s=0  
(_1)A (a)k(2n+ 1)Pn(x)tn+25+2k 
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cc k _ 	(-1)k '(a)k-a(2n. + 1/ )P (x)tn+2k 
n,kL=O ZL 	(k-S)!Sjak-3(3)n+a 
(-1)k(a)k(2n + 1)PP(x)tn+2k 
yi(1-a-k)e(2+n),' 	klak(2)n n,k=o x=G 
1F2[-k;1-a-k,z+n;-a](-1)k(a)k(2n+1)P (x)t" 2 
n k=U 	k!¢k(2)n 
Hence, 
(7=C 1F2[-k;1-a-k,3+n-2k;-¢](-1)kn!(2n-4k+1)Pn-zk(x) 
Ii (s) > 
k=0 	 k!¢k()2k 
(3.9.6) 
For a - cc, it reduces to the following result: (see Rainville [205], pp. 196), 
] Hn(x)= f,~iFi[-k;l-a-k;l](-1)k&(2n-4k+1)P-zk(x) (3.9.7) 
k=o 	k!(2)n-2k 
3.10 Pseudo Two Variables Polynomials Hj¢) (x, y) 
In this section, we define the pseudo two variables polynomial HA,'~ (x, y) by means 
of the generating relation 
exp(2xt) (1 + -\_ '    = 
	Hn`'1(x, J)t". 	(3.10.1) 
a) 	a—D 	rA. 
Flom (3.10.1), it follows that 
/ 	[21 
H(x,y) — 	(-
1)k~!(2x\n )!uk ¢,lk. 
	(3.10.2) kt(n-12k)!ak 1 / 
k=0 
Rom (3.10.2), we have 
Hnnl (x, 0) = 2nxn, 	 (3.10.3) 
,4161(x,1)=HnI(x) 	 (3.10.4) 
and 
Hcnl(-x, y) = (-1)°H,'l(x, y). 	 (3.10.5) 
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Rom (3.10.2), it follows 
(-1)k(2n)!(2x)2a-2k(a)ayk. 
	(3.10.6) 
k=o  
From (3.10.6), we have 
Hzn~(O,y)= (-1)(2)2n)(a)y" 
	
(3.10.7) 
and 
H2a+t(0, y) = 0. 	 (3.10.8) 
Also from (3.10.6), we have 
8 Ht2nl (x, y) = 2 > 
	(3.10.9) 
~x— 	 k!(2n-2k-1)!a 
a=o 
and 
lai ( 	= 	(-1)k(Zn+1)!(2x)2,n-2k(a)kyk ax Hza+i x , y) 2 k! (2n — 2k)!¢k 	 (3.10.10) 
k=o 
Hence, 
Eaxu(a)(x,y)] =0 	 (3.10.11) r0 
and 
tai 	l 	(-1)n(2)2n+t(2)n(o')nyn 10 
	
 Hv,+i(x, Y)
J 	
= 	an 	 (3.10.12) 
x=0 
3.11 The Polynomial Rda)(x,y) as 3F0 
The formula (3.10.2) 
in) 
 HH°l (x, y) _ > 	 , 
kO 
yields at once 
t¢l 	 !s! 
 Hn (x, y) _ ( 2x)n E n 
k=O 
	2Zkklpk 
or 
H(x,y) _ (2x)°3Fo I 2 , 1 2 ,•a; 	(3.11.1) 
which is the hypergeometric representation of the polynomial H/n) (x, y). 
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3.12 Partial Differential Equation for the Polyno- 
mial H(" ) (x, y) 
From (3.10.1), we have 
ex 2zt (1 ytzl—a 
	oo H(a)(xlp)t,. 
P( ) + —J = (3.12.1) 
d 	rt=e 	tt. 
Let G = e2 (1 + ±) a, then 
a 
	
 
6 = 2te2"b 1 + 	
—a 
yu (3.12.2) 
and 
8
°
G
t 
	2yt  	fi~1a
z 
_ 
2  . 	 (3.12.3) 
Combining (3.12.2) and (3.12.3), we have 
aG 	yt 	OG 
tat 	x 1 2v ) / ax l+ a 
or 
t l 
ppp 
/ 	al 	r / 
l+ 
LL 
a I aG= 1xl \ l+ym )' yt ] ax, 	(3.12.4) 
which is the required partial differential equation. 
Recurrence Relations for the Polynomial HA°)(x,y): 
The polynomials H(a) (x, y) admits the following differential and pure recurrence re-
lations: 
2nHn")1(x, y) = axH(a)(x, y) 	 (3.12.5) 
aHn+1(2, it) 
=2axH„°)(x,y)—n(2a+n-1)H;,°)1(x,y)+2n(n-1)xH„,°)2(x,y). 	(3.12.6) 
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3.13 Generating Functions for the Polynomial Ho( a)(x, y) 
Besides the generating relation (3.10.1) the other generating function for the polyno-
mials can be obtained as follows: 
Consider the sum 
c 
(e)nHH (x, y)t° 	w al (-1)k(c)n(2a)n-2k(a)kt1yk  
.a! 	= 	k!(n- 2k)!(a)k 	 (3.13.1) 
>i >i(-1)k(c)n+ki(I())ka)ht°+zkyk 	
(3.13.2) 
n=e k=0 
`c+2k)n(2xt)1L (-1)k(c)2k(a)xt2kyk 
	
i 	 k i 	
(3.13.3) 
n=o 	n' r-o n=O 
	a k. 
or 
(e),HA°1(x, ,)t" _ ° (-1)k(e)2k(a)kvt' 	 (3.13.4) 
using the fact that (c)2k = 22k(2)k(`21)k, we thus arrive at the (divergent) generating 
function 
T (c)_H_°1(a, y)t 	 /c 1+c 	4ytz \ 72!= (1 - 2xt)-` 3F0 ~2, 2 , a; -a(1- 2xt)2 I . 	(3.13.5) 
n=0 
Special cases: (1) If y = 1, we have from (3.13.5) 
aD (c)„H °i (x,l)t” 	 c 1+c 	4t2'\(1 - 2xt)-°31'0 	, a; -( 	)z I ; 	(3.13.6) 
no  2 	1- 2xt 
(ii) If y = 1 and a -> oo, we have from (3.13.5) 
4t2 (c) ~i(x)t = (1-tat)— Fa (2, 1 	42xt)%) 	(3.13.7) 
=o 
which is (3.6.3). The formula (3.13.7) is a known result of (see Rainville, E.D., pp. 
190 (106) [205]). Next, applying the Taylor's expansion in (3.11.1), we have 
H(x , Y)t° _ 	d" e2-1 i+ yt2 ° 	to 	(313.5) 
.o 	nI 	n_o dtn 	( 	a) 	nt =o 
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Equating the coefficients of to on both sides, we have 
z\ 
ezxt (1 + Ya 1 6 	 (3.13.9) 
t=o 
Replacing x by x + nz, one gets 
H.1u)(x +nz,y)=at 
L
62(x+nz)t(1+y¢2J °J tO 
_ ~t e2ze (1 + y¢_1 (e2zt)a 
n 	 e 
oI 
00 
	
)ont ~ ddto
asx y
a 	
n~ t' H(a+nz, 	 [et(1+t) (e2n 	(3.13.10) n a=o 
 
0 
Finally, using the Lagrange's expansion formula, we have following generating relation 
to 	82v't (i+mil
-a 
> H;(x+nz,y)—= / 	 (3.13.11) 
n=0 76! 	1 — 2zte
2zd 
3.14 Implicit Summation Formulae 
In this section, we prove some results involving H,,a)(x, y). 
Rom (3.10.1), we have 
yt 	 Ha (x, y)t 1 } a 1 exp(2xt) _ 	n! 	(3.14.1) n_o 
Replacing t by it in (3.14.1), then using the Lemma (3.2.3), we get 
- 	 H3uni(x,y)tz"(-1)n ° Hen— — exp(21xt) = E  a n_o 	(2n.!) 	+ -e 	(27a+1)! 
(3.14.2) 
Using 
exp(2ixt) = cos(2xt) + i sin(2xt), 	 (3.14.3) 
in (3.14.2) and comparing the real and imaginary parts, we get 
( 	\ a 	oo 	a 
1 - y¢2 I cos(2at) _ 	"2n 
	
(3.14.4) 
n- 
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and / 	 a) 	2n+1 	n 
1- 	a 
	
a 1 sin(2xt) _ 	Hzn+t((2n)+1)! ( 1) 	(3.14.5) 
n0 
Squaring and adding (3.14.4) and (3.14.5), we get 
/ 	ytz`-ao 	oo Hsai(x,y)tzn(-1)n 2 	Hsa+i(x,y)t2a+i(_1)+,l 2 
I` 1 a /1 	- (~ 	(2n)1 	} +( 	(2n+1)! 	) 
(33.14.6) 
Again from (3.13.3) 
W (e)n Hn(x,y)tn 	(C+ 2k)n(2xt)n (_ 1)k(C)2k(a)kykt2k (3.14.7) 
n=0 	k=on—D 
We rewrite (3.14.7) as 
 eo oa 
(e)nH(x, y)tn  
n, 	= 	A(n,k)(2xt)
ayktzk, 	(3.14.8) 
n—o 	k=on=a 
where 	 / 
(e + 2k)n(-1)k (e)2k(a)k A(n, k) 
= 	 (3.14.9) 
akn!k! 
Replacing t by it in (3.14.8), then using the Lemma (3.2.4), we have 
00 
l~)2nHpn)(:r, y)t2n (-1)n 	'~'  
n-o 	(2n)! 	+ti o 	(2n+1)! 	
1 . 
00 00 	 00 00 
A(2n, k) (2xt)ziykt2k(-1)"+k +i 	A(2n + 1, k)(axt)m+iyat2t(-1)n+k 
k=O n=o 	 k=o n=o 
(3.14.10) 
Comparing the real and imaginary parts, to get 
(t)zHHzHi(x,P/)tzW(_l)H _ EEA(2H,k)(2xt)2,.,yatzk(_1)n+k 	(3.14.11) (2n)! 	L 
n 	k=o+.=o 
and 
(c)zn+IH2ri+1(a,y)tzn+i(-1)n = 	A(2ze+1,k)(2xt)2n+1ykt2k(_1)n+k 
n=o 	(2n+1)! 	k=o,ho 
(3.14.12) 
Using Lemma (3.2.1) and equating the coefficients of t, we have from (3.14.11) and 
(3.14.12) 
(c)2 H2ni(x, y, _ 	A(2m - 2k, k)(2x)2,.-zkyw 	(3.14.13) (2,n')!  
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and 
	
[~ A(2n. - 2k + 1, k)(2x)2n-2k+1yk 	(3.14.14) (2n+1)!  
k0 
Further using (3.14.9), we have 
(c)znHzn(x,y) _ 	(-1)k(a)k(c)2k(c+2k)2n-2kyk(2x)2n-2k 	(3.14.15) (2n)I ak(2n - 2k)!k! 
(c)2n+iHst+l(x, u) _ 	(-1)k(a)k(c)2k(c+2k)au-2k+ayk(9)2,e-2k+i. 	(3.14.16) (2n+1)! 	 ak(2n-2k+1)!k! 
3.15 Addition Theorem for the Polynomial H(a)(x, y) 
Rewrite (3.10.1) in the form 
n 
(1 + ~yt 	= exp(-2xt) 	H" (x, p)t 	 (3.15.1) 
4 n—e 
Replacing x by z 
/ 	2\ a 	°° ~a) 	m 
1 + ya I = exp(-2zt) 	Hn (z y)t 	(3.15.2) 
0 
Comparing to get, 
exp2t(z-x), H°a)(x,y)tI 
	H 	n Tya)(z,y)t. 
	(3.15.3) L. It!  ' n n=0 	' 
On expanding exponential function, we get 
00 
[H 2mt-(z -x)m[~` HH)(r,y)tn 	HT°) (z,y)tn (3.15.4) m,! 	a 	nl 	' 
mO 
Replacing n by n - m. and comparing the coefficients of to to get 
2m(z - x)m Hla)m(x, y)  n! 	 `In~)(z,?1). 	 (3.15.5) 
O 	m 	(n - m)! nz 
Replacing z by z + x to get the addition theorem 
n m2mz-H4a)m(x,y)=H(2+z,y), 	(3.15.6) 
,n=o 
where 
T 	~! 
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3.16 Expansion of x" 
From (3.10.1), we have 
z a 	(a) n 
exp(2xt) (1 + -a 	_ 	Hn (n y )t 	(3.16.1) 
n=D 
It follows from (3.16.1) that 
exp(2xt)= (1+yt2)a~Hn,°l(  ii! r y)t°. 	 (3.16.2) n=0 
( —a)k 	Yta k ~ ~ (-- n=D 7l' k_0 k. 	2 ,,  
or 
I'l ) 1 k ° x a kt" ( n! = ~~ ( 	H
k!(n (2k)lak 
)ay 	 (3.1 6.3) 
n 0 	n0 k=O 
Hence, 
1"] 
xn = 	(-1)k(—a)kYkrt!Hnn~2k(x,Y). 	 (3.16.4) 
k=0 	2makk!(n — 2k)! 
Let us employ (3.16.4) to expand the Legendre polynomial in a series of polynomials 
Mal (a, y). Consider the series 
m 	 la! (
1)k (2)n—k (22)a2kt1t ~P(x)tn=Ii n=0 k=0 	kl(s-2k)! 
co cc 
nD k=p 
Rom (3.16.4), we have 
Iii (-1)r(—a)r7J`Hn~-12r(x,y) 	(3.16.5) n! = u 	a''r!(n. — 2r)! 
r=a 
Hence, we may write 	 A 
[~ Prz(x)tn= m 
[w~ !21 (-1)k()n+k(t)n+l x (-1)r(_a)ryrHn'2r(x, y) 
nU 	 ~L~ 	It! arrl('n. — 2r)! 
n=0 rt=O k=O r—D 
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c 	k+r 	1 	() 	n+2k+2r 
(-1) (-¢)r(2)rt+k+2ryrHn (Si y)t 
n=0 k=0 r=0 	 ar k!r!n.! 
z(k r)!r!rd!kix~ 
J)tn+akki 
n=0 k=0 r=0 
(-1)k(-a)r()n+k(g +n+ k)ryrHno)(x, y)tn+Pk(_k)r 
n=0 ko r=0 	 O,rrlrytl Jgl(-1)
r 
cc Co( 
1)k (z)n+kHn(a)(T 1l)tn+ _ 	( ¢)r(-k)r(z+n+k)ryr 
n=o k0 	nik! 	r=o 
 
CoCo F0[-a,-k,2+'n+k; a] 
( 1) 
k 1 	(a} 	+2k 
n!k! 
 
n=U k=0  
R m  3F0[-a,-k, 	k~ a ] 	1)/C ( 	H(°) x tn. 
na t,>0 	(n - 2k)!k! 
(-) 	2 n_k 	zk( . J) 
Hence, 
! sFa[-¢, -k, Z + n - k ; a ](-1)k ('Lk H$a)2k(X', y). 	(3.16.6) 
x_o 
	
k!(n - 2k)! 
Next, expanding the polynomial H,!,a) (x,y) in a series of Legendre polynomials. By 
E.D. Rainville [[205], Th. 65, pp. 181], we have 
(2x)n 	!z1 (2m- 4s + 1)Pa-2a(x) (3.16.7) 
n! 	 S!(2)n- s=0 a 
Now 
H(a)(x,y)tn 	
oo In'  (-1)k(a)kyk(2X)n-2ktn 
n,! 	- k!ak(n - 2k)! 
cc 
n-0 k=U 
`°
[ 
!! / 1 k ¢ k2n.-4s+1P 	x to+zk E kIsI¢k/ 3 
n,k=0 a=0 	 l2)n-e 
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= 	(-1)k(a)ky'(2n + 1)p (4tn+2s+2k  
_ 	(-1)_ (a)k_syk-a(2n+1)P (¢)t'°+2k 
n,k 
( 
-os-o 	k` - s)!s!a -a(2)n+a 
= [1 [~ 51 (I(-
a-k),(y+n),9 ' (-1)k(¢)ky (
¢k(
2)1
)Prz(2)tn+2k 
tt[JO [J 
= 	1P2[—k;1 — a—k,a+72p . ](-1)k(a)kyk(2n+1)p„(x)tn+2k 
Hence, 
lax] 1F2(—k;1 — a — k,Z+n-2k; —; 4](-1)k(a)kyk(2n -4k+1)P_2k(x) Hn
p
l(x,y)=> 
k(3)n-2k k=O  
(3.16.8) 
Special case: If y = 1, (3.16.6) and (3.16.8) reduces to (3.9.3) and (3.9.5), respec-
tively. 
The contents of this chapter accepted/communicated in the form of two papers 
as mentioned below: 
(i) A note on the polynomials I-IA (.x) ,accepted for publication in European Journal 
of Mathematical Sciences. 
(ii) A note on the polynomials H,l,°)(x,y), communicated for publication. 
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CHAPTER - Ii! 
ON SOME NEW DOUBLZ 
flENERATING FUNCTIONS 
OF JACOBI POISIOMIALS OF 
TWOYA aLEs 
Chapter 4 
On Some New Double Generating 
Functions of Jacobi Polynomials of 
Two Variables 
4.1 Abstract 
The object of this chapter is to obtain double generating functions for Jacobi 
polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appell function of the fourth kind and 
then using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting results. 
4.2 Introduction 
The Jacobi polynomials P,{V (x) are defined by Rainville [205] as 
Pn°' e)(x)=  (1 	 "sFt 
L
—n1+v:+R+n; 1+a; 1—i] 	(4.2.1) 
when a = /5 = 0, the polynomials (4.2.1) becomes the Legendre polynomial. E om 
(4.2.1), it follows that P,l,°'Ol(x) is a polynomial of degree precisely n and that 
P( ,9)(1) = (1  nlo')". 	 (4.2.2) 
Many interesting results of (4.2.1) have been studied in the form of generating func-
tions, Rodrigue's formula, recurrence relations and many other interesting results. 
M 
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The Jacobi polynomials of two variables are defined as: 
p(aL Bu ax, 9a)(X, Y)— 	
)m(2 
r 	 —~ 1 xF2
L
—n,lta2tRatn,1+crt+Rttn;lta2,ltar; 
1Z 2x (4.2.3) 
The present chapter deals with a study of double generating functions of the 
polynomial (4.2.3). 
4.3 Double Generating Functions 
Consider the sum 
Co 00 (-1)' 71(—Cll)m(1 + + $2)m 
'm. m=0 na0 !(A), (1 + a2),, 
X Pia,-m-n, p,+m; to da+m-n)(x ~) Y+1 	tm+rt 
2 
(-1)rtn!(—kl)m(1 tCY2 t R2)m (1+c — in — m) (1 t U2)n 
m-O n=O 	nii(A)m(lt a2)n 	 (nl)2 
X E (—n) 	 R r( 
	+ T2) 
r!s!(1+a, nt n)r(1 ta2)
s 
r=0 s=o 
x rl 2 X l r (1 2 Yl a /y 2 l ~m tm+n 
r
[~ m+n+r+a / 
.m!rs!(n—r s)I(A) (1t ai) r—m?n(1+ 2)8 m0 n=0 r=0 s=0 
x Ii—x\" (1 Z Jl a rJ 11mtm+r. 
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EEE :-(l+ai+pal Irls(A)m(1±a2) al)+n+s m=0 n=0 r=0 s=0 
x l (1 - x)t)r 	 (J - 1)t) (2(v+1)t)m t
n 
1 _ (1t)a1 
(1_ 
2(1 
- 
)t) _ _rn -fl, 
x  ~
00 
(1+az+N2)m+s(—a1)m+s r2(2✓+1)tl r ____ tt a 
=0 e=0 	m!si(X)m(1+a2)s 	` 1-t / ` 1-t J 
n 
xF4
1
1+a2+fi2,-a1;A,1+a2;2( -t
-1)t (y -
t
j 
  1 	1- 
Thus, we have the following double generating function 
CO CO 
( -1) n n
m
• / -
i(A«)Dmm(1
( 
1++0!C2)pn+ 
V32 
 )m Pni-m-n 91+m;a2 da+m-n)(  J) y+ll
m 
2   
tm+n 
,i=O =O 
 
_ 1-t -' r1-1 1-xt 1-n~ -B1 F4 l +a+ Q2,- 1 	z(y-1)t 
z(y-Ei)t 
( 	) 1 	) } 	n 	z 	a;~,li-a2; 1 _ t 	1-t 	, 
(4.3.1) 
where F4 is the Appell function of the fourth kind defined in [[231], Eq. (7), pp. 53] 
00 00 
I''n [a, b. c, c~; ~', ~J] _ 	(¢)m+R(b)"n xyn. 	(4.3.2) 
m=0 n=0  
Similarly, we can find the another double generating function 
(-1)nmI(-A2)et(1+a1+Q1)m lna 6a+m-nj na-m-n, (Ys+m)( 	m m++* ~+1 
m=0 n=0 	'otl('1)m(l+nl)n 	
~~y) 2 t 
1-i-max-B2 ?( -1)t q(a+l)t 
=(1—t)°' 1— (1— y)t1} 	Fy 1+a1+01,—a2; A,1+a1;1—t , 1—t 
(4.3.3) 
where F4 is defined by (4.3.2). 
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Let A — 1 + /2 — al in (4.3.1) and A = 1 + flt — az in (4.3.3) and applies Bailey's 
formula [[205], Th. 84, pp. 268] 
F4 rI a, b; c,1—c+a+b;— 	u 	v 
L 	(1 — u)(1 — v) (1— u)(1 — v) 
a, b; 	 a, b; 
= zr 	— 1 a zl'1 	— 1 v v 	(4.3.4) 
C; 	 1—c+a+b; 
thus, we have obtain the double generating functions 
00 r 
}~ (-1)nn!(—a,)m(1+ay'l'Yd)mp(ax-m+ n~9xm: a2 (ix+m-n)(X, ~1) (y+l)mtm+n 
	
~U MI(1+P2—al)m(ltn'z)n n 	 \ 	\ 
l+as+02, —at; 
t-ox-ex 
1 — p(1 — t) (1-t)°' {1 
1 
2(1 X)t} 	21 	 2(1-t) 
1 + d2 — at; 
1+a2+Ox, —al; 	 1 
2F1 	 1-2t—p(1—t) J 	(4.3.5) 2(1—t)    
1+a2; 
where 
and 
2l 1/2 
p= 1
1-2y 	+(lt ) J 
(4.3.6) 
q 
(-1)
n 7t•(—a2)m(1 + al +Vl)mP a~, 6x+m-n. nz-m-n, (3z+m ,~ 	x 1 	tm+n 
m0 n=0 Ta!(l+fit—a9)m(1+tt)n " 	 l( fJ) ( 2 
ll 
	
}_1-n2_ 
 11 
' 
S2(1— t)°21— (1 — v)t 	2F1 
	 2( 	t) t) 
1+P1 — a2; 
l+al+01, —a2; 	 1
L
1-2t—p(1—t) I 
x2F1 	 2(1—t) 	
I 
, 	(4.3.7) 
l+al; 
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where 
p=  t 1-2x+( t l 	 (4.3.8) 
In view of the transformation [[231], Problem 20(ii), pp. 92], 
F4 ¢ b, c b, - 	U 	 v 
(1-w)(1-v) , ()(1-v) 
=(1-u)°(1-v)"'Fl[a,c-b,a-c+1;c;u,av], 	(4.3.9) 
Replacing al by -1- a2 in (4.3.1) and az by -1- al in (4.3.3), can be written in 
the respective form as 
o (-1)nl(1+a2)m(1+a2+Y2)m 
m=On=e 	va!(A)m(1+a2)n 
9i+tn z, flz+m-n) (x, y) (Y1 + 11  /I 
9i 
a = 41+ 	(1 az+Pst)i+aa+z (1-(1-x)t} 	{1+p(1-  
41-2t+p(1-t)}-1-°'-p2 F1[1+a2+P2,-1-a2+ A,2+a2+(12-A;A; 
-1+p(1-t) 1-2t-p(2-p)(1-t)21 
1-2t+p(1-t)' 1-2t+p(2+p)(1-t)2 
(4.3.10) 
where p is given by (4.3.6) and 
Co 00 (-1)"nI (1 + a1)m(1 + al +,61)m 
X Pna1, 9i+m-n; -at-m-n-1, 92+m) (x, y) ( x + l 
2 J 
l "` tm+n 
9z C l 
 
=41+ai+9,(1_t)l+al+2di{1-~(1-F/)t~ 	{1+P(1- 
x{1-2t+p(1-t)}-t-tr` -p` Fl [1+a1 + (i1,-1-a1 + A,2+a1+R1 - A; A; 
-l+p(1-t) 1-2t-p(2-p)(1-t)2 
1— 2t + p(1— t)' 1— 2t + p(2 + p)(1— t)aj ' 
(4.3.11) 
where p is given by (4.3.8). 
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Putting A = 1 + a2 + p2 and a1 replaced by -1--a2 in (4.3.1) and A = 1 + nt +)91 
and a2 replaced by -1 - a'1 in (4.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[205], 
Th. 83, pp. 268] 
Fn [a,b;b,a;-(1-u)(1-v)' (1-u)(1 -v)J =(1-uv)1(1-u)(1-v)b, 
(4.3.12) 
thus, we have another of double generating function 
 L~( 1)'a.(1+a2)mP(_a2-m-n-I, 6i+m. az, 62+m-n)(y. J) 31+ 1 	tm+n 
m-0 0 1n.((1+a2)n n 	 ( 2 ) 
_ 22az+dep '(1 - t)-t+az+9s 11 - 2 (1 - x)t}~z-6i {1 + p(1 - t)}n-6z {1 - 2t + p(1 
l 	 (4.3.13) 
where p is given by (4.3.6) and 
(1)n i Y6.(1 +_a p(~, py+m-m -at-mn-1, pz+m 	x 2 	m r 
m=0 no 
	
m!(1+at)n 	 ( J) 2 
1 n,-fz = 22ai+Pip 1(1_t)_r+ai+91 r1 - 2 (1 - y)t 1J } 	{1 + p(1 - 
l 	x {1 - 2t+ p(1 - t)}-°' 	(4.3.14) 
where, p is given by (4.3.8). 
Replacing A by 1+a2 and a1 by -1-a2 in (4.3.1) and A by l+a, and o2 by -1-a1 
in (4.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[231], Problem 20(iv), pp. 93] 
Fa a,b•b b;- 
 
U 	_ 	V 
v)1 
=(1-u)°(1-v)° 2F1 [a, a - b + 1; b;uv], 	(4.3.15) 
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thus, we arrive the following double generating functions 
	
= (. 1)'n!(1-Fa +$2)m 	 1y+lV n`  2 	P(—m—m—n-1, Prtm; «a, /ia+'m—a 	J m+n 
.,won=a 	ml(1+a2)n 	
n (x,y) 	2 	t 
z-Pi 
= 41+x2+ea(1_t)l+a2+2ez rl - 	x)t l } 	{1+P(1 -t)}-1 '-Pa  
x{1-2t+p(1-t)}-1-°2 fl2 2F1 1+az111+$2,1+$2;1+a2-1-2t-p(2-p)(1-t)Z [ 	 1-2t+p(2+p)(1-t)2j' 
(4.3.16) 
where p is given by (4.3.6) and 
2, 	(-J)  m!( 1 + 
a1)  at),.e 	P1+..,-,., -°,-n.-a-1, Pa+a) (x 	I, 1J) x  1'\ t,a+n 
,nO n=o 
P2 
-41+,+a(1_t)1+°,+2P, 1- 2(1-y)t
l
}n {1+p(1-  
x{1-2t+p(1-t)}-1-a1-P' 2F1 1+a1+P1'1+OL;I+a1, 1- 2t -p(2- p)(1 - t)'' [ 	 1-2t+p(2+p)(1-t)Zj 
(4.3.17) 
where p is given by (4.3,8). 
Substituting A by 1 + $2 and at by -1 - a2 in (4.3.1) and A by 1 + 31 and a2 by 
-1 - at in (4.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[231], Problem 20(v), 
pp. 93] 
v 	- 	V  
v)1 
u(1 - v) _ (1 - v)° 2F1 a,b;a - b + 1; - 1  - u 	 (4.3.18) 
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thus, we arrive the following double generating functions 
(-1)"n!(1+aq2+f2)m(1+a2)m 
m0 n=0 Ml(1 + Y2)e,(1 + a2)n 
m 
«2, $24 -n) (x, 1J) I 
/ 
i/ + 11 tm+n 
\ 	/1 
= 21+a2+92 (1_t)dl { i - (1 - x)tl «x-9~ { 1 + p(1 - 
x 2F1 1+a2+P2,1+a2;1j+p2; 1-P(1-t) 	(4.3.19) 1+p(1-t) 
where p is given by (4.3.6) and 
00 00 
(-1)n'f72I~(1+f'1)a (ll+al)n 
al)m 
m=0 n 0 
(y+1lrm m n Pnui,!]i+m-n.-o--n-], 6z+m)(x, 21) I\2 /1 t 2 
«i-Bz 
	
21+«t+t(l_t)P1 1-2(1-y)t} 	{1+P(1-  
x 2F111+a1+$1,1+a1;1+J01;l+P(1-t)]' 	(4.3.20) 
where p is given by (4.3.8). 
Let A = 1 + $2 in (4.3.1) and A = 1 +i31 in (4.3.3), then applying the transformation 
[[232], Eq. (152), pp. 315] 
F4 [c+e'-1,b;c,c';u,v]=(1-u-v)-6G1[b,l-c,1-c'; 	U 	v I 
LL 	1-u-v1-u-v 
(4.3.21) 
thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
00 	(-1)1Ll(1 +a2+,02)m(-al)m P(o-,-m-n, P,+m;«a, Bs+m-rz
)(x, y) 
y+ 	m+" 
1 m
t 
m=0 n=0 
{1-z(1-T)t} 	{1-(y+1)t}«' 
x G] -al,-02,-a2~ 2(y+
1)t 	s(y-1)t 	(4.3.22) 
[ 
	
1- (y + 1)t' 1- (y + 1)t] 
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and 
(-1)nm!(1+ai + y1)m(-a2)mI" 	 1 (ns,}m-n;arz-m-n, $2+m)(, Y) U't 1 mt mi-n n~ m!(1+Pt)m(I+at)n 	 2 
1 zee 
={1—z(1—y)t} 	{1—(x+1)t}°° 
x Gt -arz,-fit,-at. 2(x+1)t 
	(x 1)t, 
	(4.3,23)  1 [_a2 1- (x+1)t 1- (x+1)t~ 
Replacing a i by -1-a2 in (4.3.1) and as by -1-a1 in (4.3.3), then using [[231], 
E4.(33), pp. 57] 
P Q [a, b; c, b; u, v]=(1-u-v)-°H3 a,c - b; c; 	uv 	U 	 (4.3.24) (u+v-1)2 'u+v-1 
thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
(-1)nn! (1 + a2 + 
fl2)m(
1 + a2),n 
m=O n-0 
XP(-°2-m-n-1, fit+m; as, SsfTT2_fl)(x TJ) 
1` 
I y±1)m tm+n 
U  J 
(1-t)' { 1 - (1 - x)t} 	{1- (y+  
xH, I+laz+Qz,-1-x2+A; A; n(~J2-
1)t2 	2(y+l)t 1 	(4.3.25) {(y+1)t-1}2 ' (y+1)t-1J' 
and 
00 
EL (-1)u!(.mI(~al +pi)m(1 +a,)m nt=a n=O 
X pnai. flu-fm-n; ai-m-n-1, Ps+m) (x Y) cx+ 
2 
1 
_ (1—t)' {1 2(1 Y)t} 	{1 — (x+1)t} '', 
x H3 1+a1+Qt,-1-al+A; A; 
1(r2 - 1)t22(x+Dt 	
(4.3.26) [ 	 {(x+ 1)t - 1}2 ' (x + l)t - 1, 
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Putting A = 1 + az +,02 in (4.3.1) and A = 1 + ai + /i1 in (4.3.3) and using [[2311, 
Eq.(34), pp. 57] 
	
F4 [a, b; a, c; u, v] = (1 - u - v)-L H3 b, c - a; c; 	
vv 	v 	(4.3.27) (u+v-1)2'u+v-1 
thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
 
/--~ ( trb) l + a )
t~m 	f Y 2 1l m / tm+n 
nuU n=O ( 	 l\ 
( 	 1 arP~ 
= { 1 - 2 (1 - x)t} 	{1 - (y + 1)t}al 
1 Z lt2 1 Lt x H3 -al,-Qz;1 + a2; a(~ - 	- ) (4.3.28) {(y+l)t-1}2 ' (y+l)t-1 
L~(-1)"ni(-a2)m 	
x+1 'o P aa, as+m—n; n—m—n, +m x 	 tm+n 
m!(1 + a1)n 	I ~1 )( ~) 	2 m=0 n-0 
1 z 9rs 
={1-(x+1)t}"2{1-2(1-y)t} 
1(x2 - 1)t2 	z(x - 1)t x H,31-a2,-R l;1+al; {(a+1)t-1}2 ' (x+1)t-1] 
r 	 (4.3.29 ) 
Replacing a1 by -$2- i and a2 by as - 1 in (4.3.1) and a2 by -fil -1 and al by 
al - z in (4.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[231], problem 33, pp. 98] 
F41¢,a-b+2;  
=(l+w) 	F2 a,¢-b+2, 6; c 	(1+~)
, 2b; 	a z (i+ 2 j 4y a 	(4.3.30) .~ 
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thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
cc cc (-1)nnl(I +a2+/32)m(1+F2)n. 
m=a n=0  
xPn—fiz—m—n-1. $i4-m; as— dz+vn—n)(y.v i) r y+ 11 in t+n 
K 2 /I 
1 	52-8, 	1 	
1 2oz—z9z 
(1 t)°' {1 Z(1 	)t} 	{ (1 t)+ 2(y 1)t} 
xFs
L
2taZ+0x,1+Fz,a2;A,2as; 	z("J+1)t 
	2, 
{ (1 - t) + 2(y - 1)t} 
22(y-1)(1-t)t 2 (4.3.31) 
{ (1 -t) + z(11 - 1)t} 
cc 
L E (-1)nn1, 	
Yl~m~ 1 + Ql)m 
m 0n 0 
X Pi(ai—z 1+m-n;—dz—m—z,—t. dz+mJ (x, y) 
fi+1\`a 
a'-9 	 -1-2a -2$z 
	
=(1-t)''= {1 2(1 v)t} 	{ (1 t)+ 2(x-1)tl 
x F2IZ+a1+01,1+;61, ai; A, tai; 	
z(x+1)t 	
2, 
{ (1-t) + 2(x- 1)t} 
2 2(x-1)(1 — t)t (4.3.32) { (1—t)+ a( --1)t1a 
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Replacing a1 by —,62 —1 and a2 by —1 in (4.3.1) and a2 by —P1 —1 and a1 by —1 
in (4.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[231], Problem 32, pp. 98] 
1 
4 
 [
f 
	
	1 	1 	1 	1 	2a 	 U a, a+ 2, c, ; u, vj = (1 +>~) 	2F1 (1 + ✓v)2 
I c; 
a,a+yi 
2
(1—yC) as 2F,1
(1—✓72 i 	
(4.3.33) 
C; 
thus, we obtain the double generating functions 
> 	( 1)Tti($2+ 	(0z+1)m 
mOnO 
m 
X Pn-9z-m-n-1 Bi+m; -3 Pz+m-n) @, y) raj  1 	tm+n I\ 
6x-9i 	 2$ 21 
=(1-t)-1/2 {1-2(1-x)t} 	{\/(i -  t)+ 2(v-1)t} 
oz+2,az+1; 
;(p+1)t 
x2Fi
(1—t)+ z(y-1)t}
a 
A; 
9x-Hi 	 2Pa-1 
+2(1 t) 1/2 {1 2(1 	t) 	2(u- 1)t} 
02 +„o2 + 1; 	 . 
2(y + 1)t 
2 1 
x 	 { (1 —1)— 2 (Y —1)t}z 
a~ 
(4.3.34) 
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00 
(-1)"mi(t1+U (31+1)m 
,n On-0  
/ 12+1\ tm+n 
\ 2 J 
Pi-02 	 29i-1 
=Z(1—t)
-tJz 
` 
( 
1- 2(1— Y)t} 	(1—t)+ Z(y-1)tl- 
flt+2,Rt+1; 
(x+1)t 
XaFi 	J 	1z 
l (1—t)+ 2(x-1)tJ 
A; 
Pi-#2 aP~-t 
+z(1 t)'i'{1 2(1 v)t} 	{ (1 t) 	1(~-1)t} 
Qt+a,Qi+1; 
2(a + 1)t 
1. x2 F1 
X 	 { (1 t) 	z(x -1)t}2 
a; 
(4.3.35) 
The contents of this chapter communicated in the form: On some new double 
generating functions of Jacobi polynomials of two variables. 
+ u 
CHAP - Y 
ON SOME NEW DOUBLE 
6ENERATIN6 FUNGTIONS OF 
GflERAIJZED RICE 
POLYNOMIALS OF flo YA BL€S 
Chapter 5 
On Some New Double Generating 
Functions of Generalized Rice 
Polynomials of Two Variables 
5.1 Abstract 
In this chapter, we have studied some new double generating functions of generalized 
Rice polynomials of two variables. 
5.2 Introduction 
The object of this chapter is to obtain double generating functions for generalized 
Rice polynomials of two variables in terms of the Appell function of the fourth kind 
and then using the transformations and reduction formulae to get many interesting 
results. 
The generalized Rice polynomials of two variables HA" fl" °'' fl'' ) (e1, e2>p1, P2, x, J) 
are defined by 
(a1, 9v a2, P2)(& , L 	 (1 + al)„(1 + a2)„ Hn 	 , S2, P1, I~2, X, y)° 	(n02 
X 	-r (—n)r+.(1+a1+,1+n)7(S1)7(1+a2+Q2+n).(e2)s'y' 5.2.1
) r!s!(1 + ai)r(P1)r(1 + a2),(p2)e 	 ( r—Q ba 
101 
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Eq. (5.2.1) can also be expressed in terms of double hypergeometric 
function defined by (1.3.32) as follows: 
fl(„ 9,; 	vs) (fit, ~rz, Pt, Pz, x,  n (n!)2 
xFo;22 
L
—n: 1+aj+P,+n,~l;l+a2+)32+n,~2, n, J
l
. 	(5.2.2) 1+ai,Psi; 	1+a2,P2; 
Eq. (5.2.1) can also be represented as follows: 
, Ph,(1,,P) 	 '(1+at +n)P(1+a2+ n) 
n! 
x ~ 	(-1)r(1+ai+Pt+n)r(ft)rx' .I-T(°rs a2+r (a, Pa, y), ) 	 (5.2.3) rErir(1+at +r)r(1+a2 +za—r)(pt)r  
where Hc P) (e2, P2, y) is the well-known generalized Rice polynomial of one variable 
defined by (1.5.3). 
The relationships between generalized Rice polynomials of two variables and gener-
alized Rice polynomials of one variable are as follows: 
Hna1, P,; az, P2) (el, e2, Pt, P2, x, 0) = n("1. d1) (et, Pt, x) 	(5.2.4) 
and 
gna~,P1:az, de )(ft,~2,Pt,P2,0,y)-at2!z)(e2,P2,y). 	(5.2.5) 
5.3 Double Generating Functions 
Consider the sum 
L
cn!(1+a1 +Q1)m(Ci)m(1-P1 •R(ah9'+m-n„as, ds-n) n m 
m=0 nO m!(A),n(1+ ai)n(1+a2)n 	
n 	 p1—n; Pz; z~y)t u 
00 	Tt 
- r!( —r1 	( i s)!rs!(A)m(1 +
)
)r(pt)rp(1 + a2)s ,n=o,<=o+=o a=o 
x (1 + a2 + {32)s(e2)a X2Yetma"e 
(P2)8 
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ao oc n n-r 
	
_ n+r+s 
	
p 
	
_ 
m=0n-0 r=0=!(n- r—s)!TS~)(1+ 1)r( 1)nr( i +a2) 
(1 + a2 + 82)s(E2)e xryst.eum 
00 00 00 CC q 	c (1 +al + F~)m}r(l)m+r(1 — 
In!r!s!(A)m(1 + a 1)r =o no r=a a=o 
X (1 + a2 + I'2)s(C2)s x rPatn,am 
(1 + a2)e(P2)s 
— U ` (1 veal! (.1 fl1 	al
l)n+r ni(k)r 
+ m=0 r=D  
X (1—P
s!(1+a2)e(P2]s)s(~z)s(—Yt)3 
`(1—PZ~'+5)ntn 
s=o 	 n=O 
= (1— t)-L+PlF4 [1 + a1 + $1, 61; A, 1 + a1; u, xt] 
X ~(1—Pl)a(1+a2+,l2)e(4z)e ( 	l 8 
s D 	s!(1+a2)s(Pa)s 	\1— t/ 0 
=(1— t)-'+P'F4[1 +al+ Q1, 	A,1+al; it, rt] 
1P1, 1+a2+(i2, e2; —Jt 
3F2 	 1+a2, P2; 1—t 
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Hence, we get the following double generating function 
n~  m=o..=n (In! ('\)m(t 
+)m).(1 
+1a2),. 
xH.(a,, P,+m-,.;a2,62-,e(~1 + rn, p1 - It; e2, P2; X, y)umtn 
(1 _-i 	F 1 -pt, 1 + a2 + 02, e2; 
-+Jt 
3 2 1+a2, p2; 1 -t 
xF4[1+a1+Rri;A,l+al;u,xt] , 	 (5.31) 
where F4 is the Appell function of the fourth kind see Rainville [[2051, pp. 2651, 
= n 	b 
	
F4 [n',b; c,~ix,Yl]=~ i OmO+rem 1 Y• 	 (5.3.2) 
m=0 n=0 rn!m!(c)m(L✓)n 
Similarly, we can find the another double generating function. The double gen-
erating function given by (5.2.1) can also again be defined as 
cc 
~I( (A)m(1
Rz)
a )n(1 +laz)n 
)n 
m=0 n=0 
xH; ,, 6,-n;o2ft2+m-,.(gy pi; e2 + m, p2 - in; x, y)~mtn 
=(I-t)-i+n sFZ 1-P2, 1 +ai+61,&1; -xt
l  
I+al, Pi; 1-t 
xF4[1+ a2+R2, f2; A,1+a2; u, yt]. 	 (5.3.3) 
Putting A = 1 + R1, in (5.2.1), A = 1 +R2 in (5.2.3) and applying the 
transformation 112321, Eq. 152, pp. 315] 
FaJ-f+ -Y -1, 
= (1 x y) G, L l /f, 1 /,1 7'1 x 	] 	(5.3.4) -x-yl-x-y 
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thus, we obtain the double generating functions 
( 	1 ,,,o no m!(1+pt), (i+aL)n1 +a2)n 
x H,la,, 9,+m-n, 4z. d:-^(eL ±m, pi - n; C2, P2; x, U)un.t„ 
(1-t)-r+m(1-it- xt) -t' aF2 [ 1- PL, 1+a2+02, C21 --t1 1+a2, P2; 1-t 
L
£L fit —ai; 	
u 	xt 	1 xGt 	 (5.3.5) 1—'u—xt' 1—u—xtl 
and 
00 00 ni(1 + a2 + Q2)m(S2)m(1 — 
m! (1 +,62),n(l + at)n(1 + a2)n m on=a 
x Haz, Pt tzn-n:az,Pz-n(ei +m, p1 -n; e2, P2; x, J)zLmtn 
=(1-t)-l+P2(l-It-yt)-fa 3F21 L 1-Pz, l + 
al +Q1, i; -
yt1 l+al , Pr; 1-t 
u xGt 
	yt 
	
(5.3.6) 
LL~2i 	1-u-yt'1-u-yt ' 
Let gt = l+at and C2 = 1 + a2 in (5.3.1) and (5.3.3), respectively and applying 
the transformation [[231], Eq. (33), pp. 57] 
	
XY 	x F4(a,.6;7,Q;x,Y)°(1- x -.Y) °Ha a,7-0;7;(x+Y-1)2 'x+zJ-1 , 
thus, we obtain the double generating functions 
00 O n!(1 + a3 +$i)n,.(1 +a1)m(1 -7h)„ 
m=CFa 	mI(A),(1+a1)„(1+a2)„ 
xHt,6i-n;o 2-n l+al+m 	n;{ P x ty)umta ( 	,Pl '"" 	S2e 2, , 
=(1-t)-1'(1-u-xt)-1-°,-9, 3F2  1-PL, 1+a2+fi2, b; -yt1 L 	1+a2, p2; 	1-t 
nit 	u x H3 1 + at + QL, -1- at + ry1; A;(u + xt - 1)2' 	(5.3.7) 
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and 
EI(l rn (a) (1 t tYp)(i + a2)n 
P2)n 
m=o n=o 
XHnai, 9,-rz.a292+m-n 	1-j 1+ a2 m p 	7t; x , y)um tn 
= (1 - t)-1+Px (1 _ ty _ yt)-1-ax-62 3F2 [ 1 -P2, 1 + a1 + PI, )1; -xt 1+a1,p1; 1-t 
x H3 1+a2+02,-1-an+A;A; 	uyt 	
u 	
] (5.3.8) (u+yt-1)2'u+yt-1 
Putting A = 1 + a1 + Q1 in (5.2.1) and A = 1 + a2 +,62 in (5.2.3), respectively 
and applying the transformation 112311, Eq. (34), pp. 57] 
WY 	y =(1- x - y)-'HaIQ,7-a;'Y; (x+yy 1)2'x+y-1] (5.3.9) 
thus, we obtain the double generating functions 
[)~, 	1t''(e )m(1-Pl 	6i+mn: uz. 9a-^1Sl+fn., Pl-n; e2, P2; x, y)umfn m e 7n!(l+al)n(1 +a2)n 
_(1-t)-l+n,(1-u-xt)-E, 2F2 1-P1, 1 +a2 +#2, C2; -yt
J L 	1 + 02, p2; 1-t  
xH3 fit, -Q1;1 + a1; 	xut 	xt 	1 (5.3.10) (v.+xt-1)2 u+xt-1 
and 
w w 
Tt.(e2)m(1 - P2)n 	H(a, Pi-n;az, dz+m-n 	 n 
+ 1 n 	^ 	 (
ei, Pl; 6+m, P2-n; x, y)umt 
m=0n=a  
r(1 _ t)1+PZ (1 _ u _ yt )-{z 32 
r 1 -P2: 1+a1+$1, ~1; -xt 1 
IL I + at, pi; 1 - tJ 
	
uyt 	yt xHa f2,-Q2;1+az;(u+yt.-1)2'u+yt-1 	(5.3.11) 
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Applying ai -> ar - a,  r = 1+Q1 in (5.3.1) and a2 -> a, = 1+Q2 in (5.3.3), 
then applying the reduction formula [[2311, Eq. (33), pp. 98] 
1 	1 
Fa a, a -Q+2;7,Q+2;X,& 
( 	)-2&F2 a,a-Q+,Q; 	(1 + 	)2' (1 	')2 , 1',2Q; 	
4 y 
1 + 
(5.3.12) 
2 J  
thus, we arrive at the double generating functions 
Co 
Ml(A)i (+ a1)(1 +ma2)n 
Pl)n 
m=0 n=e 	^  
XHnn'-3~, 131+m-n;a2,9a-^(1 + QI + m, p1 — n; S2, P2; , y)'u'mtn 
(1-t)-i+n, (1+)_1 _2 _1 3F2 1- P 	 P1 i, I + a2 + Q2, s~2; - t [ 	1+a2, p2; 1-tJ 
x F212+aL+Q1,1+Ql, al; A,2a1;(I + u xt)2 ' (1 + ~xt)2] 	
(5.3.13) 
and 
m!(,A)zn( )+ 
a2)n(l +n (1
)t
P2)n 
(ei,Pi;1 +Qa+rrs, Pa-Ti; x, y)umtvL  
= (1-t)-l+P2(1+ yt -i-2x_2$2 3F2 [ 1 -P2, 1 +a+Qr, e1; - 1 
	
L 	1+a1, P1; 1-t 
x F2 1 + a2 + $2,1 + Q2 	(1+ 	)2',a2;A,2a2; 
 
U 
4 yt (1+ 	
(5.3.14) 2 	 yt 2 
Replacing al by -2, = 1+Qr in (5.3.1) and a2 by -z, C2 = 1+#2 in (5.3.3), 
then applying the reduction formula [[231], Eq. (32), pp. 98], 
Fa a,a+ll;x,y =1(1+~_a~2F 
a.a+2; 	x 
[ 	2 2 	2 	 7; (1+f)2 
+2(1-y)-QU2F a a+'Y; (L_ y)2 , 	
(5.3.15) 
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thus, we arrive at the double generating functions 
m=O m=0 	m'I(A)m(2)n(1 + a2)n 
XHn-a Pt+m-n,aa,Px-n) It
p +m 	n;~ 	2 u"t ( 	Nl 	,Pl — , 2,~2i ,y) 	n 
= r(1-t)-1+n, sp2 r 1-P1, 1+a  2+Q2, e2; -yt 	
x 1+a2, P2; 1-tJJ  
[(t+/ -1-2 2F1 [21' 2 1 1
L 
+ 1, 1 fin 	.0 	
~1 (1 + 	 t)2 
	
t ~Z(1 - txt)-1-2P3 al;l I z+flu, 1+/j1; 	u 	z~l 	(5.3.16) A; LL 	 ` 	 (
1- 
-Xt) J 
and 
nl(z +$)m(/1 + /,32)m(1 - P2)n 
,nom n=A 	m''(A)m12)al1+LY1)'n 
XHnn~ Pt-rz~ 92+m-n) 
(~1, p1;1+02+m,p2-n;x,y)umtn 
(1_t)-1+na 3F,2[ 1-P2, 1+a1+Y1, 1; 
-xt 1 x 
 
1+ a1, P1; 1— t 
(1 + yt)-1-2112 2F+1 2 + Y2, 1 f32; l +u ( ( 	yt2 
yt_1-2111 2F't I i+Q2,1 A; 	(1-uyt2~}. 	(5.3.17) 
Putting u = xt in (5.3.1), it = yt in (5.3.3), then applying the reduction formula 
[[232], Eq. (149), pp. 314], 
F4[a,P;'Y,'Y;u,x]= 4Fsl 	ay, 	(5.3.18) 111 	7,7,7+y-1  
thus, we arrive at the double generating functions 
n'( (A),(1
+a 
l 	
)n 
1)n(1+a2)~ m=0 ncO 
xH,t,°:, P.+,n-n, a2 2-rz)(f1 + m,P1 - 7b; e2,p2; x, y)xmt" 
=(1-t)-1+vi sF2 1-P1,1+a2+Qz, S2i -yt 1+a2, y2; 1-ti  
X 4F,s f 1+a1+Jl1l:i,2(1+a1+A),2(n +A), 4atl 	(5.3.19) 
L 	 A, 1+at, a,+A; 
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and 
nsO n-o 
n!(1 
zn (a)2" (1~+)al) 2(1 +1a2)n
2)n 
X Hear di-n~as,9x+rn-n)(£t,Pt; ~2+m.,p2-'n;x,7/)71mtm+n 
=(1-t)-i+Pa 3pz fl-Pz,
1+a1+Q1,~1; -xtl 
1+a1,P1; i-tJ 
x F 1+a2+,62,e`2, a(l+a2 + A), I (a2 + A); 
4 3 	4ytJ
1 . 	(5.3.20) 
Setting i -+ -x,u -+ xt and put A = 1 + al in (5.3.1) and y -+ -y,u - yt and 
put A = 1+a2 in (5.3.3) then, applying reduction formula [[232], Eq. (179), pp. 321], 
F4[a,,6;7,7;x,-x)= 4F3[ 2a, z(a+
1)101 f(P+1); _402
] 	
(5.3.21) 
'9, z7, y (7 + 1); 
thus, we arrive the following double generating functions 
OC 00 n!(1 + a1 + r1)m(yl)m(1 — pl)n 
ml(I+a,)m(I+al)rv(1+a2)„ m0 fl0 
XII(ay, Q,+m-n;aa.Qx-n)' 	in, 	m; 	y 	,Xmtvn+n 
=(1-t)-1+p'3F2 [1-P,1+a2+/3 , ; -vt1 
1 + a2, P2; 1-t 
	
X 4F3 I 2(1+a1+hi),2(2 +a1+Q1), l, (1+ei); _4x212] 	(5.3.22). l+01,2(1+ai)+a(2+a1); 
and 
znl(l+o2) 41 )+(al)(1+a2)„ 
m~e rt=e 
X Huai. $I-n;a2.d2+m-n) (F1, pk 52 + 'm,, P2 - n; -x, y)ymtm+n 
=(1-t)-1+na,~p2 1 1-P2,1+a1+Q1, 61; -xt] 1+a1,P1; i-t 
xF r i(+a2+Qz),1(2+a2+$2), 	
- 
a~2,'(I+~2); 	4 2t21 	5. 9 3 L 	1 + a2, z(1+a2), 2(2+a2); 	y 1 ( 3.23 ) 
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Setting x -4 x2 , t -4 t2 and put 1;1 = 1+51  in (5.3.1) and y -+y2, t -s t2 and 
put 1e2 = 1+Q2 in (5.3.3), then applying the reduction formula [[232], Eq. (215), pp. 
328] 
F4[a, 3; 7,a -3+1;x,y2] 
=(1+y) 	F2
[
a,0,a-)3+2;7,2a-2,6+1; (1+y)2 ' (1+y)2
J
, 	(5.3.24) 
thus, we arrive the following double generating functions 
n!(1 +al +flf)m(1 +Ql)rr(1- pl)., 
m ~a n0 	!(A)m(1 +a1)(1 + a2)n 
X l4ay.B,+m-n ~ix-n)(1 + I'1 + m,pl - 1l; y2,p2; x2, y)arrt2n 
_ (1- t2)-1 ' (1 + 2t)-2-2a,-20, 2Fi'2 1 - 111, 1 + a2 -1- 132,  e2; -yt
2 
l-4-&2,p2;  1 - tz 
u 	Oat 
x F2 [1+a1+fl1,1+Qr,+Dl;a,1+2a1; (1 ±' (1±xt)2 	(5.3.25) 
and 
Ct 00 
il!(1 + a2 + $2)m(1 + $2)m(1 - P2)n 
m=0rt-0 	'!(4^(1 + ai)n(1 + a2),~ 
XH(a' 6,-nza2fi2+m-n)(el, Th; I+ R2 + m.pn - n; x, y2 )umt2n 
=(1-z - 	 , 2,9, 	2 	
a1 ,L'1, e1; -xtz l t)1+P2 (1 +Jt) zz -~ 	sFz[1 - p, 1 + + 1+n1,p1; 	1-t2J 
xF2I1+a2+s2,1+s2,Z+a2;A 1+2x2; (1+yt)2 '(1+yt)2]' (5.3.26) 
The double generating function (5.2.1) can also be defined as 
n~ ( n O ,~!(A) all +) 	 )~ 1)^(1 + 02), m-o ~  
XHna, Px+,.s-rt;"rsa-^(fl + in, Pt - n; 2,p2; x, y)umtn 
(1-t)+P' 3F2 	 , 	 6; 1+&2+02, 	-yt 
1+02, P2; 1 tI 
xF4 [1+a1 -tBl,ei;1-J-a~,A; xt,u]. 	 (5.3.27) 
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Putting A = 1-F. $2 + f2 and replacing y by 2(y - 1), v. by 2(y + 1)t in (5.3.27], 
then applying [[205], Th. 84, pp. 269 (Rainville)] 
F a,b;1-c+a+b; 	-y 	v [ 	(1 - u)(1 - v)'(1 - u)(1 - v)  
a, b; 	v - 2F1
1 	c; 1 -u] 2F1 [l-c+a+b ; 1-v ' 	
(5:3.28)  
thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
n!(1 + ll2 + 02)m(S2)m(1 — P2)n 
M!(1 + 02 + e2)r(1 + a1)(1 + a2)a m=0 n=0 
	
p / 	1m 
X Hrov~6,-a;a29a-4m~n(~1, PI; S2 + m,P2 — n; x, ~(y -1)( ( +1)J tm 
=(1-t)-r+nz 3F2 1-Pz, 1+at+01, fr; -xt  1+ai, pr; 1-t 
x 2F L 
r 1 +a2+Q2, fs; 1-t-pl 2F, [ 1+a2+Q2, ; 1+t-P] 	(5.3.29) 2 J 	1+%s+eti 2 J 
where p = (1 - 2xt + t2)a. 
Putting A = E2 and replacing y by 1(y + 1), it by 1(y + 1)t in (5.3.27), then 
applying the transformation [[231], 20(ii), pp. 92] 
F4 a, b; c, b; 	a 	-v 
(1 - u)(1 -v)' (1  -u)(1 - v) 
=(1-u)'(1-v)"F1[a,c-b,a-c+1;c;u,vv], 	(5.3.30) 
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thus, we obtain the following double generating function 
Er ul m!(1 + al)n(1 +1 a2)n )n .0n=o 
x H,(,«" A,-a;«x,A:++,.-n (, p1; fs + m, P2 - n; r,  (y -1) ((v (y + 1)) t"`+ 
= 41+«2+02(1 - t)'''(1 + t + p)-1-«2-62(1 - t + p)-1-a2-d2 
x 3F2 [ 1—P2, 1+ai+Q1, ei; —xtl 
L 	1+at, Pi; 1-tJ 
xFJ 1+a2+#2,1+a2-£2,1+/32;1+az;-1+t+p (-1+t+p)(-1-t+p) 1+t+p (1+t+p)(1-t+p) 
(5.3.31) 
Putting = 1 + a2 , A =1 + a2 +J32 and replacing y by 1(- 1),  u by 2 (y+ 1)t 
in (5.3.27), then applying the [[205], Th. 83, pp. 268 (Rainville)] 
F4 [a,bi8'Q (1-u)(1-v) (1-u)(1-v)~=(1-
uv)-1(1-u)°(1-v)°, (5.3.32) 
thus, we obtain the following double generating function 
[0'  
=O 	7n!(1 + al)
/ 
nll + a2)n 
/ 	\ m 
xH(°,9'-n;nzP2+m-,.(,Pt;1+a2+m,P2-n;x,(Y -1) 1 Z(y+l) J 
tm+n 
_22-,+flap 1(1-t)-,+ni(1+t4P)---pa(1-t+p)- 
1- P2, 1 + al + Jfi, 4i; -xt 	 (5.3.33) ' 3F2 	1+at,p; 1_t]. 
Putting E2 = 1 + a2 , A = 1 + a2 ,y by 2 (y -1), u by 1(y + 1)t in (5.3.27), then 
applying the reduction formula [[2311, Ex. 20, Eq. (iv), pp. 93)1 
Fa [a,Q~ P, 0; 
(1 -v)(1-v) (1-v)(1-v) 
= (1 - u)«(1 - v)° 2F, a, a - + 1; uv 	(5.3.34) 
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thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
m=a,.o m!(1+al)n(1+a2)„ 
XHnn1d,-n;nz3z+n~-n(f~ P1il+a2+n,p2 - Ii; a,2(2J -1) (Z(1/+1) Imtm+a 
=41+ +a2(1_ +t+p)-1-a2-92(1-t+p)-i-oz-6= 
x 3F,z L r 1-P2, 1 +ai+R1, fit! -xt~ 
1+a1, pr; 1-t 
	
2F1[ 
1+a2+P2, 1+Qz; (1-t+p)(1+t-P) 	(5.3.35) 1+ a2; (1-t+p)(1+t+p)  
Putting A = 1 + $2 , t z = 1 + Q2 ,y by 2 (y -1), u by 2 (y + 1)t in (5.3.27), then 
applying the reduction formula [[231], Ex. 20, Eq. (v), pp. 93)] 
(1-u)cl-v), a-w)cl-v)1 
_ (1 -v)° 2F1 a, «;-Q+1; 1(1 uv )J , 	
(5.3.36) 
thus, we can obtain the following double generating function 
96!(1+a2 +Q2)m(1— P2)n 
m=On=D ~!(1+al)n(1+a2)n 
1 + fl z + m, P2 - n; x, 2 (y - 1)) l 2 (7/ + 1)) 
= 21+a2+dz(1 _ t) +132 (1 - t ±  
X zpz f 1-P2, 1 1+a1, pi; 	xtl 2F1 r 1 +az+Q 1+ 2Qz! 1-t+Pj 
J 	L 	 (5.3.37) 
The contents of this chapter is communicated for publication in the form: A note 
on double generating functions of generalized Rice polynomials. 
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thus, we obtain the following double generating functions 
n!  
mono m!(l + al)n(1 + a2)a 
	
r 	1m 
x Huai, d,—n;a292+m—n 	1 	, P2 — 	,('U— )12(y+ ) (✓;1,Pii +a'2+s2 	zt;x 	1 \  
= 41+aa+P3 (1 _ t)-1 (1 + t + p)-lm-P2 (1 - t +  
X 3F2 1-P2, l+ai+01, S`i; -xt 1+ai, pi; 1-t 
1+a2+R2, 1+02; (1—t+p)(1+t—p)l 2F1 	1+a2; (1-t+p)(1+t+p)I 
( 5.3.35)  
Putting A = 1 + 132 , ~rz = 1 + 02 ,y by 2(y - 1), u by 2(y + 1)t in (5.3.27), then 
applying the reduction formula [[231], Ex. 20, Eq. (v), pp. 93)] 
= (1 - v)' 2F1 0, A 	+ 1' 	1(l ti 	' 
(5.3.36) a 
thus, we can obtain the following double generating function 
o 
rn (I + al)n(I +l a2)n 
)r, 
m 0n=0 
xHn '0'-nt«x5x+m-n(f1,Pt!1 + 32+rn,P2- (y -1)) (2(v+1)) tm*n 
= 21+a2+62(1 - 	- t + p)-1-a.-fl' 
x 3F2 [
1 p2, 1+al+9i, ei; -xt 	1+02+02, 1+! ; 1- t - p 
1+al, PI; 1-t] 2F1 [ 	1+a2; 1-t+p 
(5.3.37) 
The contents of this chapter is communicated for publication in the form: A note 
on double generating functions of generalized Rice polynomials. 
t 
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Chapter 6 
On Some Generating and Double 
Generating Functions of 
Generalized Hahn Polynomials of 
Two Variables 
6.1 Abstract 
In this chapter, we have studied some generating functions, more generating func-
tions and other generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables. 
Moreover the chapter also contains some double generating relations of generalized 
Hahn polynomials of two variables in terms of Appel 's functions, generalized Appell's 
functions and Horn's functions. 
6.2 Introduction 
As in the previous chapters, we have studied the double generating functions of 
Jacobi and generalized Rice polynomials of two variables. The present chapter deals 
with a study of generating and double• generating functions of generalized Hahn's 
polynomials of two variables. The generalized Hahn's polynomials of two variables 
denoted by Q„(x; ar, fir, Nl : y; a2, 1 2, N2 ) is defined as: 
Qn(t; ai, $i Ni : y; a2, px, N2) 
n n-r (-n),,+.9(l+al+1i + fn)r(1+az+6z + n)e(-X)r('-y)« 
-`~ 	r!s!(1+ai).(1+a2)e(-Nt).(-N2)e 
	(6.2.1) 
r0 a=o 
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Eq. (6.2.1) can also be expressed in terms of double hypergeometric function defined 
by (1.3.32) as follows:  
—F,o2;2 —n: 1+a1 +fl +n,—x;1+a2+Q2+n,y; 1, 1 . 	(6.2.2)) [ — 	1 +a1,—Ni; 	1 +a2,—Nay 
Eq. (6.2.1) can also be represented as follows: 
Qn(x;al,I'1,N1 : y; a2, A,N2) 
}(1+a,+l3, +n).(-a)r Q,.
-.(y; a2,$2 + r,N2), 	(6.2.3) 
,=o 	r!(1 +a1)r(-Nj)r 
where Qn(y; a2, $2, N2) is the well-known Hahn polynomials of one variable defined 
by (1.5.4) . 
The relationships between Halm polynomials of two variables and Hahn polyno-
mials of one variable are as follows: 
	
Qn(x; a1,p1,N1;0;a2:/32:N2)=Qn(zr;a1,Q1:N1) 	(6.2.4) 
Q„(O; a1, R1, N1 : 9; a2, R2, N2) = Qn(Y; a2, Q2, N2). 	(6.2.5) 
6.3 Generating Functions for Hahn Polynomials 
In this section, some generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two 
variables Q„(x; al, 01, Ni : y; a2, /52, N2) are as follows: 
Q.(x; a1, $1, N1 : y; a2, /52, N2)trz 
n=0 ii! 
yo;:;1 [ (A1,1,1),(1 +a1 +)61:1,2,1),(1+a2+132:1,1,2): -  
= r3:O;2;2 (1ta1 +At :1,1,1),(1+a2+921,1,1)    : 	 : 
(-x : 1); 	(-v: 1); t, -t, -
tJ , 
	(6.3.1) 
(1+ a1 : 1), (-Ni: 1); (1 + a2 : 1), (-N2 : 1); 
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where use has been made of the special case of generalized Lauricella's function 
defined by (1.3.38). 
00 
Qn(X; a1, 01, N1 :9;  a2, F2, Nz)tn  
12 
— F 2:gR r 	 (1+a1+flj: 1 , 2 , 1),(1+a,+fl2:1 , 1T 2): _  s.o 	` (p:1,1,1),(1}al +fli :l,l, l), (1+az+flz:1,1,1): 
( —a :1); 	(—y: 1); 
	
(14 a1 : 1), (—N1 : 1); (1  +a2 1), ( —N2 : 1); t, t, —t 
	(6.3.2)) 
cc 
a1, 01, Nl: '1✓; az, 132, N2)t7'  
_ F3.o;l,Lr (x:1,1,1),(1+al+01:1,2,1),(1+a2+#x:1,1,2): 
3,O;2;2 `(0:1,1,1),(1+m+ 0i: 1, 1, 1),(1+azt92:1,1,1). 
( —x: 1); 	( —y: 1); 
(1+ a1 :1),(—N1:1);(1+a2:1),(—N2:1); t, t, t 	
(6.3.3) 
n=0 
a1, Qi, N1 : y; a2, Qs,.Nz)tn  
4:O;1;1 f (A1 : 1,1,1), (Az :1,1,1), (1 + al + Ri : 1,2,1),(1+a2 +$2 :1,1, 2) : 
=3:O;2;2 ` 	(p:1,1,1),(1+al+01:1,1,1),(1+az+02:1,1,1): 
I 	( — x : 1); 	(—y : 1); t —t, —t] (6.3.4) (1 + a, :1): (-N1 : 1); (1 + a2 :1), (-N2 : 1); ,  
and 
(ar)nUz)n  4n(x; at, Ri, A' : ij; a2, Qa, )Px)trz 
=pxtona1(A, 1,1,1),(az 1,1,1),(1+a,+ff1:1,2,1),(1+az+021,1,2): (Al : 1,1,1), (µz :1,1,1), (1 + al +,ll : 1,1,1), (1 + az +,3s : 1,1,1) : 
(—x: 1); 	t, —t,  —tj . (6.3.5) (1  + a, :1), (-N, : 1); (1  + a2  :1), (-N2 :1); 
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Special Cases: 
Putting A = p in the generating function (6.3.3), one gets 
O0  
f71, Ni: y; az, P2, N4)tn 
a=0 
—r2:0;1;1F(1+ai+fii:1,2:1),(1+a2+02:1,1,2): —; 
— z0•2.2 (1+ai+/31:1,1,1),(1+a2+/32:1,1,1):  
(—x :1); 	(—Y : 1); 
(l+a, :1), (—N1 :1); (1+a2:1), (—N2 
:1); e, t, —t . 	(6.3.6) 
If Al — 1+a1+pr and A2 — 1+a•2+,02, then the generating function (6.3.4) reduces 
immediately to the form:  
~(l+ai+Qi)n(1+a2+02)nQn(x; a /9[, 	a2 , 62, N)t" 
n=0 
Fz:0;r;1 r (1+a1+(11:1,2,1),(1+a2+flz:1,1,2): — ; 
— 1:D2 L 
( —x : 1); 	( —y 1); 	1 
(1 + al : 1), (—Nl : 1); (1 + a2 : 1), (—N2 : 1); t, —t. t] 
. 	(6.3.7) 
Proof of (6.3.3): Consider the series 
cc 
(A)n Qa(x, ai, 1,N1 :p, a2, 02 Nz)tn 
—L~ 	(-1)r+3(
A)n(1+ 	 +fl a1+Ya)r(l +ay 2)e(—x)r(—y)e tn 
n=0 r=0 s=0 rls'(n — r — b)!(! )n(1 + ai)r(1+ a2)s(—Ni)r(—N2)s 
r°c (A)n+r+s(1+a1+,61)n+27+s(1+a2+02)n+2r+s 
— nlrlsl(p)„+.+s(l+al +R[)n+r+s(1+ a2+(3a)n+r+s n0 r=0 sO 
x (1 + al)r (1 + 
Using the generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables (6.2.2), the result follows. 
Similarly, other generating relations of this section can be proved. 
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More Generating Functions for Hahn Polynomials: 
Certain modifications of the sequence {Q„(x; as, j3, Nl : a2, $2, N2))} 	admit 
the 
following generating functions 
t ~i Qn(zS as, th — n, n' Y; az, Rz — h, Nz)tn  
—et 2F2~ i+ar+$i,—x; —t~7Fz I 1+az +Q2, Y; — t], 	 (6.3.8) l+a 	 a2 t, —Ni; 	J 	1+, —N2; 
GO( 
 a — n, q n 	1 	F~l, N1 (x; a 	R 	. 	Ar )tn ✓i 	2, I~2 — n, 	2 = (1—t)n' n! 
n=0 
X2F1 [ l+at+Pt, — x, 	t] 3p,2 r —a1,1 	
12+8
2, -8; i tt~ 	(6.3.9) 
l and 
( 	)nQn(~; at, Q1 — n, N1: y; U2 — ii, 02, N2)tn =(1—t)' 
n=O 
x2F1 	1+a2+02, —y; 	t1 3 
 
F2 r —a2,1+at i- QI, —xi 	—t 1. 	(6.3.19) L — N2; 	J L 	1+at, —N1; 1 — t1 
Proof of (6.3.8): Starting with the L.H.S. of (6.3.8) and using the generalized 
ilahn's polynomials of two variables (6.2.1), one gets 
Y, a2, lsz-n, N2)t,. 
n_0 tt. 
(-1)r+5(1+a1+pt)r(1+a,+$2)a( Z)r( v)e t 
(n — r—s)!r!sl(1+a1),(1+a2)s( —Ni)r(—N2), 
(_1)r(1 
.n,!r!s!(1+ t)r(1+1 2)s(+ )r(—N2~(-
3f)stn+r+e 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
(1+n1+fl1)r (—x). _tr 	(1a2 +$2)7(—y) _ts 
( ) !(l 	( ) n=0 r=0 	 a=0 
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Using the generalized hypergeometric function (6.2.2), one gets 
—et zFz I 1+a1+Ø1,—x; _ t 2F21+a2-1-$2,—y;
— t 1+a1, — N1; 	[ 1+a2, — N2; ] 
which proves the result. 
Other Generating Functions: 
( fin Qn~Z; a1, $j—n, N1: y; a2, Q2 — n, N2)tn 
n=0 
l.zia 	A : 1 + at + Q1, —x;1 + a2 + Q2, —8; —t 	t =(1—t)` FD:2;z 	1+ai, —Ni; 1+a2, —N2; 1—t'1—t 	6.3.11) 
((aal)'Q1)n Q, (x; a1 — n, Ql — n, N1 y; a2, Qz — ii, Na)tn 
_ 	x; 	1.02 	-a : —; 1 + a2 +Q2, —J; 	1 - 1F, 	Nl; - t Fi:a;2 [ _a1 - $ : -; 1+ a2, - N2; 	(6.3.12) 
00 
E n!( (—a2)  Q2)a Qn(x; a1, Flu — n, N1 : y; a2 — t, Q2 — n, N2)tn 
-1F1L- 71; -tJ .Fio-x[ 	
-02 :-; 1+a1+Q1,-<; t, -t J , 	(6.3.13) N2. 	-a2 - Q2 : -; 1 + a,, -N1; 
— I3) Q@; a1, 31 — 2n, Nl : v; a2, Q2 — 9L, N1)tn 
_ 	—"i 	O.U2 	— 	• —i 1+a2+Q2,-7/i —122 [1+a ] .F1:O;2 [ a 1+a2, N• t,—tj 	(6.3.14) 
	
1, — -Ni; — t — Qi:—, 	— z. 
and 
`°  
—$2) 	al, Ql — n, N1 : J; 
-2, $2— 2n, N2)tn 
= F 	-+J; tlI .epy,2 (II 	.-; 1+a1+Q1,-z; 	t 	t 	6.3.15 12 1+a2,—N2, ( J 	1 —a2 —$2: —; 	1+a1, -Ni;—l  	—]' 	) 
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Some other modifications of the sequence {Fa°" flu; "''&` l (Pt ,z1;P2, z2)}neN give the 
following generating functions in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions of 
three variables F(3l [x, y, z], defined by (1.3.67): 
n=0 A)) Q.(x
, a1, fit — n, N1 : y; a2, Rs — n, N2)tn 
—F,(3l f A:: 	:—;1+al+Ri,—x;1+a2+R2, —y; 	(6.3.16) 
`W :: —; —; — : —; 	1+a1,  —N1, 	1+a2 ,  N2; 
00 (—al)fl(—a2)fl 
 a1— Td, AL N1: y; a2— it, A2, N2)tn 
n=o 
	
_ p(s) 	—a2;—;—a1:—;1+a1+R1,—x;1+as+R2,—y; t, t t , (6.3.17) 
1y a2 , R2 — 2n, nr2)tn n!( ai Rt)a(—a2 P2)nQn(x; al, Ai 
2n, N1 : e;  
— 	—; 	— 	: —; 	—x  1+ai, —N1; 1+a2, —N2; ", 
(6.3.18) 
and 
n!( 	 — A,)(( a,  A2) Qn(x; 
at — n, Pr — ii, Ni y; a2 — n, R2 — n, N2) 
a2 ;—; —ai .—, — x; —Y; t,—t,—t 	(6.3.19) —a2 — A2; —; —ai — Ai : —; —Nt; —N2; 
Proof of (6.3.16): Starting with the L.H.S. of (6.3.16), we have 
a1, Ri — n, NN y; a2, R2 — n, N2)t". 
Using the generalized Hahn's polynomials of two variables (6.2.1), one gets 
(_i)r+s(A)n(i +a1 +R~)r(1+a2 +R2)s(—x).(—y)s to 
,.=o P=o ago (n — r — s)!r!a!(p)e(1 + ar)7(1 + a2)e(—Nr)r(—N2)s 
(')n+.+s(1+a1+R1)r(—x)T(1+a2 +,62).,(—y)etn —t ' —t 
n=0.r=0 9~ 	(p)n+r+s(1 + a1)r(—Ni )r(1 + a2)5(—N2)3 	( ) ( )
e. 
Using (6.2.2), we get the required result. Similarly one can prove the other results of 
this section. 
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6.4 Double Generating Functions of Generalized 
Hahn Polynomials of Two Variables 
In this section, we have obtained some double generating relations of generalized 
Hahn polynomials of two variables in terms of Appell's functions, confluent hyper-
geometric functions, generalized Appell's type functions and Horn functions of two 
variables respectively. 
Double Generating Relations Involving Appell's Functions: 
The generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables admits the following double gen-
erating relations in terms of Appell's functions of two variables defined by equations 
(1.3.1) to (1.3.4). 
. . 	ot'1)n(A)m(1 +a1 +$1)m 
L Qn(X; a1—n, F1+m, Ni—M : Y; a2 Qz—n, Nz)er 
m=0n=O 	mini( — Ni)m 
	
=(1—t)°`  3F2 	al, 1+a2+Q2, —y; t e z 1+a2 , —N2; t-1 
x Fl [1 +ai + 01, A, —x; —Ni; u, —t] , 	 (6.4.1) 
00 
(a'2)n(A)m(1 + a2 + f2)m Qn(x; al, Ql—'o, Ni Y; az—'n, flztm, Nz—rn)umtn 
m=0n=o 	'm!n!(—Nz)m 
(1—t)° 3F2 f —a2, 1+a1+Q1, —x; t 
L` 	1+a1, —Ni; t-1 
xF1[1+a2+0,A,—y;—N2;u, t], 	 (6.4.2) 
(
—al)n(A) .(1 + a1 +t1)m Qn(x; a1—T+, $r+rn, N1 : y; a2, 02—n, Na)umtn 
m0 n=U  
(1—t)~' 3F2 —a,, 
1+az+$2, —y; t 
1+a2, —N2; t-1 
x F2 [1 + al + $m, A, —x; p, —N1; u, t] , 	 (6.4.3) 
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m m (A)m(1 + a2 + )mQ (x; a 	n N 	a n Q m, N )etn n 	L 1— , 1 ~ ~i 2— , 2+ , 2 )Cr
 n-0 	9R'!2h!(Ib)m 
	
_ (1—t) 3¢z FZ 	a2, 1 +a1 +Y1, -
x; t 
l+al, —Nl; t-1 
xF2 [1 + a2 + $2, A, —y; p, —N2;it, t], 	 (6.4.4) 
,n Q„(x; al — n, fi1,Ni—M:Y;a2,)32—n,N2)u,2t,, 
m=0 n=0 
=(i-t)' 3F2 	al, 1+a2+fi2, -y; t__1 1+a2, —N2; t-1J 
xF3 [1+a3+Q1,A, A, —x; —Nl;u,t], 	 (6.4.5) 
( 7n! I((-N2),n Qn(x; a1, Al-r, N1: y; a2-m, 02, N2 _rn)umtn m=0 n=0 
(1 _t)ax 3F2 I -a2, 1+a1+Y1, -a'; t 
L 	1+a3, —Ni; t-11 
xF3[1+a2+$2,A,µ, —Y; —N2;u,t], 	 (6.4.6) 
 ~ 	(-al)n(1 + a, + ylp )m (-X)m 
/ 	 Rn(2-'m'i a'1-71, Ql~'7ld, N1 ?li a2r fi2-it, N2)u
mte 
m-0 n-0 	'm!~'!l~)m 
ai 	a1, 1+a2+Y2, -IJ; t =(1—t) 3F2 	1+a2, —N2; t-1 
x F4 [1 + al + 01, —x; A, —Nl; u, t] 	 (6.4.7) 
and 
00 	
(
—a2)n(1 ++lCt2(+)P2)m(—Y)m Qn (m; a1, At —'u, N1 : y—m; a2—n, Q2+in., N2)umtn 
m=0 n=0 
oz 	a2, 1 + at +,at, -x; 	t 
=(1—t) aFi 1+a1, —N1; t-1 
xF4[1+a2+Q2, —y; A,—N2;u,t]. 	 (6.4.8) 
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Proof of (6.4.1): Starting with L.H.S of (6.4.1) 
00 
>i x (
t)n arzm(1N)tn+31)m ni ( al n Qt+rm, Ni—rn y; a2,l2— ,N2)umtn 
	
n 	; 	 'm  
m=0 n=0 
Using the generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables (6.2.1), we get 
~= ( 1),mi(n ~r ( s)ir!aL( Ni)m+ (1(+a )r
+pz)s 
m=0n=0 r=0 s=0 
x (1 +ar)-..(—x)r(—y)numtn 
(1 + a2)e(—N2), 
~~ (1+a<m+Ar)N~
)(m+m
(`"x)r,amt.. 
,n=o r=o 
xE (—a ~ (1+aa) (Q7),(.. 
	0 y) ( _t)s 	(—a,+  s) 
( 	
n 
n0 
(1— t)ai >i`( ` (1+al '1' pl)m+r('1)m(—y')r,amtr 
m=o_JO 
X~(—ar)
i(1+a2)
+(N)~(—y), tt~e 
e=o 
=(1— t)- 3F2 L —a1, 1+a2 + Q2, —y; 	t 1 Fi ]1+a1 + 01, A,—x;—Ni;u,t], 1+a2, —N2; t-1J 
where F1 is the Appell function of the first. Idnd defined by (1.3.1), which proves 
(6.4.1). The proofs of (6.4.2) to (6.4.8) are similar to (6.4.1). 
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Proof of (6.4.1): Starting with L.H.S of (6.4.1) 
cc co 
(-a1)n(A)m(1+IX1+th)m Qn(xi ar-n, PH-rn., N1-n: ai; 02, N2-n, N2)unLtn 
m=O nn D  
Using the generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables (6.2.1), we get 
w [n n-r (-1)r+s( 0 )(A)(1+k1+11)m+r(1+a2+y)a 
mo n=U r=0 s=0 
(I+al)—n( —x)r( —Y)a mn 
x 	(1 + a2)3(—N2). ~c t 
- 	l+IX1 iF~l)m+r(~)m1-~)r Otr 
m=0 r=U 	m' T ( Nl)m+r 
(-al)e(1+a2 + $2)a(-Y)8 (-0' 	(-al+s)n X ~ 	sl(1 + a2)a(—N2)a 	( t) nl n0 
m 
(1 — t)ai >:>: (1 + kl +  
MiT!V~N])m+r m=0 r0 
x ~(—a1)a(1 + a24 fl)(—v) 	 —t 
a=U 
	
s!(1+a2)8(N2)3 	
(
— t~a 
(1 —t) 3F2 r 
—01, 1 + n2+ Qz, — 	t 1 ] F1 [1 + a3 +R1, A, — x; — N1i u, t] , 1L` 	 2, —N2; 
 
 
where F1 is the Appell function of the first kind defined by (1.3.1), which proves 
(6.4.1). The proofs of (6.4.2) to (6.4.8) are similar to (6.4.1). 
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Double Generating Relations Involving Generalized Appell's Type Func-
tions: 
The following double generating relations of generalized Hahn polynomials of two 
variables in terms of generalized Appell's type functions of two variables defined by 
equations (1.3.5) to (1.3.14) are given below: 
03 
m=0 n=0 minl(S),„(1 + a2)m 
Qn(r; o't —n, Qt, Nt : y; a2tna, Q2—'m—n, N2)unta 
_ (1—t)°' 2F1 1+a1 — N1;  
xMl a,—a1,µ,1+a2+,02,x,—TJ;l+arz,6,—N2;u, 
t 
t_1 	(6.4.9) 
oo cc 
( '1! n!(b) ((1+4'r 
~2)n Qn(x; Lk1+nL, flu—'!2—'n, N1 : y; a2—n, /32, N2)u"tn 
m=0 n=0 
=(1—t)° 2F1 1+n2+P2, —y; t 
N2; 
xM1 ~a, —a2,W,1+al+)51,x, —x;1+a1,6, —Ni;u, t t
1J
, 	(6.4.10) 
\ThL O ( N2)m)(1+a2),n Qn(x; a' —n, Fat, N1 3l; a2-gym., 132—'i—n, Na—m)umtn 
m=0 n=0 
_ (1—t)a1 2F1 
L 
r 1+a1+$a,—x; tJ 
— Nt; 
xM2La, —a1,µ,1+ a2+02,V, —Y;1+a2,—N2;u, t 1
J
, 	(6.4.11) 
00 
.pyi9t!O°° 1)m(1)+(~~)m`ln(
2; a1+Tn, /31—rn—n, N1—m - y; a2—m, 02, N2)'W
mt" 
m on=a 
_ (1—t)nz 2F1 1 + a2 + N2, —y; t]  — N2;  
x Mx A, ax li,l+a1+Qt a; v 1+nt b N1 it, t 1~ , (6.4.12) 
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( a1)n( )m(Ib)m(1+a2 +3z) Qn(x;a1—n: 81, N1 Y;a2,32+m.—n,N2)umt" 
ntarO 	m.lri!(rr)m(b)m 
_ (1—t)°' 2F1 1 + at + R1, —x; t —N1; ] 
	
xiY7y Ix,—al,µ,l+a2+(i2,—y;,v,1+az,6,—N2;u, t J 	
(6.4.13) 
L 	 t-1 '  
00 
(
-a2)alA rn( ))(l~)m 1 + i1)m Qn(x; a1, F'1+M-n, N1 y; a2-n, Q2, N2)ty' to 
m0 n0 
1+a2+P2, —y; t1 (1 t)° zFi 	 J — N2; 
xM31a—a2,It,1+a1+(it:—x; v:1+a,,6, —N1;u,1 t 1I , 	(6.4.14) 
.~ 	(
-al)m(A)m(P)m(1a2 + N2)m 
m=o n=0 zn!n!(6)m(1+az)m 	
R,.(X;al —n: /1t:N1:Y;az+m,p2—n,N2)umtn 
=(1—t)°' 2F1 1 +a, +Ql, —x; 
—Ni; 
x 	 t ,Ma ra: —a1,µ,1+a2+Q2: —Y;l+a2:b—N2;u: 	:
t-1 
 ) 
(—a2)nm!n!(8),,,
)+(l+al) 
Q1)m Qn(X;al+m, flu —n,N1:y;a2—m:fl1,N2)umta 
m=0 n-D 
(1—t)°' 2F1  1+a2+R2,—+J; t] L 	— N2; 
xMa[x:—as.µ,l+al+fi1:—x.l+at:a:—Ni;u, t_1 	(6.4.16) 
L L. (—ai)n(A)m( 2)~ ((1 + 22
+f2)m 	at —n, flu, Nt : y; a2+m, ('72-7t, N2— 	tn 7n.)um 
n=on 0 
_ (1—t)a' 2F, f 1+al+/31,—x; tJ — Nl; 
x M5 [a:—at,IL,1+a2+$2:—Y1;1+a2,—N2;u,t  
1J
, 	(6.4.17) 
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~~( aa) nl(mNli) ) ((1}ati)mtit)mQn(x;al+m, Qt-m,Nt-rrq:y; a2-n, 02,N2)umtTh m=o n=0 
= (1-t)a' 2F1 f I + a2 + ,0Z, -Y; 	1 L 	- N2; tJ 
xM5 a,-a2,µ,1+at+ Pi, -x;1+al , -N1;u, t 1
D
, 	(6.4.18) 
	
E L~ (—al)m lA 	+ $2)m m=a n-o 
xQn(x; at-r-n, Qi+m., N1 : y; 02, Q2+m-m, N2)umt,. 
= (1 t)°' 2F1 1+a1+R1,-r; t]  -Ni; 
xM6
L
1+a2+Q2,-at,A,-fl;p,l+a2,u,-N2;y-, t 1, (6.4.19) 
00 
(-02)m++n(Mrn(1 
+ 
+)i)m 
m=0 n=0 
xQ.,(x; a,, /31+m-n, Ni  
(1-t) 2F1 2F1 
L
r1+a2+A2,-Y; tJ 
-N2; 
xMa I-aa,1+ai +Rt,A,-5;µ,l+at,v,-Ni{ u  1t , t-1 t I 	(6.4.20) - 	' 
0000 
(-at)!n!(k)m(1 + 02)m 
/92)m
-0 n=0 
xQn(x; at-'r-n, 6t+m., Nt : Y; a2+rn„6$-n, N2)umtn 
=(1-t)a'F 
1 +at+Ate-x; t 
x t -N1; 
r 	 u 	t 
xM7L1+a2+Qa,-at,a,-Y;1+a2,µ,-N2;1-t't-1 ' (6.4.21) 
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(A)1(1+al+Ql)m(a)m+n 
	
,n=U n=0 	m!ni(p)m(1 +a1)m 
xQn(x; al+rah tt —m, Nt; Y,c2 —m—n, J32 ±rrh N2)umt.. 
(1_t)o-z 2F1 1+a2+Q2, —J; t 
xM7l—az1+a1+Ql,a,—x;1+a1,µ,—N1; u t 	 (6.4.22) 
L 	 1—t t-ii'   
(A)m(1 'F a2+Q2)m(—IXl)m}n 
-a n=-0 	m'If"I(N2)m(1+a2)m 
xQn(x; al—m—n, Q1-1-m, N1; y, a2+n1, Q2 —T, N2—m)umtn 
(1_t)"2Fi 1+a1+Q1>—x; 1V;,t1 
u 	 } 
x M8 —a1,1+a2+$2,A, — y;l+&2,—N2; 1—t, 
t
-1J , 	(6.4.23) 
(a),,.(1 + a1 + Ql)m(-a2)m+n 
m=0 n=o 	ml~l(-Nl)m(l+al)m 
xQ1(x; a1+m, flu—n. N1 —m; y, a2—m--n, Q2+m, N2)umtn 
=(1—t)az 2F1 I 
L 
`1+a2+Q2, —b; t 
— N2; d 
xMs1 L-a2,1+a1+ flu A,—x;1+a1,—tV1; 	— U t , 	(6.4.24) 1—t t1 
(1+a2 
Q2)(~)m(µ)„> 
(—J)m 
m=0 n=a 
xQ„(x; al—rn—n, Qi+rn, Nl; y —m; a2, Q2+ne—n, N2 )umtn 
(1_t)~' 21 1+a,+Qj,—x; P 
N1; 
t x Mo —01,1 +a2+p2, —Y; A,1+az,Wn'z , —i 1 u, t,  11 , 	(6.4.25) 
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00 00 
[~[~ 	 ,- (1 + at +flL)m(—y )m 
rn!n!(A)m(p)m m=0 n=0 
%`fi(x—T2; a1, $i+T2-7L, N1; y,a2-7—n, 02+M,N2)umtn 
=(1—t) 2F1 L 1+a2 +A, 	x1 
N2; 	J 
x Mg 
L
-a2,1+a1+Q1,-X,A;1+a1,µ,-N1;1ut't -1i1, 	(6.4.26) 
(1 + ~ nQA)m(1 
+ CY2)m(
-7/)m 
^~ 
xQn(z;a1-m-n, 81+7n, Ni; V-m,a2+7m, lie-n),N2)'amt„ 
=(1-t)°' 21''1 L 
1+a1+Qi,-x; t~ 
-N1; 
v  xM10 -au ,l+a2+~i2,-V; A,1+ax,-N2;l-t,t-t 	(6.4.27)  
and 
(-a2)7n.I9u1(1 a1 fi~~
m (-x) 
m=0 n=0 
xQn(x—m; cr1+7n, $1—n, Ni; T. ,, a2—m—n, {+2+rn, N2)urvtn 
1 L 	-N2; 
x M10 -a2,1+a1+$L,-x;1+ro1,A,-N1; u , t 	(6.4.28) 1-tt-1] 
Proof of (6.4.9): Consider the series 
Rn(x; a1-n, fiL, Ni 1/; az+m., 192m-n, N2)wmtn 
m0 n=D 
Using the generalized Hahn polynomias of two variables (6.2.1), we have 
) ( = 	 m!r!s1(T6 — r — s)!(6)m(1+a1)e-n(1 + a2)m m=0 n=0 r=0 3=0 
(1 + a2 + Y2)s(—x)r(—y)a X 	,~mtrz 
(—al)n(1 + a2 + n)8(—Nu)r(—N48 
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00 00 
( )(—a])({z)m(1+a2 +y2)s(U)m\—'f)sumts 
in-oe_o 	co151(1+a2)m ,(5)m(-N2), 
x V (1 +aI~ ~1)r(—x)rtr, , ( —IX~+ 5)n to 
r=0 	n=0 
=(I-t)-1 F1 1+a1+fi1,-2; t 
2 	N. 
x Ml 1A, -al,k,1+a2 +02,u,-Y; 1+a2,6,-N2;'a,t ii ' 
where M1 is the generalized Appell's type functions of two variables defined by (1.3.5), 
which proves (6.4.9). The proofs of (6.4.10) to (6.4.28) are similar to (6.4.9). 
Double Generating Relations Involving Horn Functions: 
The generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables admits the following double 
generating relations in terms of Horn functions of two variables defined by equations 
(1.3.15) to (1.3.24): 
00 	(x)m(1 + Ni)m(—ai)m 
tono min!(—al—Fl)m 
x Qn(r—m;al —'a, flu —'m, Nl+m; y,a2, N2 — n, N2)u'mt11 
= (1—t)ui 1'' 	al, 1 + a2 + Y2, —y; 	t a 2 1+a2,—N2; t-1 
	
xG1 [-x, l + a1 +,($1,1 + 1W; -u, -t] , 	 (6.4.29) 
(J) ; (i(+a x)rv(u)m2) EL
m 0n=0 
xQn(x;a1, Q1—n,N1; y — 'm,a2 — Ti, 62 —m,N2+m)xet' 
(1—t)°' al's LLL 
I —a2,1+a1+fl1,—x; 	
t J 1+a1,—N1; t-1 
x C1 [—g, 1 + a2 + 02,1 + N2; —it, —t] , 	 (6.4.30) 
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O 00 ~(Am!n!( N1) (-a1) 
mo no 
xQn(x; ai — n, flu — m, N, + in; 1l, a2, Q2 —n, N2)u,ntn 
	
(1—t)o' 3F2r —a1,1+a2+132,—y; 	t 1 1+a 2,—N2; t— 1 
xG2[A, —x,I+al+ fl, 1+N1;—u,—t], 	 (6.4.31) 
(~)m(1 + A'2)m(—a2)n 
rw0nc0 m!n!`-a2-Q3)m 
x Qn(x; a1, Q1 — n, N1; y,a2 — n, 132 — rn,N2 +rn)u,..t„ 
_ (1—t)"~ sFs. L —a2i1+a+Qi,—x; 	tJ 1 +a,,—N1; t— 1 
xG2[A,—y,1+a2+02,1+N •2;—u,-t], 	 (6.4.32) 
cc ao (1 + a1 +Q7)m(1 +NI)(—a'1)n 
xQn(x, a1— n, Qi +m,N, +rn: y; a2, Q2 — 
f —a1, 1a2+Q2,—y; 	t
n , N
1(1—t)a'3Fz 	+ 	
2)'nmtn 
1+a2,—N2; t-1J 
xHl [1+N1,1+a, +Ql,—x;A;v.,—t], 	 (6.4.33) 
cc 00 (1 + a2 + 02)m(1 + N2)m (—a2)n 
rl !1t!(A)m m=0 n-fl 
x Qn(x, a1, Qt — n,NN y;a2 — n, Qs +zn,N2 +m)umtn 
n' 	a2, 1 +ai+131, —x; 	t 2 1+a,,—Nl; t-1] =(1—t) F'  
xH1 1+N2,1+a2+(i2,;—y;A;u,—t], 	 (6.4.34) 
(x)m(1 + N1)m(—a1) n Qn (X, ai—n, Qt, N1+ne : y; a2, 132 —n, N2)ca,nt,. 
m=o n=o 	znl nl (it),,. 
_ (1 t) 3Fz —a1, 1 + a2 +O2, —y; 	t 1+ a2, —Na; t-1] 
xH2[1+N1,A,1+a1+h,—x; p; u,—t], 	 (6.4.35) 
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>2~(A)m(1+N2)m(—a2)n
!1 x,a q n, 	a n, p 	m)u"'t" `an( 	1, Nl- N 1 y; 2- N2, N 2+  
,,,=On=o  
(1-t)~~aF 	
a2, 1+a1+01,-x; 	t 
L+al, —N1; t-1 
x H2 [1 + N2, A, 1 + a2 + 132, —y; tt; u, —t], 	 (6.4.36) 
~~(1+a1+R1)2n(—al)n rz x,a n 2m N 	a 	n N n`tn Fl"~ , 1-m y; 2, P2- , 2)u  
m-0 n=0 	min'I(-Nl)m 
- (1_t)a13F2 -al, 1 + a2 + 02,-y; 	
tI 1±a2,  —N2; t — 1 
xH3 [1 + al +,Oi, —x; —Ni; u, ii, (6.4.37) 
>2 ~ (1 + 
m!n N2)2 
2)( a2)ry `Kn(x, a1, Y1
-n, Nl 
mo n=u 
_ (1-t)" F2 [ a2, 1+a1+!'1,-x; 	t_1 1+ a1, —N1; t-1J 
XH3 [1+a2+,a2,—y;—N2;u,t], 
y; a2—n, 62+2tn, N2—m)u't8 
(6.4.38) 
Co to 
>2 	
`1+al +l'1)2m(-al)n Qn(x, al-n, N1+2m,N1 : V;a2, 12-Tt,N2)umtn 
=(1—±)'3F'zl I`. al, 1 + a2 + /32,—J, 	
t J 1+a2, — N2; t-1 
xH4[1+a1+R1,—x; A,—Ni;u,t], 	 (6.4.39) 
(1 + a2 +,62)m..(—a2),. M W (A)m 	Q,.(x, al, 131—n, Ni : yi a2—n, R2+2m, N2)umtn 
m=0 n -0 
=(1—t)a23Fz 	
a2, 1 +a1 +Y1, —x; 	t 
1+a1, —Ni; t-1 
x H4 [1 + a2 + A, —y; —N2; u, t] , 	 (6.4.40) 
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~~ (1+at + Q1)2,n(—a1) nQn(x+m,a1—n, Q2+m,Nt: y;az, Qa-7t,Nz)sa"`t° 
	
m=0 n=0 	m!n!(1+:L)m 
(1—t)a,3F2 r —a1, 1 + a2 +Q2,—y; 	
t J 1+a2, —N2; t-1 
x175[1+a1+Q1,—x;—Ni;—u,t], 	 (6.4.41) 
CO (1+ a2nQ2)2m(—a2)n  
m=on=o 	vn!n.!(1 + y) 	
Qn(x,a1, P1—n,N1: y+nt;a2—n, P2+7n,N2)umtn 
,n 
(1—t)az3Fz r —a2, 1+a 
1+ a, 	 t, — N1; t — 1 l 	 1 1 
xH5[1+a2+$2, —y; —N2; —u,t], 	 (6.4.42) 
1+N1)2m(—at)n 	
Q2—n Numtn it, 91—m, Nit2lra: Y;2, 	2) , _c n_u ~~n~(—a1—Q)m R(x, al
—  
_( 
l
1—t)a13F 
L 
2 —a1, 1 + a2 + Q2,—y; 	
t 1 1+&2,  —N2; t —1 
x HG [1 + N1 , 1 + at + Q1, —x; —u, —t] , 	 (6.4.43) 
cc CO ( I 
'rrt n!(
2)21,2(—a2)n n( 	: y; az—u, Qz—~n., Nat2m umt Q ~, a1, Ql—u, Ni 	 ) „ 
m=0 n=0 	 2—Q2)+n 
(1—t)3F2 LLL —a2i 1 + a1 + Q1,—x; 	
t J l+ ,, —Nt; t-1 
xHe [1+N-2,1+a2 + Q2,—y;-u,—t], 	 (6.4.44) 
(1 + N1)2m(—a1)n 
,=O 	Q„(x, a1—n, Q1, Nt t2m: y; a2, Qz —'n, Nz)w
mt„ 
,n=o —O n=o 
(1—t)a.3F21 L —a1, 1+a2 + $2, —y; 	
t 1 1+a2 ,  —N2; t-1 
xH7 [1 + N1,1 + a1 + Ql, —x; A; u, —t] 	 (6.4.45) 
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and 
(1 + N2)21(a2)n 
,n-o n=o m!nl (A)m 	
Q,(a, ter, Ri-n, Ni Y &2'a, Rs, N2+2m)um't° 
=(1—t)a23 2 	
a2, 1+a1 + R1,—x; 	t__1  
1+a1, -N1; t-1 
xH7 [1 + N2, 1 + a2 + (12, -y; A; u, -t] . 	 (6.4.46) 
Proof of (6.4.29): From L.H.S. of (6.4.29), we have 
(-Z)m(1 + Nt),n(-at)m 
m=0 n=0 min!(—al — Ri)m 
x Qn(x-m;at-n, øt-m, N14-m; y,a'z, P2-n, N2)umt°. 
Applying the generalized Hahn's polynomials (6.2.1) of two variables, we have 
00 00 fl  
	( 
+ s( 	
> 	
u„tn 
= 	(IrlI(n ar
)! 1+
ai)r(n(Ni)(m(1 + a2)8((N2)2 ,n=o .,=o r=o s=u 
(1-t)Qi 	E(-r)m+r(1+rz1+Rt)r-m(1+NJ)+n-7( nm(_~)r 
m=0 r0 
xF( as!(
11+a2) ( N
))5 2J)a ~i t t)9 
s=o 
=(1—t)3F2 —al' 1+a2+:2,—y; t t 1 Ci[—x,1+a,+Rt,1+Ni;—v,—t), L 	2, -N2; 	J 
where G, is defined by (1.3.15), which proves (6.4.29). The proofs of results (6.4.30) 
to (6.4.46) are similar to that of (6.4.29). 
The contents of this chapter are communicated for publication in the form of two 
papers as mentioned below: 
(i) On some generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two variables. 
(ii) On some double generating functions of generalized Hahn polynomials of two 
variables. 
, 	u 
CHAPTER-VII 
GENERALIZED M1T AG-LEFLER 
FUNCTION AND RULER TYPE 
JN`PE6RALS 
Chapter 7 
Generalized Mittag-Leff ler 
Function and Euler Type Integrals 
7.1 Abstract 
The present chapter deals with a study of a function of generalized Mittag-Leffler 
type. Various properties including usual differentiation and integration, Euler (Beta) 
transforms, Laplace transforms, Whittaker transforms, generalized hypergeometric 
series form with their several special cases are obtained and relationship with Wright 
hypergeometric function, Fox's H-function and Laguerre polynomials is also estab-
lished. In the last section, we study the Euler type integrals associated with the 
generalized Mittag-Leffler function introduced by Shukla et al. [219]. Some special 
cases are also discussed. 
7.2 Introduction 
In 1903, the Swedish mathematician Gosta Mittag-Leffler [197] introduced the 
function 
E°(z) — 	P(nn+ 1)' 	 (7.2.1) 
where z is a complex variable and F is a Gamma function n > 0. The Mittag-Leffler 
function is a direct generalization of exponential function to which it reduces for 
a = 1. For 0 < a < 1, it interpolates between the pure exponential and hypergeo-
metric function J..  Its importance is realized during the last two decades due to its 
134 
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involvement in the problems of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and applied 
sciences. Mittag-Leffler function naturally occurs as the solution of fractional order 
differential or fractional order integral equation. In 1905, Wiman [236] generalized 
E0(z), defined as 
Eaa(z)=~r(an
Zn 
+R), (a,$EC,Re(a)>0,Re(A)>0), 	(7.2.2) 
which is known as Wiu an function. 
In 1971, Prabhakar [202] introduced the function EZ,,(z) given as 
(i)z'1
P(z)—'r(am+R)m!, 	 , , ,C C,Re()>0,Re($)>0,Re(y)>0), 
(7.2.3) 
where (-y)„ is the Pochhammer symbol (see Rainville [205], pp. 22, 23): 
(7)n = r(rm)(7) 
 
In 2007, Shukla and Prajapati [219] introduced the function E(z) which is defined 
for a,Q, y E C; Re(a) > 0,Re($) > 0,Re(1) >0 and q E (0,1) UN as 
00 
E,6(z) ° L r(_n)+Q)_I (7.2.4) 
In 2009, Salim [210] introduced the function EE j(z) which is defined for a, /9,7,5 E 
C; Re(a) > 0, Rc(14) > 0, Rc(,y) > 0, Re(6) > 0 as 
E°,a(z) r(anry+np)(b)n. 	 (7.2.5) '1=0 
In 2012, Salim et al. [211] generalized the Mittag-Leffler function as 
E7s,a (z)_ 	(7)a.z" 	 (7.2.6) apv 	n er(an+R)(6)rn, 
where a, (t, y, 6 E C; min(Re(a), Re(8), Re(y), Re(5)) > 0. 
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The generalization of (7.2.6) is investigated and defined as follows: 
00 
r(n'np+/3)(v)~r(b),, ' 	
(7.2.7) 
where 
a, $, y: d, it, v, p, a E C; p, q > 0 and q < Re(o:) + p 	(7.2.8) 
and 
min(Re(a), Re(/3), Re(y), R(8), Re(p), Re(v), Re(p), Re(o)) > 0. 	(7.2.9) 
The definition (7.2.7) is a generalization of all above functions defined by (7.2.1)-
(7.2.6) including the missing link given below: 
(z) _ `-+ T(an+Q)(b)n 0,Q,7'S b E C' 	(7.2.10) L~a 
where 
min (Re(a), Re(3), Re(y), Re(S) > 0) and q E (0,1) U N. 	(7.2.11) 
• If p = v, p = a, (7.2.7) reduces to Eq. (7.2.6) defined by Salim et al. [210], in 
addition p = 1, it reduces to Eq. (7.2.10). 
• Ifµ = v, p = a and p = q = 1, (7.2.7) reduces to Eq. (7.2.5) defined by Salim et at 
[211] 
• If µ = v, p = a and p = 6 = 1, (7.2.7) reduces to Eq. (7.2.4) defined by Shukla et 
al. [219], in addition q = 1, then we get Eq. (7.2.3) defined by Prabhakar [202] . 
• If p = v, p = a and p = q = 6 = 1, (7.2.7) reduces to Eq. (7.2.2) defined by Wiman 
[236] , in addition Ji = 1, Mittag-Leffler function Ea(z) will be the result. 
Throughout this investigation, we need the following well-known facts to study the 
various properties and relation formulas of the function Eat ygay(z). 
• Beta (Euler) 'transform (Sneddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
/i 
B{f(z); a,b} = J z°-1(1 — z)6-lf(z)dz. 	(7.2.12) 
Jo 
• Laplace transform (Sneddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
L{ f (z); s} = J . e f (z)dz. 	 (7.2.13) a 
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• Mellia- transform (Sneddon [221]) of the function f (z) is defined as 
M{f(z);s}=f'(a}= 1 f(z)dz, Re(s)>0 	 (7.2.14) 
0 
and the inverse Mellin-transform is given by 
f(z) = M r{f*(s); z} = 2~ri ~ f-(a)z 3ds. 	 (7.2.15) 
• Whittaker transform (Whittaker and Watson [235]) 
P(I A+v)1'(' 	+ f me't r Waµ(t)dt= 	+ P(1—a+v) 
µ 	 (7.2.16) 
0 
where, Re(µ+v) > a' and W(t) is the Whittaker confluent hypergeometric func-
tion (1.2.21). 
e The generalized hypergeometric function (Rainville [205]) is defined as 
vr4[(a')1, ..., (a),; Al, ...v ();z)] = 	r7 i_1(qae)n 
	
(7.2.17) 
AA n-0 j=1(i )))n n! 
. Wright generalized hypergeometric function (Srivastava and Manocha [231]) is 
defined as 
pie[(ar, Ai),.., (orsi1 ); (bi,Bi), -,(bmBv);z]_ 	rjg rr P(63+B-n.)n! . 
(7.2.18) 
• Fox's H-function (Kilbas and Saigo [189]) is given as 
HP4° [I(ai, ar), •, (~'P , ap); (th, P~),, (bq, Y4)] 
_ 1 	11f= 1F(b;+a;s)R;=ir(1— a. — as) 	a 
2ari ~jm+r P(1—bi— figs) nj=n+,P(a +afs)z ds. 
	(7.2.19) 
• Generalized Laguerre polynomials (Rainville [205]), are also known as Sonine poly-
nomials, defined as 
	
L:ff1(x)_ (1 nta),IF, [—n;1+a;x]. 	 (7.2.20) 
• Incomplete Gamma function (Rainville [205]) is denoted by y(a, z), defined as 
Re(a) > 0. 	 (7.2.21) 
0 
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• Basic Euler integral which defines beta function 
B(a, f3 ) = f 1 u°_1(1 — u)r_1 ° 
P(a)P(Q) 	(Re(a) > 0, Re(fi) > 0), 	(7.2.22) 
c 	 I'(a+0)' 
and Gauss's hypergeoinetric function: 
~t 
2F1. [a, 3 ; 'Y; z] = 	R) J t
0 '(1 - t)'-0-1(1 - tz)-°dt 
o 
_ 	 (7.2.23) 
n=0 (Y)n n! 
where z 0 [1, co) and Re(Jf), Re(7 - /3) are +ve for the integrand and Izl < 1 for the 
series. Euler generalized the factorial function from the domain of natural numbers 
to the gamma function 
P(a) = f t' exp(-t)dt, Re(a) > 0, 	 (7.2.24) 
lu 
defined over the right half of the complex plane. This led Legendre to decompose the 
gamma function into the incomplete gamma functions, y(a, x) and r(a, x) which are 
obtained from Eq. (7.2.24) by replacing upper and lower limits by x, respectively. 
These functions develop singularities at the -ve integers. Chaudhary and Zubair [10] 
extended the domain of these functions to the entire complex plane by inserting a 
regularization factor exp(- t) in the integrand of Eq. (7.2.24). For A> 0, this factor 
clearly removes the singularity coming from the limit t = 0. For A = 0, this factor 
becomes unity and thus we get the orignal gamma function. We note the following 
relation [[11], pp. 20 (1.2)] 
PA(Q) = 
jr;  
r-1 exp I -t - A ) dt = 2(A)t Kq(2'), Re(A) > 0, (7.2.25)  
where K(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order re (or Macdon-
ald's function [2]). The relationships between the generalized gamma and Macdonald 
functions could not have been apparent in the orignal gamma function. 
We note that the Riemann's zeta function C(x) defined by the series [[2], pp.102 
(2.101)] 
((x) _ E fi, 	(x>1), 	 (7.2.26) 
n=l 
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is useful in providing convergence or divergence of other series by means of comparison 
test. Zeta function is closely related to the logarithm of gamma function and to the 
polygamma functions. The regularizer exp(- A) also proved very useful in extending 
the domain of Riema.nn's zeta function, there by providing relationships that could 
not have been obtained with the orignal zeta function. 
In view of the effectiveness of the above regularizer for gamma and zeta functions, 
Chaudhary et. al. [11] obtained an extension of Euler's beta function B(a, /f) in the 
form 
 a~ ua~r(1-u)0_r exp (u(1 Au)) du, 	(Re(A) > 0). 	(7.2.27) 
In terms of hypergeometric function, it can be written as: 
1-a,1 -P; -4A)• 
(7.2.28) 
Clearly, when A = 0, Eq. (7.2.27) or (7.2.28) reduces to the origual beta function. 
The extended beta function (EBB') B(a, P; A), is extremely useful in the sense that 
most of the properties of the beta function carry over naturally and simply for it. 
This function is also related to other special functions. 
7.3 Basic Properties of the Function Ea,Q'v,Q bP(z) 
As a consequence of definitions and known facts (7.2.1)-(7.2.27), the following 
results holds: 
Theorem 7.3.1. If a, Q, 7, 8, p, v, p, a E C, Re(a) > 0, Re($) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re(d) > 
0, Re(/t) > 0, Re(v) > 0, Re(p) > 0; Re(a) > 0 and p, q> 0 and q < Re(a) + p, then 
P v,os,n(z) ° PEa'~+i ~oer (z) + azdzEa,$+ P,o,a(z), 	(7.3.1) 
r(P) + (vL)v('f)vz +i,awM+e(z), 	
(7.3.2) 
EIa~P,TA 	(z) — Li` la,P~7-1,9 	( Z) 
o-fi—a,v,odp 
_ (p)P(7)¢-19z~(n+ 1)(µ+p)an(7+q-1)9a 	z° 	(7.3.3) (v)o(b)v R=u 	r(an+P)(v+a)oa 	(8 +p) 
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In particular, 
d 
°QEaj+i,a(z)+axdzEaB+i,s(z), 	 (7.3.4) 
r(Q) + ()-zEr+ d,b+i(z), 	 (7.3.5) 
— 
(-Y)4-i_z  (n+1)(7+4 -1)Qn zn 
= 	r(an + Q) 	(6+1)' 	
(7.3.6) 
ELa, (z) = QE,6+1(z) + az az E a`,a+i, (z) 	 (7.3.7) 
and 
E%6(z) = r(Q) +ZEa,~+P(z). 	 (7.3.8) 
Proof. 
PF'a a Fl vo,b,P ` z) + Q'z dz Ea d+1v,v,b,P(z) 
d ~~~Jn+++ 	(µ)rn(7)m+ 	
z" 
+ aza; 
-0 r(an+Q + 1)(i4,n (S),,, 
Os 	 zn 
= Ez) + 	r(&n + Q + 1)(v)vv (8)rn 
=QE's PL v,o,S.P(z)+ 	( r(a Q+Q+(1)(v),, (d)p, 
P,P,T.4 — 
which is (7.3.1). 
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Now 
Ep;6ya9 a(z) - E",a--I,,o,sa(z) 
00 	
(µ)Pn(7 — 1)9n 	zn 
r(a(n —1) + P)(u) , (5)r 	Zs r(a(n-1) +R)(u)o (5),,,; 
_ 	r(a(n —1) + fl) (u) (6)~n n-~ 
= 	°° (n+1)(p+P)~(7+g- 1)on =n 
(v)o(b)P no r(am.+9)(v+0)0„  
which proves (7.3.3). 
• Substituting p = a, p = o and p = 1 in (7.3.1), immediately leads to (7.3.4). 
• Substituting p = v, p = a and p = 1 in (7.3.3), immediately leads to (7.3.6). 
Theorem 7.3.2. If a,,6,7, d, p, v, o, p, w C C,Re(a) > 0, Re(f) > O, Rey) > 
O,Re(d) > O,Re(p) > O,Re(v) > 0,Re(p) > 0,Re(u) > 0,Re(w) > 0; and q < 
Re(a) +p, then form E N 
(
m 
dz) Ea,67.o,a,v(z) 
_ !(u)()4mr (u+pm)~('r+gm)9,.(1+m)n zn 	Tas (v)o,a(5)ma O P(an+am +0)(v+om.)on(5 +Pm)m,n!' (~ ) 
(d I m z6-i Ewar,a ,wz = zP-m_1Fo,a 	wz° Re (/3-m) > 0. 7.3.10 l J ( 	a,d-+no,a( ), (6  ) 	( 	) 
In particular, 
dZ m 	 (b)~nm We I(an+Q+arn)(b-Em)n n! ( 	n, 	 (7.3.11) 
d m 
dz 	[z
P-IEas(wz°)) = zp m-1 	_m@° ) 	Re($ - m) > 0. 	(7.3.12) 
Proof. Using the generalized Mittag-Leffier function (7.2.7), we have from L.H.S. of 
(7.3.9) 
( d m cc 	(1~)yn(7)en 	Zn dz) 	r(an+.F)(v)on (b)Dn 
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r(an+$)(v)on (d)vn (n — m')! 
	
_ m!(r2)pm(7)9m 	(p+rm)on(7+gm)9~(l+m)„ 	z,. 
(v)om(b), 	r(an+am+ B)(v+um),n(b+ pm) Pn n!' 
which is the proof of (7.3.9). 
Again using (7.2.7) and term by term differentiation under the sign summation(which 
is possible in accordance with the uniform convergence of the series (7.2.7) in any 
compact set C), we have 
m 
d Q 1 PP 	n 
dz 	[z 	
'4 	E;v,as(wx )) 
_ 	(Lt)yn('Y)sn'tn z0n+P-1 
(dz) 
m 	
P(an+fi)(v), (b)r ,, =n (µ)Pn(7)aaw"r(an + fi) 	znn+s-m-1 r(an+s)r(an+fi—m)(v)e.,, (5)y„ 
= zB-m-1 	(P)yn(7)cn 	(wzt 
r.,a,a,p 
which is the proof 01 (73.10). 
• Setting p = v, p = a in (7.3.9), immediately leads to (7.3.11). 
• Setting µ = lip = o in (7.3.10), immediately leads to (7.3.12). 
Theorem 7.3.3 If a =  , with -rn, r EN relatively prime; 0,'y, b, µ, v, p, o a C and 
q <Re(a + p), then 
P] 	L^ 	
00 
	r(R- + 1)(/2)Pn(7)9n  
dzm 	.9.
9 n(z ~) _ 	r(n,n +R)r(n"` —n + 1)(v)a.. (b) 	
(7.3.13) 
n=1 r 	r 	P 
,aSa(znr) _ 	(7.3.14) +fi)r(r —m+1) 
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Proof 
d" dm 	(lF)Pn (7)ary zH )n _En.P,r,a 	__ z, 
m) d2m LF(nm +fl)(U)en (a)Pn 
which proves (7.3.13). 
Corollary 7.3.1 For 6 = 1 and ra = p, (7.3.14) reduces to result of Shukla and 
Prajapati [[219], Eq. (2.3.1). 
Remark 7.3.1 For p = v, p = a and p = 1, (7.3.13) reduces to (7.3.14). 
Special Properties: In (7.3.13), p = v, p = if and p = q = S = 1, we have 
(7)r(? + 1)   - E 8(z )- 	+fl)P(—n-,m+1) n! (7.3.15) r 
Forµ=v,p=a andQ=ry=6=p=q=l, we have 
tim 
dzmm(z')=C-`P 	 (7.3.16) 
Theorem 7.3.4. If a, 6,µ,p u, ry, A o, 6, 7) E C; Re(a) > 0, Re(fi) > 0, Re(y) > 0, 
Re(p) > 0, Re(p) > 0, Re(v) > 0, Re(d) > 0, Re(o) > 0, Re(X) >0 and q c Re(a)+R 
then 
1 	1 
,ad-](1 _ u)v-tE°P,a7,~ (zuce)du = 	(7.3.17) 
~ 	 ] 	1 l~,, 	 v+6 	P 'r v 
	
r(0)Je (~-s) (s-t) E,e,°°sfa(s
-t)°]ds=(x-t) 	E e~~(T t)°], 
(7.3.18) 
f z t ]Eu V,P,b.P (wt')dt=pE~+ °°,sY(wz°). 	 (7.3.19) 0 
In particular, 
 
o
] uB-](1-v,)°-] Ea'~ a(zu° )du=E7j va(z)dt, 	 (7.3.20) 
r(rl)  
P() J 	 1 (~ — x](5 — t)~—]E~P,a`A(s — t)a]d
s = (x _ t)a+d— ]E~j na[A(x — 
(7.3.21) 
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f a 0 t6-1L'a'6,(wta)dt - zBE~,e+l,a(wz")~ 	 (7.3.22) 
1 	
o
1 
6 1(1 n)' 1E 6(zu°)du = Ees.f (z)du 	 (7.3.23) 
r(fi)  
and 
f z t6-lEa,6(wt°)dt=z8Ea,e+1(wi°). 	 (7.3.24) 0 
Proof. 
1 	1 u6-1(1-u)v-1Ewvns (zu°)du 
r(~) al B,via,div 0 
00 
= 
1 [~ 	(R)m+(7)amt 	/'1 uan+6-1(1 - 
r() Le r(n+p)(U)~(a)~a Jo 
_ 1 	B(an+P,it) 
r() o r(an+0)(v)an(b)mn 
which proves (7.3.17). 
Now change the variable from s to it = i=i. Then the L.H.S. of (7.3.18) becomes 
1 	/' 
r(7 )J, ) e (a t)'
1(1 u)° 1(x - 	- t) 
x F- 1'(a
n
1c
+,3)()
)ore(d) (a)n(x-t)an'tLa"d9b 
(x (x — t)+I+B-1 	(p')p^(7)gn['\(x — t)a] a ~1 uan+6-1(1 — 2L)-T d7E 
r(nn+l' 
p
)(v)on(S)pn 
(x _ t)1+e-1 	('Y)an[A(x — t)a]° B(an + 3, i ) 
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which proves (7.3.18). 
Now 
f z t9-lEM7,v (wtn)dt = f fz td-1 	(Ir)w,(7)anw t°° Je 	9r,64r  
__ 	(I1)we(Y)ydwn 	[x ta,.+Pldt 
P(an+$)(u)~n(a)pn J0 
za oo 	
(M)cn(7)9n 	)n (WZ* 
O P(an + Q + 1)(v),n(b)yn 
.zBEa,B+i4z ,a,a,y(wz°), 
which proves (7.3.19). 
Remark 7.3.2. Similarly the other results can be proved. 
7.4 Generalized Hypergeometric Function Repre-
sentation of Ea,p,V ,q (z) 
Using (7.2.7) with a=k,p=1,o =wand k,1,m,g EN, wehave 
Ea, vn,as(z)=Lr(kn (+fi)(v),an(5 )vn zn  nO 
_ 1 	 ` (l~)!, (q)9n(1)n -ft 
r(p) ,r=0 (13
p
)kn(U)mn(S)pn n! 
r(Q) n=o llk_1(
fl
k 1~)n llaJ l(6+y 
-1(\
1 
 11 )1\V)m 1).ni /mIpPkk / n 
d 
r()4+d+1Fi+P+m [z 
 (1; p);o(q; y), (1, 1);o(k,9),o(p;5),o(m;v); 	kk ], 
(7.4.1) 
where 0(!; p) is a t-tupple 	, ... 	; A(q;,y) is a q-tupple 9, 	, ...  
0(k, (i) is a k-topple ; Pk , ..., k-1 and soon, which is the required hypergeometric 
representation. 
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Convergence criterion of generalized Mittag-leffler function q+,+tFk+p+m: 
(i) If q + l + 1 < k + p + m, the function q+t+,Fx+p+, converges for all finite z; 
(ii) If q + 1 + 1 = k +p + in + 1, the function 9+,+,Fk+p+, converges for zI <1 and 
diverges for Uzi > 1; 
(iii) E q+1+1 > k+p+m+1, the function q+1+lF'k4p+m+t is divergent for ]zI 0; 
(iv) If q + I + 1 = k+p+m+1, the function q+i+,Pk+p+.+i is absolutely convergent 
on the circle for fzi = 1, if 
Rel~~~p+r-16+s-1v+t-1_~ 4 p+i-17+J-1~ >0. 
\ r=1 s=1 t=1 	k 	p 	m 	i=1 J=1 	1 	4 
7.5 Integral Transforms of  
In this section, we discuss some useful integral transforms like Euler transform, 
laplace transform and Whittaker transform of Ea,~~o a (z 
Theorem 7.5.1 Mellin-Barnes integral representation of  
Let (7.2.9) and (7.2.10) be satisfied and a E R+ = (0 co); (3, v, o, p, p, y, 8 E C 
and q, p E N. Then the function Ea va(z) is represented by Mellin-Barnes integral 
as 
E
a,"e.
7
~ ,
q
o 
x 
)
- 
w
r(i5)r(v) f r(s)P(1 - s)r(p - ps)r(y - qs) (—x )-ed ,751 2 ir(7)r(p)JL r(f—as)r(6—ps)r(v—ps) 	( .. ) 
where I arg(z) I < 1; the contour of integration beginning at -ioo and ending at +ioo, 
and indented to separate the poles of the integrand at s = -n,'d n E No (to the left) 
from those at s = Q , n E No (to the right). 
Proof. We shall evaluate the integral on R.H.S. of (7.5.1) as the sum of the residues 
at the poles s = 0, -1, -2, ..., we have 
1 f r(s)P(1-s)r(p-ps)r(ry-qs)(-
z)-'ds 2wi JL r(f - as)r(v - os)r(b - ps) 
_ 	Ren_ r(s)r(1- s)r(p - ps)r(7 - es) _z -s 
	
„e 	[ r(fi — as )r(5 — ps)r(v — us) ( ) ] 
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 ~ is
ir 
	 )' 	p —P) u
=Lm•n
inrzs r(R F( 	r5)r(s)  as) ( z) x n=O 
°° 
(-1)nr(p+pa)r(yr+gn) 
= 	r($+an)r(s+pn.)r(v+ an) ( 
= r(7)r(u)  
r(8)r(v) a-r(crn+fi)(6)vn(v)j 
= F(7)F(M)Eµ,a,a z , P(c5)F(v)  
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 7.5.1 Setting p = v, p = a and p = 1, we get the Melin Dame's integral 
of the function 
Theorem 7.5.2 (Mellin transform) of E""P sP(z) 
	
ME? 	wz.'' ; s - r(S)r(v) 	r(s)r(1- s)r(p - ps)r(1 - qs) { ae v a P( 	) }- 2Wu(y)r(A) ILr(7)r(fl—as)r(v—os)r(5—ps)(wz -ads.) 
(7.5.2) 
Proof. From Theorem (7.5.1), we have 
9 	 r(5)r(v) / r(s)r(1 s)r(u ps)r(7 gs) E'7 a(-'m) - 2~rir(7)r(p) JL r(R — IXs)r(v - us)r(S -ps) (wz)-sds 
= r(S)r(v) f f`(s)(z)-'ds , 
znir (7)r(u) L 
where 
` 	
r(9)r(1— s)r(Ii — ps)r('r — gs) 
(s)= r($-as)r(v-as)r(6-ps) (w)- 
is in the form of inverse Mellin-Transform (7.2.15). So applying the Mellin-transform 
(7.2.14) yields directly the required result. 
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Theorem 7.5.3 (Euler (Beta) transform) of  
r  J
	
	
1(1_z)n iapUj,b~r(xz°)dz 
o 
r(b)r(v)r(b) 	(W,P)('Y,4),(a, ,(1,1) 
r(!L)r(7) a Y
a 	 x 	(7.5.3) 
(Q,a), (a+.(i,r!),(v,o),(b,p) 7 
Proof. 
J z" 1(1 z)° 11 v~Q vo s,(xz")dz 0 
= fi~~ i(1 _ z)b i 	
r((an+R)O(b)~ Je 
00 
nO r(an+0)(,) W(h)rryJDzH
n+a—i(1—z)" ldz 
B(rlm + a, b) 
r(b)r(v)r(b). F(}c+pn)F(gn+ry)r(a+gn)r(n+1) f 
r(fL)r(7) n_p F(an + /3)r(i n + a + b)r(v + an)r(pn + d) n!' 
from which the result follows. 
Corollary 7.5.2 
JnI Za I(1—z)b 1Fa,d,b(xz~)dz 	r(b)r(6)3g3 	
(7, 4)r (a,/),(1,1) 	x
I. 
(R, a), (a + b, 71), (6, 1) 
(7.5.4) 
Special properties: (1) For q = 1, (7.5.4) reduces to Salim [[210], (4.1)]. 
r(b)r(6)I ('y, 1), (a, a), (1, 1)' 
z l(1_x)l Ea(xzc)dz= r(7) 3'23 x Jo ((i, ), (b, l)(a+ b, o) 
(7.5.5) 
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(ii) kbr 6— q — 1, in (7.5.4), we have 
J° 
c 	 (7, 1), (a, a). 
	
f ?(1 _z), jy+r.a.(xz°)dz° ('!)'Y2 	 a 	(7.5.0) 
L (p, a), (a t b, a) ; 
(iii) If a = 8, a = a, then (7.5.4) reduces to 
1 
zg-'(1—z)'-'Eo~.b(xze)dz ° F('Y)°.n+b.s(x). 	(7.6.7`i 
(iv) Putting a- Q = T— d = q = 1 in (7.5.4), we have 
  (ac), 
	
l J r'(l— iexp(xzdz—Pb,,P, 	 (7.5.8) 
 
J 
Theorem 7.5.4 (Laplace Tnmsform) 
rz_e °`Ea T o(xz")dz 
_ r(a 	((2 p)(7,q),(1,1) 
r()P('Y)s xp  
	(7.5.9) 
Proof. 
W 	°  	W  	ev 
dzz_'e" 8~. (xz)dz=J a"_ies`Ea,o~avf 	 P(av +   
_____a)a 	r( + pn)r(y+gn)r(t+n) ()^ 
r(µ)r(ry) ~F(5+an)r(a+an)r(a+Pn) mi 
from which the result follows 
Corollary 7.5.3 
00 
0 
(7, 9), (1, l) 
2'2 	 s 	(7.5.10)_ 
Remark 7.5.1 For q =1, (7.5.10) reduces to Salim [[210], (4.2)]. 
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Theorem 7.5.5 (Whittaker Transform) 
" x e t{ W~„w(~t)Ep.P~,o,am(wtn)dt 
0 
= r(v)r(5)  ~ J4 r (u,v)(7,a),(z+ + ,n),(2 	G+ ,~),(1 1)  
r(tL)r(7) 	I L 
(,a),(v,a),(1 —A+4,q)(5,p) 	 J 
(7.5.11) 
Proof. Substituting Ot — v in L.H.S. of Theorem (7.5.5), we have 
(!a)vn(7),.(w)" (l/v Rq l dv 
r(an+)(b)n \~~ 
fX 
r(v)r(d) °° 	r(µ+pn)r(7+gn) 	w " 
— F(p)r(7) r(an+73)r(v+un)r(8+pn \4i) 
v'm 4 le ' W'X .O(v)dv 
0 
o-Cr(v)r(5)° 	r(µ+pn)r(ti+gn) 	w 
n 
	
— r(u)r(7) 	r(an+r+um '(5+ ) \i 
x r(a + + + 	—0+ +nn) r(1—A+g+nq) 
{r(v)r(5) ° r(p+pn)r(7+gn)r(I± +zC+nij)r(m+1) (-w )^ r(p)r(ry) 	 m! 
from which the result follows. 
Corollary 7.5.4 
f0 'e2t~-lWz.+4(~t)Ea:9.a(wB°)dt 
r( 4  W3  
(7.5.12) 
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J
Special Properties: (i) Putting q = S = I in (7.5.12), we have 
~ e ttF 'WAP (t)Ev(L1t)0t 
a 
w 
[(#)3W2
)~~4 	
a I 	(7.5.13) 
y 
(ii) For q = y = d =1 in (7.5.12), we have 
A00 00 e 2 tf 'W4h(Wt)E(wt")dt 0 
(7.5.14) 
-a P,a) 
(iii) Now, putting q = /1 = a = q —5 = 1 in (7.5.12), we have 
Jae t-'Wa.m (1ht) cxp(wt1)dt 0 
= rd f~h 	 (7.5.15) 
(1—A+p,a) ; 
7.6 Relationship with Some Known Special Func-
tion 
Relationship with Wright Hypergeometric Function: 
If (7.2.8) and (7.2.0) arc satisfied, then (7.2.7) can be written as 
~,P.PiT.4 e / _ yl 	
r(~ + J(U)nan(S)➢n .flq Al /  
6)r(v)° r(µ+m)r(y-yn)r(n+1) _^ 
r(1 )r(7) 	r(an+pr(v+an)r(a+pn) it' 
F(6)F(v) 	(ti, p)(y, 4), (1 1) 	2 
r()r(r)e ~. 
	(7.0.1) 
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Relationship with Fox's H-Function: 
Using (7.5.1), we have 
E 	z 	r(d)r(v) ~ r(8)r(1 — s)r(p — ps)r(y — qs) °'~•°•°•d•pO 	2adr('y) JL r(/~ — as)r(v— os)P(b — ps) ( ) 
r(b)r(v) 	~ 3 	(0,1), (1 — p, p), (1 — r, q) 
= 2 ir(y)r() H 
r 
''' [ (o, l)(1 	R, a), (1 	a), (1  
(7.s.2) 
Relationship with Generalized Laguerre Polynomials: 
Putting a = k,/3 = l; + 1, y = —m, q E N with qlm and replacing z by zk in (7.2.7), 
we get 
ke +1,v,,SP ) — !L (m — qn)!r(kn + ) ( +1)(//)on(d)Pn no 
!m) 
_ 	(m—gm)!r(kn+ )+1)(v)(5)P>, 
r(m+1) 	") (-1),n(p),ar(k,n+ + 1) zkn 
=r(km+{+1) (m— gn)!(v)enr(kn+£+1)(a) n=D 
r(M+1) 2ln ,a5) 	z,k  
where Z!ia oa (z k) is a generalization of z[21 (z, k) introduced in Shukla et al. [219]. 
Note that Z(q'r ) p(z, k) is a polynomial of degree !&I  in zk. 
Further for µ = v, p = a and q = k = p = 6 — 1, Z!!m'f'j (z, k) = Ltm)(z), where 
L15? (z)  is a generalized Laguerre polynomial. So that 
_,„ z — r(m+1) E, 	 L(z). 	 (7.6.3) k,f+i() — P(km+E + 1) 
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7.7 Euler Type Integrals Involving Generalized Mittag-
Leffler Function 
In this section, we obtain some results on certain Euler type integrals involving 
generalized Mittag-Leffler function. Frther, we deduce some special cases involving 
caiman function, Prabhakar function and exponential and binomial functions. 
Theorem 7.7.1 H a, fl,7, 6 E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(6) > 0, Re(7) > 0, Re(6) > 0, 
Re(p) > 0, Re(A) > 0 and q E N, then 
03 
u° 1(J—n)"-1 e.p 	Ea'rt(zwa)do=L 	 )mw'° B(an+p,d;A). ~r(an+fl)nl .50 
(7.7.1) 
Proof. Denote L.H.S. of Theorem 7.7.1 by Ii, then 
(1 	 / 	\ 
I3 ° J v(1 - 0-1 exp 	A 
(1 - 	
I E-;(zu")du. 
I1 Au~)/ 
Using the generalized Mittag-Leffler function (7.2.4), we get 
00 
1 	exp 	—A 	(7)v,(<'a
,. 
I
),. 
u° 1(1 u)"-1 du — \u(1—fl) 	 F(rm+P)nl 
„ 	hi 
r(( ))
z 
+6)nl 	(1n)
b-1 exp(n(1 A' u)) du, 
nU 
which further on using the definition of the extended beta integral (7.2.27), we get 
li_Er( (7)anz B(an+P,6;A). 
ve ar,+a)n~ 
Corollary 7.7.1 For A = 0, Theorem 4.7.1 reduces to the following result.: 
u°1(1— :'a(z°)du —E(z). 	 (7.7.2) 
Remark 7.7.1 If p — (1, then (7.7.2) reduces to the known relation [[219, Eq. 
(2.4.1)]. 
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Theorem 7.7.2 If a, (3, ry, d, p, a, A c C, Re(n) > 0, Re(f) > 0, Re(y) > 0, 
Re(S) > 0, Re(p) > 0, Real > 0, Re(A) > 0; 1 arg(b`+a)J < ar, and q E N, then 
/ 
(u_a)° i(b-u)5-1(cu+d)aexp l l"a -a)(b-u)) 	(-u)du 
(ac+~a 	(-4)- (T)+ B(P-,n,b+fn-m) 
mo "=o m! P(crnp)nl 
~P -Ta, 	-x , 	1 
x (b_o)a aitn- za j,, -(5- a)° 
ac+d 
p+5+fu-2nz ; 
(7.7.3) 
Proof. Denote L.H.B. of Theorem 7.7.2 by Iy. then 
Iz= 
 f
b 
(u -a)°-z (b- u)a-'(c"a+d) AE"a,a[z(b - u)i]du. 
Using the definition of exponential and generalized MMittag-Leffler Emotion, we get 
Is=~b(ee-a)P'l(b-ez)z-r(au.+~a 	(cz a)(b)~+A)-m,l 	(TT( n - lP)n!i-du
- 
(—A)"' ()z (b — u)n, a _ 	 ~ v---i 	. m ~(u-a, 	(b 	-)e+f  —i (cutd)du, 
which further on using the integral [[203], pp. 2631 
e 	 r 	_(b - a)v 
(t n.)'(b-t)e-'(ut+v)"dt= B(a, J)(b-a)°_P_ gy (au+v)"2Fi la,-7;a+Ft (au+v) j' 
where (Re(ce) > 0, H.e(#) > 0); arg ( u+~~ <. n 	
LLL 
yields the required result. 
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Corollary 7.7.2 For A - 0, Theorem 7.7.2 reduced to 
1 (w-a)at(h-n)(ca+d)aEad(z(6-u)du 
(ac --d)'LF ( n)+O)'nI B(P,b+fw)(b-a)r+s+ls-r 
[P, 	a 
xzFi 	 -(b °')° l . 	(7.74) ac+d J 
p+5+fn 
Corollary 7.7.3 For a = 0, b = 1, Theorem 7.7.2 reduces to 
p1 / -A J er.°'(1-n)° z(c+d)expl 	Eo.p (z(T-e)f)du 
cc cc 
o 
( m!P(~.ra)+~)w! R(P-m,b I fn -m) 
—on=a 
	
[ p_m'_A 	- 1 
xsF ~ 	 (7 ..5) 
p + b + f>n - 2zr, 
Theorem 7.7.3 If a, o, -y, t, A,.4 CC, Re(a) >0: Re(fl) >0, Re(7) >0, 
Re(pt) > 0, Re(A) > 0, Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0 and q E N. then 
uA-z(1-u)"-a-z(1-to(.-u)°)-°exp(
(1 
A
)/ 
IE7 y(zu°')du 
o w - u 
rr
cc 
 (Y)--,5 (a)72(A+nn+ r 	 tf +o pil  	P ,p- +ar~A)rii . 	(7.7.6) 
Proof. Denote the L.H.S. of Theorem 7.7.3 by Is, then 
In - J 1 vx '(1- u)"- -z (1 - t&(1 - v.
)°)-° exp l -A J F..;A(zu°).du o Al - u) 
UEing the generalized Mittag Leffier function (7.2.4), we get 
Ia= ut-z(1u)a-A-i(1-tac°(1-u)°)~ezo cu(l_ )) 	F(7rn~+f)nldeti 
_      ' -A " (_z 	( (u)+o _i(Iv)° -r(1-1--°exp 	- u)du,n-fl (nn+fi)n Jo 
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Corollary 7.7.2 For A = 0, Theorem 7.7.2 reduces to 
a)°-1(b-u)6-'(cu+d)AE~.6(z(b-1e) f )du 
_ (ac+d)a 	P(a~)+a)?i!B(R b+fn)(b
-a)°+s+1n-1 
n=O 
f P, 	-A 
x2F1 -(b - a)c
•
(7.7.4) 
L 	
ac+d 
p+b+fn ; 
Corollary 7.7.3 For a = 0, b = 1, Theorem 7.7.2 reduces to 
f u°-1(1-u)d-1(cu+d)xexp (u(1 Au)) Ej(z(1-v)f)du 
=d J` E ( -A)`~ (y)a,.z° B(p -'m, b + fn - m) m=Un-0• m! P(an+Q)n! 
I p-'m, 	-A 
; 
 —C x2F1 	 (7.7.5) dI 
p+b+fn-2m ; 
Theorem 7.7.3 If or, $,y, p, A, A E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(f) > 0, Re(y) > 0, 
Re(p) > 0, Re(A) > 0, Re(A) > 0; p, a? 0 and q E N, then 
Cl 
 ua-r(1 _ u)u-T-1(1 _ ,v(1 _ u)')-~ u 	( -A
u(1 - u) 
) EE;d(zv )du 
to 
 co _ 	(y)an 	 r (a)r B(A+an+pr,p-A+ Cr; A)t . 	(7.7.6) 
Proof. Denote the L.H.S. of Theorem 7.7.3 by I, then 
Is = Jo u~ r(1- u)~ z 1(1 
	
)r) exp \(1 A
u) / E,s(zu").du 
Using the generalized Mittag Leffler function (7.2.4), we get 
/ 	~ (Y)g,z"u°,• 13 = p J ua-i(1- -taa°(1 -v)°)-°expl u(l~v)~ te=e P(an + Q)n!du o 
= 	P(an)±p)n! Jpr(u)
A+a,.-i(1-ti;)e-a-i(1-tee°(1-v)°)-O exp (u(
1 Au)) du, nO 
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which further on using the integral [[185], Eq. (3.5)] yields the required result. 
Corollary 7.7.4. For a = 0, Theorem 7.7.3 reduces to 
\ 
 
UN-1( l _ u)N a I exp ( 
u(1 - 
-A
u) ) Ea,4(zu°)du Jo  
- 	[ (au + P) +O B(A+an,µ-A;A). 
	 (7.7.7) 
n! 
Corollary 7.7.5. For a = A = 0, we have 
00 
r`ua_i(1-u)µ a iEQ'q(zu°)du- 
fo 
	
r(&n)+R)n!
B(an+A,N-A). (7.7.8) 
Special Cases: 
Putting ry = q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.1, we get 
I //~ 	 \ 
u°-1(1— 	
I/
u)b—le%P\lAu E[(an+i4)B(an,+p, J 	 u()) Eo-,3(zua)du= 
8; A), 
(7.7.9) 
where E0,,9(z) is Wiman function (7.2.2).  
Putting q - 1 in Theorem 7.7.1, we get 
1 	 -A  uri(1_ 2t )a r o 	( ~ L•n,d (zu°)d, 	 +p, o u(1-u) 	r(an+,6)B(an 8;A), 
(7.7.10) 
where E(z) is Prabhakar function (7.2.3). 
Putting a = p = ry = q = 1 in Theorem 4.7.1, we get 
Ilu°-1(1-u)°-1exp~ 	+zn 	du=VB(n+p, b; A), I- (7.7.11) 
Jo 	 U 
which further for 3 = 1 gives 
fr 	( 
( 
	-A o ` +) du = B(p,1-z; A). J 	u°-1 ecp 
 
u(1-u) 
(7.7.12) 
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Putting y - q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.2, we get 
6 
(u-a)a-r (b-u)a-1(cti+d)a exp ( 
	_ 
 (v- (b - u) ) Ea,P]z(b-u)f ] 
du 
a 
°°  
_ (ac+d) A E 	(-A) 	Cin! r(an+P) B(P-m,b+fn-m) ,n o n-D 
P -m, 	- 
x(b - a)n+a+frt-s,,.-1 p 	 -(b - a)c I 	(7.7.13). 
p+6+fn -2m ; 
where E(z) is a Wiman function, and Re(p) > 0, Re(A) >0 and arg(a +d)I <. 
Now, putting q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.2, we get 
(u_a)a-l(b-u)b-1(cu+d)A  exp 
c (u - a)(b - u)) E(z(b
-u)f )du 
n 
( —A)m ()nzn 	 p+b+fn-1 (ac+d)A 
moE n.! P(aan+(i)nI 
 
	
fP, 	-A 
x2Fi I (bo.)c  1 	 (7.7.14) 
ac+d 
J p+d+fn ; 
where E(  z) is a Prabhakar function, and Re(p) > 0, Re(A) > 0 and I arg(f) I < 7. 
Now, putting a = /3 = y = q = I in Theorem 7.7.2, we get 
6 	 / 	 \-A 
J (u-a) 1(b-u)8 1(cu+d)a exP \(u- ¢)(b-u)  +z(b - 	du JJ 
= (ac
+d)x EL ( )
ne Zn
B(P-n, Sifn_r)(b-a)P+d+fn-2m-1 
m=0 n=D 
P, 	-A 
x2F1 	 (b - a)c I 	(7.7.15) ac+d 
p+b+fn ; 
where exp(z) is the exponential function, and Re(p) > 0, Re(A) > 0 and [ arg( mod) I < 
ir). 
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Lastly, putting a = 0, R = 1, q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.2, we get 
6 / 	\ 
J
(u-a)°-r(b-u)a-l(cu+d)A exp
\(u -a)(b-u)) (1-z(b-u)1]du 
00 00 
(ac+d)r 	f7)an B(P-m,P+h+fn-2m)(b-a)P+s+fn-r 
ma rt=0 
f P, 	-A 
x2F1 I 
-(b-a)c 	(7.7.16) ac+d 
p+6+fn ; 
Putting ry = q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.3, we get 
r 	 -
A 
\ 
ua-1(1-u)w-.,-1(1-tup(1-7e)°)-°exp 	)Ea,9(zu°)du o all - w) 
°O 	zn 	 tr 
	
-E~P(an+R)(a)rB(A+an+ pr, p-A+or,A)-, 	(7.7.17) r=o n=o 
where Ea,p(z) is a Wiman functon. 
Putting q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.3, we get 
IIUA-1(1 u)µ-n-1(1—tuP(1—u)°) °exp \u(1 Au)) E,, fl(2n)du 
r(an)+R)n!(a).B(A+an+pr,p--A+-ar;A),-1, 	(7.7.18) 
.o ,moo 
where ET.,(z) is a Prabhakar functon. 
Putting a = /3 = ry = q = 1 in Theorem 7.7.3, we get 
_ 	\ 
A
1 
ua-' (1- u)v-a-r(1- tu°(1- u)°)-° exp ~u(1 Au) + zu
) 
du 
0 
ao co a 	 tr 
_L>1 z (a),B(A+an+pr,µ-A+ or; A)-. 	 (7.7.19) 
r-o „=o  
The contents of this chapter are published/accepted for publications in the form 
of two papers as mentioned below: 
(i) On souse properties of generalized Mittag-Leffler function, published in Springer 
Plus., Vol. 2, No. 1 (2013). 
(ii) Euler type integrals involving generalized Mittag-Leffler function, accepted for 
publication in Communications of Korean Mathematical Society. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
A STUDY OF FRACTIONAL 
CALCULUS OPERATORS 
ASSOCIATED WITH GENERALIZED 
lVMTYAG-Li fli FUNCTION 
Chapter 8 
A Study of Fractional Calculus 
Operators Associated with 
Generalized Mittag-Leffler 
Function 
8.1 Abstract 
The present chapter deals with the study of fractional calculus operators and 
generalized fractional calculus operators associated with generalized Mittag-Leffler 
function introduced in M.A. Khan and S. Ahmed [162], and generalized Mittag-
Lefier function introduced by T.R. Prabhakar [202] respectively. Some special cases 
are also discussed. 
8.2 Introduction 
In 1903, the Swedish mathematician Costa Mittag-Leffler [197] introduced the 
function 
E(z)=I(
vs+l)  (v>O,zEC), 	
(8.2.1) 
where z is a complex variable and a > 0. The Mittag-Leffler function is a direct 
generalization of exponential function to which it reduces for a = 1. For 0 <a < I 
it interpolates between the pure exponential and hypergeometric function 1'_s. Its 
importance is realized during the last two decades due to its involvement in the 
159 
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problems of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and applied sciences. Mittag-
Leffler function naturally occurs as the solution of fractional order differential or 
fractional order integral equation. in 1905, Wiman [236] generalized E„(z), defined 
as 
	
- 	(v > 0, p > 0, z E C), 	(8.2.2) 
winch is known as Wiman function: 
In 1971, Prabhakar [202] introduced the function E(z) in the form of 
E f(z ) _ 	(8.2.3) 
s=a P(vs + p)s!' 
where v, p,S,z E C Re(v > 0) and Et(z) is an entire function of order [Re(v)]-1. 
For various properties and other details of (8.2.3), see [191]. 
The generalized Wright function P1, defined for z E C, a;, bi E C and a;, fl1 E 
R(a;, pi $ 0; i = 1, 2, ..., p; j = 1, 2, ..., q) is given by the the series 
(a,,a.)(r,P) 
   
	x r
fl
iP_ ls
r
\
( 
 a;+a;s)zs 
P I9 (Z) = PP9 / R 	]• ° 	9 	 , 	(8.2.4)s 
1bJ ,  YJ)11,9) 	—D 	9= 	J 
where C is the set of complex numbers and P(z) is the Euler gamma function [[161, 
sec.1.1] and the function (8.2.4) was introduced by Wright [238] and known as gener-
alized Wright function. Condition for the existence of the generalized Wright function 
(8.2.4) together with its representation in terms of Mellin-Barnes integral and in terms 
of H-function were established in [237]. Some particular cases of generalized Wright 
function (8.2.4) were established in [[237], sec. 6]. Wright [239, 240] investigated the 
asymptotic expansions of the function ¢(a, (3; z) for large values of z in the cases a > 0 
and -1 < a < 0 by "steepest descent" method, respectively. Wright [240] indicated 
the application of the obtained results to the asymptotic theory of partitions. Wright 
[238, 240, 241] extended the last result to the generalized Wright function (8.2.4) and 
proved several theorems on the asymptotic expansion of generalized Wright function 
p'Y q(z) for all values of the argument z under the condition, 
9 	P 
(8.2.5) 
i_r 	i=r 
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For a detailed study of various properties, generalizations and applications of 
Wright function, we refer the papers of Wright [237]-[241], and Kilbas et al. [189]. 
Fractional calculus operators and generalized fractional calculus operators: 
The left and right-sided Rimanv-Lionville fractional calculus operators are defined 
by Samko and et a]. [[212], sec. 5.1]. For a E C(Re(a) > 0) 
1 ~X f(t) 
	
Q dt, 	 (8.2.6) 
to f = F(a) f (x 
f(t)l-rdt, 	 (8.2.7) 
d [al+ 
(Do +f) (x) ° (d-) 	(Iurf) ( 2') 
I 	d 	
f 
[al+r = f(t) 
r(1-{a})~dX (x-t)t"ldt, 	(8.2.$) 
(U°f) (x') _ I d 	(I'--°f) (z) 
1d\' 	= 	f (t) 
=r(1-{a})
I
dx) 	(x-t)Mdt , 
where [a] means the maximal integer not exceeding a and {a} is the fractional part 
of a. An interesting and useful generalizations of the Riemann-Liouville and Erdlyi-
Kober fractional integral operators has been introduced by Saigo [209] in terms of 
Gauss hypergeometric function as given below. 
Let a, f, ry C C and x E R.F, then the generalized fractional integration and 
fractional differentiation operators associated with Gauss hypergeometric function 
are defined as follovws: 
IO+'If(x)= r(a) J x (x — t)°-r,Ft (a+R,— ;1— x) f(t)dt, 	(8.2.10) e 
ro'R.Tf(x)=r(a)f (t-a)° rt"~2F1 (a+R,-;a;1—t~f(t)dt, (8.2.11) 
(DO+ h f) (x.)
I 
= Ia+ -9.0+7f(X) — ( 
1k 
dx J (I 	
p
OF +k d k J) (z)e 	(8.2.12) 
/ 	 \k (vn'b7 f) (y) _ I_" °+7f (z) = 
(-1 
 
) 
	
, 	(8.2.13) 
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where (Re(a) > 0; k = [Re(a) + 1]). 
Operators (8.2.9)-(8.2.12) reduces to (8.2.5)-(8.2.8) as follows; 
(o+ °rf)(x) = o+f(x), 	(8.2.14) 
-a•af)(X)=1°f(x), 	 (8.2.15) 
(Do+ f)(x) = Do+f(x), 	 (8.2.16) 
and 
(Da' a'7f)(x)=D°f(a). 	 (8.2.17) 
Here, we recall some basic lemmas for subsequent study. 
Lemma 8.2.1 If a, Q,7, d E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(f) > 0, Re(7) > 0, Re(6) > 0 
and, q E (0,1) U N, then 
:s.(axcr)`I' 	 p"2a)-i- x ae Eaj-Fl~b(d$.'°). 	(5.2.18). 
Lemma 8.2.2 [205] If Re(c — a — b) > 0 and if c is neither zero nor a negative 
integer, then 
F(a, b; c; 1) = r(c)— a)r(c _ b) . 	 (8.2.19) 
As in the previous chapter, for p = 1, (7.2.6) becomes 
t r(a(n + P)(8) , « ~, 	C, (8.2.20) 
where 
min (Re(a), Re(R), Re(7), Re(S) > 0) and q E (0,1) U N. 	(8.2.21) 
In this chapter, we study the properties of generalized Mittag-Leffler function (8.2.20) 
associated with fractional calculus operators. 
8.3 Properties of Generalized Mittag-Leffler Func- 
tion 
In this section, we derive several interesting properties of the generalized Mittag-
Leffler functions Eu ~ b(z) defined and studied in the previous chapter associated with 
Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives. 
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Left-Sided Generalized Fractional Integration of Generalized Mittag-Leffler 
Function: 
Now, we consider the left-sided fractional integration formula Of the generalized 
Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.3.1 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(f3) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re(S) > 0 and q C 
(0, 1) UN, a E R. Let It+ be the left-sided operator of Rimaau-Liouville fractional 
integral (8.2.6). Then there holds the following relation 
1l[t -IE,9(ato))J (y) = xB+v-iE,P+ a(axa). 	 (8.3.1) 
Proof. By virtue of (8.2.6) and (8.2.20), we have 
K = ( 10Y+It1-'EI;2,s(at' )]) (x) 
= 1 	f s y, _ t )v 1 	('Y)v,t 	antan+B-ldt. 
r(Y)J ( a 	 0 F(an+R)( 6 )n n=o 
Interchanging the order of integration and summation and evaluating the inner inte-
gral by beta function formula, we have 
K=x+B' r(v
+an)+P)(J)„(ay°)° 
which proves (8.3.1). 
Corollary 8.3.1 For Re(a) > U, Re(,3) > O, Re() > 0, Re(6) > 0, Re(v) >0 
and a E R. Then there holds the following relation 
(Io+(tB-1 	6 (at°))) (L) ° xv+d-i Ea B+v(ax'). 	 (8.3.2) 
Corollary 8.3.2 For Re(a) > 0, Re(#) > 0, Re(v) >0 and a E R. Then there holds 
the following relation 
lro+(tB-lE`a.R(at° )]) (x) = av+6-1L'a1+v(axa). 	 (8.3.3) 
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Corollary 8.3.3 For Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re(v) > 0 and a e R. Then there holds 
the following relation 
ll[ -r D(¢fz)]) (x) = xz+d-1E~ fl+„(ae). 	 (8.3.4) 
Remark 8.3.1 The formula (8.3.3) is a known result of Saxena and et al. [[191],(2.1)]. 
From Theorem 8.3.1 and Lemma 8.2.1, we have the following results: 
Theorem 8.3.2 Let Re(a) > 0, Re(fl) > U, Rey) > 0, Re(6) > 0 and q E 
(0, 1) U N, a E R. Let I,+ be the left-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional 
integral (8.2.6). Then there holds the following relation 
Ia[tD r Ea;A.a(¢to- )]) ( 2 ) 
= y~+d 1 [(Q+v))Ei++i,a(af)+z — [E j, +i8(a)1. 	(8.3.5) 
Corollary 8.3.4 For Re(a) > 0, Re(3) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re('y) > 0, Re(v) > 0, a E R. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(Io+)t'-'Ea:a(at-)]) (x) 
d 
_x~+D I[(Q+v))E~;e++(~°)+x_[E'a,e+v+,(ax°)]. 	(8.3.6) dx 
Corollary 8.3.5 For Re(a) > 0, Re(f) > 0, Re(v) > 0, q E N, a E R. Then there 
holds the following relation 
o+[tD-lBa''(ata)]) (a) 
f +9-1 [(i3 +v))EE,d+w1(af)+x -[E°j+U+t(ax°)]. 	(8.3.7) 
Corollary 8.3.6 For Re(a) > 0, Re(fl) > 0, Re(v) > 0, a E R. Then there holds the 
following relation 
(lo+[tD-1 	,fl (at')]) (a) 
=a."+6-I[(Q+v))Er(¢f)+ xdX[Ea.9+~+r (ax')]. 	(8.3.8) 
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Right-Sided Fractional Integration of Generalized Mittag-Leffler Function: 
Here, we consider the right-sided generalized fractional integration formula of the 
generalized Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.3.3 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(fl) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re(6) >0 and 
q E (0,1) U N, a E R. Let 1 be the right-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville frac-
tional integral (8.2.7). Then there holds the following relation 
( IT [t-" 	.~.5(¢r)]) (x) _ 	j+a(¢s °). 	(8.3.9) 
Proof. By virtue of (8.2.7) and (8.2.20), we have 
K = (1~ [t-°-~E~'.a (at-`
r)]) (x) 
1 f°° 	(i)qn  
I(v)L (t-x) ' 	 a"t-""dt. 
Interchanging the order of integration and summation and evaluating the inner inte-
gral by beta function formula,we have 
K = x 	r(v + a n)+ fi) (5)n (ax)n 
Corollary 8.3.7 For Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re(-y) > 0, Re(v) > 0 and a cit. Then 
there holds the following relation 
(x) _~Ea.e+v(ax "). 	(8.3.10) 
Corollary 8.3.8 For Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re(v) > 0 and a E R, q E (0, 1) U N. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(ILA [r' Ej(at-a )[) (x) _+,.(ate . 	(8.3.11) 
Theorem 8.3.4. 	Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Rey) > 0, Re(b) > 
0 and q E (0,1) U id, a E R. Let I° be the right-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville 
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fractional integral (8.1.9). Then there holds the following relation 
( IU[t 	 I'ajd(a ')]) (x) 
_x -B](Q+v)E ++6(ox°)+5 ]Da~+ia(ati ")]. 	(8.3.12) 
Corollary 8.3.9 For Re(a) > 0,Re(fi) > 0,Re(-y) > 0,Re(v) > 0,a E R. Then 
there holds the following relation 
(I~]t U 	~9(at-°)]) (x) 
_ 	 ](F+v))Ea,e++i(ax )+adx(~++r(ax ~)]. 	(8.3.13) 
Corollary 8.3.10 For Re(a) > 0, ReQ3)> 0, Re(v) > 0 and q E (0, 1) U N, a E R. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(I° [t 	$E2 j(at )]) (x) 
	
+v)) +~.+i(ax °)+xTX[Eo:,P+v+i(az_ o-)]. 	(8.3.14) 
We now proceed to derive certain other properties of p b(z) associated with 
Rimann-Liouville fractional derivative operators Do+ and D" defined by (8.2.8) 
and (8.2.9) respectively. 
Left-Sided Fractional Differentiation of Generalized Mittag-Leffler Func-
tion: 
Now, we consider the left-sided fractional differentiation formula of the generalized 
Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.3.5 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(0) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re(5) > 0 and q E 
(0,1) UN, a E R. Let Do+ be the left-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional 
derivative (8.2.8). Then there holds the following relation 
(D+[t 1Ej5(at)]) (x) = a'vIE,e(ax ). 	 (8.3.15) 
Proof. By virtue of (8.2.8) and (8.2.20), we have 
K = (D4 [0-'E~;p,a(ata))) (x) 
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_ 
 (
d1 H+1 
dx I 	(rulv}[td-1E.s,s(at')]) (x) 
d l Iii+l ~s t-+d-1( x - t)dt. [ (antR)(6 )n ~dxl 	Jo 
Interchanging the order of integration and summation and evaluating the inner inte-
gral by beta function formula,we have 
e(7)yn 	d ICI+1 Sara+9-{~} 
-~P(an+R+1-{v})(6) (da) 
P(an+R ) 
= xe-'  
L=o F(an + R - v) (6)a 
a,e ,a( ) 
Corollary 8.3.11 For Re(a) > 0, Re($) > 0, Re(7) > 0, Re(&) > 0, Re(v) > 0, a E 
R. Then there holds the following relation 
(Do+[tfl '. j(ar)]) (x) _x~ -11E1:a-,.(ax0)]. 	 (8.3.16) 
Corollary 8.3.12 For Re(a) > 0, Re(R) > 0, Re(v) > 0, q E (0,1) U M, a E R. Then 
there holds the following relation 
(Do+ [t' :(at)]) (x) - xl-"-1 ad-(ax'). 	 (8.3.17) 
Theorem 8.3.6 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(R) > 0, Re(7) > 0, Re(6) > 0 and q E 
(0,1) Ultl, a E R. Let Do+ be the left-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional 
integral (8.1.10). Then there holds the following relation 
(Do+[t'r%a,s(ta)]) (x) 
= xe-` -r [(R - v) ,'e- +1,5( ~) + xdx [Ra;a- +ra(ax°)]. 	(8.3.18) 
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Corollary 8.3.13 For Re(v) > 0,Re(a) > O,Re(Q) > 0,Re(7) > 0, and q E 
(0,1) UN, a E R. Then there holds the following relation 
(Do+[tP-1Eae(a)]) (z) 
	
=t 1[(Q -v)E;6-U+1(ax~)+x ,[E-v+t(axa)1. 	(8.3.19) 
Corollary 8.3.14 For Re(v) > 0,Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) >0 and q E (0,1) U Id, a e R. 
Than there holds the following relation 
(Da+[t"-1Ea,9(aP)1) (r) 
= 	[(Q-v),6+1(ax°) +x z [Ej+1(ail°)]. 	(8.3.20) 
Right-Sided Fractional Differentiation of Generalized Mittag-Leffler 
Function: 
Next, we establish the right-sided generalized fractional differentiation formula of 
the generalized Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.3.7 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re(,y) > 0, Re(S) > 0, with Q-
a+{a} > 1 and q E (0,1) UN, a E R. Let D° be the right-sided operator of Rimann-
Liouville fractional derivative (8.2.9). Then there holds the following relation 
(D"-[t"-f a'e,b(at-°)]) (x) = I as ~.a(dx °). 	 (8.3.21) 
Proof. By virtue of (8.2.9) and .(8.2.2`), we have 
K (D° [t°-8E(at- )1) (a) 
d fYl+i _ I / -fix ) 	(Ii M[r e 6s(at-¢)]) (x) 
an(y)9n 	([- 
_ 	
d 1 	f 	on-d 	v} 
r(o,n+Q)r(1- {v})(a)Ty L dx) 	J t 
+v (t - x) { at. 
If t = ' , then the above expression 
00 
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x J 
z°as+{°}-2(1—z)1-")dz I_ d u 	 ` dx/ 
Using beta integral, we have 
Corollary 8.3.15 For Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(Q) > 0, Re('y) > 0, with /3 — a + 
{a}> 1. Let D° be the right-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional derivative 
(8.2.9). Then there holds the following relation 
(D" [t°-9E.:d(at-")]) (x) = x OE"°._y(ax °). 	(8.3.22) 
Corollary 8.3.16 For Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(p) > 0 with 3 — a + {a} > 1. 
Let D be the right-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional derivative (8.2.9). 
Then there holds the following relation 
(Dv (t°-6E",B(at-")]) (2) _ 9Eaj (oa °). 	 (8.3.23) 
Theorem 8.3.8 Let Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(0) > 0, Re(7) > 0, Re(6) > 0 and q E 
(0,1) U N, a E R. Let D° be the right-sided operator of Rimann-Liouville fractional 
derivative (8.2.9). Then there holds the following relation 
\DV 	' j,a(dt ")}) (x) 
_~ ~~(A u)E"°;a—+r.a(ax °)+xd~ [Ea,e—v+r,a(ax °)]. 	(8.3.24) 
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Corollary 8.3.17 Fbr Re(v) > 0, Re(n) > 0, Re(f) > O, Rey) > 0, Re(5) > 0, a E 
R. Then there holds the following relation 
(D° [t°-'E~.6(¢t-°)J) (x) 
_ 	v)E,6-°+i(¢x °)+x d [E;j-,+i(ax °)]. 	(8.3.25) dx 
Corollary 8.3.18 For Re(v) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(fi) >0 and q E (0,1) (_J Rl, a E R. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(D" [t"-~Ea(at-°)]) (x) 
d _ 	 [(Q - v) 	 +i(¢ti ) + x- (E7'9- +~(ar; °)I. 	(8.3.26) 
8.4 Properties of the Function E' P 
In this section, we discuss the properties of generalized fractional calculus operators 
associated with generalized Mittag-Leffier function (8.2.3). 
Left-Sided Generalized Fractional Integration of Generalized Mittag-Leffier 
Function: 
Here, we estabish the left-sided generalized fractional integration formula of the 
generalized Mittag-Leffier function. 
Theorem 8.4.1 If a, /i, y, p, 5 E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(p +'y - /3) > 0, v > 0, A > 0, 
and a E R. If the condition (8.2.5) is satisfied and I'4'' be the left-sided operator 
of generalized fractional integration associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(2) 
xa-P-1 	(P - P +'Y, A), (P, A), (6, 1 ) = 	s4+y 
	
ax 	(8.4.1) F(s) 	(P-fl,A),(~+p+7,A),(p,v) ; 
Proof. Denote L.H.S. of Theorem 8.4.1 by Il, then 
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Using the generalized Mittag-Leffler function (8.2.3) and fractional integral formula 
(8.2,10), we get 
= F(a) f (x-t)~-12Fi I a+Q,- i1- J (t°-1)Evv[ata]dt. 
o 
By using Gauss hypergeometric series [13, pp.18, Eq. 17], series form of generalized 
Mittag-Leffler function (8.2.3), interchanging the order of integration and summations 
and evaluating the inner integral by the use of the known formula of Beta Integral. 
Finally, by Lemma 8.2.2, we have 
xo s 1 	P(p-,P+ry+As)P(p+As)P(b+s) (axe)' 
— r() 	r(p—p+As)r(p+a+7+a3)r(p+vs) si 
or 
yp-B-' 	(P - Q +'Y, A), (P, A), (b, 1) 
52 = P(d) 3 Y3 
	
axA 
(Plq,a),(a+p+7,),(Kv) ; 
Corollary 8.4.1 If a, $, ry, p, E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(p + y - e) > 0, v > 0, A > 0, 
and a E R. If the condition (8.2.5) is satisfied and Io "" be the left-sided operator 
of generalized fractional integration associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(Io +'(t° ')Er,a[wt ]) (a)  
(p- Q + 7, A), (p,A),(1,1) 
= z°-0-ls$y 	 axa 	(8.4.2) 
(P -R,A),(a+p+'Ya),(P,v) 
Remark 8.4.1 If A = v, (8.4.1) reduces to the result of Chaurasia and Pandey [[12], 
(3.1)]. 
Right-Sided Generalized Fractional Integration of Generalized Mittag-
Leffler Function: 
Now, we consider the right-sided generalized fractional integration formula of the 
generalized Mittag-Leffler function. 
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Theorem 8.4.2 If a, p,7, p, 5 E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(a + p) > max[—Re(i4), 
with the conditions Re(3) # Re(7), v > 0, A > 0 and a E R. If the condition 
(8.2.5) is satisfied and I°'P'" be the right-sided operator of generalized fractional 
integration associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. Then there holds the 
following relation 
(Ia.P,T (t-a-PlE3,P[at ]) (x) 
= r(a) 3 3 	 ax A 	(8.4.3) 
(p,v),(a+p,A),(2a+s+7+p,A) ; 
Proof. Denote L.H.S. of Theorem 8.4.2 by 12, then 
72 = (Iu.PI7(t-a-P)E,b,a[ut-a]) (x). 
Using the generalized Mittag-Leffler function (8.2.3) and generalized fractional in-
tegral formula (8.2.11), and proceeding similarly to the proof of theorem 8.4.1, we 
have 
P-°-p rw r(a+fl+p+As)r(a+p+ry+As)r(6+s) (ax-t 
72 P(6) OP(a+p+As)P(2a+Q+7+p+)s)F(p+vs) si 
or 
o-a-P 	(a+ Q+ P,A),(a+p+7,o),(4J) ; 
12 = r(S) gay ax A I. 
(p,v),(a+p,~),(2a+F+ry+p,A) ; 
Corollary 8.4.2 If a,%,ry, p,8 E C, Re(o) > 0, Re(a + p) > max[—Re($),—Re(ry)] 
with the conditions Re(/3) = Re(), v > 0, A > 0 and a E R. If the condition 
(8.2.5) is satisfied and I M`' P'" be the right-sided operator of generalized fractional 
integration associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. Then there holds the 
following relation 
(121
0o(t_-a-P )7i'Y
,P [at-'] I (D) 
(a+0+P,A),(a+P+-f, A),(1,1) 	; = y P-Z-pi 	 as T 	(8.4.4) 
(p,v),(a+p,A),(2a+Q+7+p,A) 
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Remark 8.4.2 If A = v, (8.4.3) reduces to the result of Chaurasia and Pandey [[12], 
(4.1)]. 
Left-Sided Generalized Fractional Differentiation of Generalized Mittag-
Leffler Function: 
Here, we consider the left-sided generalized fractional differentiation formula of 
the generalized Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.4.3. If a, /3, ry, p, 5 E C, Rc(a) >0 Re(p + Q + ry) > O, v > 6, A > 0, 
and a E R. If the condition (8.2.5) is satisfied and 	be the left-sided operator of 
generalized fractional differentiation associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. 
Then there holds the following relation 
(Do+7(t° t)E6,P[ata]) (x) 
xP+er (a+P+7+P,A),(A),(5,1) ; 
= 1~6) 3W3 	 axA 	(8.4.5) 
(P + P, a), (P +'Y, A), (P, v)  
Proof. Denote L.H.S. of Theorem 8.4.3 by 4, then 
13 = (DQ +,7(tP-1 ) f~i'YP[utA]) (x)' 
Using the generalized Mittag-Leffier function (8.2.3) and fractional differentiation 
formula (8.2.12), we have 
13 _ 1 ( d \ k rr-a+k. Pga+7-k(tP-1)t''i,P[lltk] J dx 1 o`+ 
d k xo+a 
r (x -  dx P(—a + k) Ja 
(  
xzF'i1 —a — Q,-7 — a+k; —atk;l
t-- •(t°-')[atX ]dt x 
xP+P-1 	I'(p + o + ft + N + As)P(p + As)P(5 + s) (aaa)s 
= r(5) 1'(p+R+As)r(p+-y+As)1(p+vs) s! 
or 
~P+ar (P+a+F--g,A),(o,A),(o,l) ; 
13 = 	3W3 	 axk 
I . r(6)  
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Corollary 8.4.3 If a, /S,'y, p, E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(p + 0 + -y) > 0, v > 0, A > 0, 
and 	a E R. 	If the condition (8.2.5) is satisfied, then there holds the following 
relation 
0+ 	 (x)  p. ate]) (x) 
(p+a+R+ti,a),(aa),(1,1) 
- x°+9-13%P3 
	
	 ax" 	(8.4.6) 
(p+R,A),(p+y,A),(P,v) 
Remark 8.4.3 If A = v, (8.4.6) reduces to the result of Chaurasia and Pandey [[12], 
(5.1)]. 
Right-Sided Generalized Fractional Differentiation of Generalized Mittag-
Leffler Function: 
Now, we consider the left-sided generalized fractional differentiation formula of 
the generalized Mittag-Leffler function. 
Theorem 8.4.4. If a, 03, 'y, p, 6 E C, Re(a) > 0, Re(p) > max[Re(o+/3+k, -Re(y)], z'>  
0, A > 0, and a E R with Re(a+/3-1-y)+k 0 (where k = [Re(a)] +1). If the condi-
tion (8.2.5) is satisfied and D'T be the right-sided operator of generalized fractional 
differentiation associated with Gauss hypergeometric function. Then there holds the 
following relation 
(Du,ar (ta-P)E',n[at T]} (x) 
= 1(5) 3W3 	 ax A 	(8.4.7) 
Proof. Denote L.H.S. of Theorem 8.4.4 by I4, then 
14 = (Da,F~,7(ta-P)Et.P[at-a]) (x). 
Using the generalized Mittag-Leffier function (8.2.3) and fractional differentiation 
formula (8.2.13), we have 
(dx)k 14 =   
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d 	1 	coo  
— ") r(—a+k) Js (t  
X2F1 (—a— P,— —a+k;l— t )'(r— P)Es,P[at—k ]dt 
_ 	P(p—a—Ji+As)P(p+'y+As)P(6+s) (ax  )s 
I(d) P(p—a—O+y+As)P(p—a+As)P(p+ps) s! 
or 
xv+9 a 	(p — a-13,A),(p+7,A),(d, 1) 
14= 	3 3 a2 
Remark 5.4.4 If A = v, (8.4.7) reduces to the result of Chaurazia and Pandey [[12], 
(6.1)]. 
The contents of this chapter published/presented in the form of three papers as 
mentioned below: 
(i) Fractional calculus operators involving generalized Mittag-Lefer function, World 
Applied Programming, Vol. 2, No. 12, (2012), pp. 492-499. 
(ii) On some properties of fractional calculus operators associated with generalized 
Mittag-Leffler function, published in Thai Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 11, No. 
3 (2013), pp. 645-654. 
(iii) Generalized fractional calculus operators associated with the generalized Mittag-
Legter function, presented in The 12th International Symposium on Orthog-
onal Polynomials, Special Functions and Applications (OPSFA), Sousse, 
Tunisia, 25-29 of March-2013.  

Chapter 9 
On Legendre Polynomials of 
Pseudo Two Variables Suggested 
by S.F. Ragab's Laguerre 
Polynomials of Two Variables 
9.1 Abstract 
The present chapter deals with the study of Legendre Polynomials P„(x, y) of 
pseudo two variables suggested by S. F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
L;; 4 (x, y). The chapter contains certain generating functions, differential equation, 
recurrence relations, Rodrigues type formula, orthogonality relation, hypergeometric 
forms, Laplace's first integral form, expansion of polynomials, its relationship with 
Legendre polynomials of one variable P(x) and lastly the Whittaker trasform. 
9.2 Introduction 
In 1991, Ragab [204] defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables Lry°'al (x, y) 
as follows; 
Ln.el _F(n+a +1)r(n+R +1)' 	(-v)"Lc°h(X)  
( y) 	 n! 	 r_o r!T (a+n—r + 1)F(@ + r +l)' 
(9.2.1) 
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where Lk°i (x) is the .well-known Laguerre polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(9.1.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of Ln ! (x, y): 
Lff e`l (x. y)=(1+a!( )2+>3),.,~~(1-+- a). (1)t fl) e *'!S!. 
	(9.2.2) 
Later, the same year Chatterjea 19I obtained generating functions and many 
other interesting results for Ragab's polynomial L;;'9! (x, y). In 1997, M.A. Khan 
and A. K. Shukla (see [63, 66] ) extended Laguerre polynomials of two variables to 
Laguerre polynomials of three variables L$" (x, y, z) and Laguerre polynomials of 
m-variables L;,°''°'""'°"'1 (x1, s2, ..., xm) and obtained many useful results. Later in 
1998, M.A. Khan and G.S. Abukhammash [68] defined and studied Hermits polyno-
mials of two variables. In this chapter Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables 
have been defined and many interesting results obtained. 
9.3 Legeridre Polynomials Px,(x, y) of Pseudo Two 
Variables 
Legendre polynomials Pn(x, y) of Pseudo two variables are defined by the 
following generating relation: 
[1-2xt+(1+y)t2] '=x,y)t". 	(9.3.1) 
n=0 
It can easily bee seen from (9.3.1) that 
r[ ] ( -1)k (2)„-k (2x)n-zk (y+1)k. 
	(s.32) k! (n — 2k)!  
k=0 
It may be noted that for y = 0, Legendre polynomials P. (x, y) of pseudo two variables 
reduces to Legendre polynomials (see Rainvilie [205], pp. 157) of one variable P„(x). 
Thus, 
P. (x, 0) = P. (x) 	 (9.3.3) 
where 
[]l) 
(J)n-k (2x)n
-2k 
k! (n — 2k)I 	 (9.3.4) 
k-0 
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If in (9.3.1), we replace x by —x and t by —t, the left member does not change 
Hence, we have 
P, (x',9J)_(-1)n p (—x:,L). 	 (9.3.5) 
Putting x = 1, y = 0 in (9.3.1) to obtain 
(1— t) '=>: (1,0)r, 	 (9.3.6) 
n=o 
from which it follows: 
P (1,0) = 1. 	 (9.3.7) 
Rom (9.3.5), by putting x = -1, y = 0 and using (9.3.7), we have 
P. (-1,0) = (-1)° . 	 I 	(9.3.8) 
Flom (9.3.1) with x = 0, y = 0, we have 
00 
(1+t2)-==fir (0,0)to. 	 (9.3.9) 
n=-0 
Also, we have 
(1+ta)--z =[ (-1)u (i~nt . 	(9.3.10) 
nn=0 	n! 
Hence, from (9.3.9) and (9.3.10), we have 
Pan+1(0,0)=O,Ian(0, 0)= (-1n!
(fln. 	(9.3.11) 
9.4 Rodrigue's Type Formula 
Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables admit the followings formula: 
PF(x,y) = 2"n!(1 f J)~ Dn(x2 — y —1)', D ° dy , 	
(9.4.1) 
which is a Rodrigues' type formula. , 
Leibnitz' rule for the nth derivative of a product is 
D" (uv) _ E C ,k (Dku) (Dn—kv) , 	 (9.4.2) 
k=0 
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in which D=a and u and v are to be functions of x and y. Since by (9.4.1) 
2nn!(1+y) D" [( _ 	1)
72 (x- 1)n]. 	(9.4.3) 
The application (9.4.2) with u = (x — y + 1 n and v = (x + y + l)n leads to 
more beautiful symmetric result: 
P.(x,y)=ECak[2 ( x l)]nk[( x 
—1). 	(9.4.4) 
k=O  2 y+1 J 
9.5 Generating Functions 
The generating functions for Legehdre polynomials of pseudo two variables are dis-
cussed as follows: 
Now by using the Cauchy product of two power series: 
ao 	/ w 	\ 	oo n 
ake I E Gnt" I = ~ E akhn_ kt', 	(9.5.1) 
k=O 	`n=o 	/nO k=0 
the formula (9.4.4) can be put into more beautifully symmetric form: 
oPl
E
1 	x 	 1 I/ x 	\1 	P (x, y) 
1; 2 ~ y+11)j °F1 h 1; 2 \ y+1+1IJ
=~ n~ 	(9.5.2) 
The formula (9.5.2) is a Baternan's type generating function. Now consider a new 
form for P„(x, y) 
H 
P. (x, y) _ E n! (fr2(_)z— I)k2k)i2k 	(9.5.3) 
k 0 
We employ (9.5.3) to discover new generating functions for Pn(x, y). Consider for 
arbitrary c, the sum 
(e)nP (x,y)tn 	
I'll (e)n(x2—.y-1)k.~n-2ktn 
22k(k!)2 (it _2])! 
(e)n+2k (x2 — - 
1)k xntn+2k 
~ 	22k(kl)2 nj 
(u)2k(x2 —y- 1\)k t12k 	(c+2k)n lxt)
n 
h=0 	22k (k()2 	it! 
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=(1-Z'C)-~~(2~k( /k (x2- y -1) 
q=0 
(1)k! 	[ (1 —xt)2 ] 
We have thus discovered the family of generating functions 
r 	; t2(r2 — J ` 1) _ 	(c)nP (~, y)t
n 
(1 — xt)-`  2F1 
L 
2 ' 21. 	(1— zt)2 ] 	(9.5.4) 
n=o 
in which c may be any complex number. If c is unity (9.5.4) degenerates into the 
generating relation used to define Legendre polynomials P,(x, y) of pseudo two 
variables. Similarly, we can obtain the other generating relation: 
exp(xt) 0F1 1.' 4t2(r2 — y — 1)1 
= P (, v)t" 
	
(9.5.5) nI 
which can equally be written in terms of Bessel function as: 
Pn(X, y)t
n 
eZ`Jo (t 1 + — a2) _ 	 (9.5.6) 
n! 
9.6 Hypergeometric Forms 
Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables admits the following hypergeometric 
forms: 
?• 
 2' — n; y z 1 
	
i 	 (9.6.1) 
PP(x,y)=(1+y) 2F1 -n,-n+1; 
-X 	v+l 	(9.6.2) 1; 	2 y+ 
Since P„ (x, y) _ (-1)n P„ (-x, y), it follows from (9.6.2) that 
PP(x, V) = (-1)"(1 + y) 2F1 
L 
—n, —n + 1; x — J + 11 	(9.6.3) 1; 2/y+1 J 
P x 	5— &+11 n F, r n,— 	+n; x 	Y+1 	(9.6.4) n(,11)_( 	,a 	J 21 L 	1; X— y+1 , 
by reversing the order of summation (9.6.4) reduces to 
_y+1~'° 2F, —n,—n; 	
1 x+ y+j 	
(9.6.5) 
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and 
R -n}1. 2 - 
P (x, J) = x" 2F1 
1 
2' 2 	 x y2 1
1 
J 
. 	 (9.6.6) 1; 
Proof of (9.6.1). From (9.3.2), we have 
In~ (_.1)k (1)R-b(2'X)
R-2k (Y+1)k 
1'R (x, v) _ k; (n _ 2)i 
k=0 
~al (—n)  (IL (2z )R 2k (y + 
k=o 	k!n! (a-n')k 
— ~2)R(22)n 	2 ~k 	2 r )k 	y+1'\ k 
i @—)k   n 	( y2  kO 
PR(x,w)=2"(1~ x' Fr [ 2, 
+i. Y+1)~ 
X2 
which completes the proof of (9.6.1). Similarly the other formulas can be proved. 
9.7 Recurrence Relations 
Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables admits`the following recurrence 
relations: 
xa PR(x,Y)=nPR(x,y)+(1+y)ax P„-i( , y), 	(9.7.1) 
( 2n+1)PP(z,y)= Pn+i(x,y) - (1+y)ax l'a-r (x, y), 	(9.7.2) 
xd Pe(Z.J)=8 Pa+r (x, y) - (n + 1) P, (x, y) 	(9.7.3) 
(x2 - Y - 1)TP (z, y) = 'm'P (x, y) - n (1 + y) P_1 (x. y), 	(9.7.4) 
P (T.,v)=a P,+r (x, y)+(1+y) 0P-r +4x0 P, 1, 	(9.7.5) 
	
(2n+1)P (x,y)=2(1+y)a~P+i(x,y)-25jPn+2(x,y) 	(9.7.6) 
n(1+y)PR(x,y)=(2'n -1)(1+9)xPR-i (x, y) - (rt — 1)(1 + y)2P-2 (y, Y) . (9.7.7) 
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Proof. The expressions (9.7.1) and (9.7.2) are independent differential recurrence 
relations. Their proofs can easily bee seen from the generating relation (9.3.1). From 
(9.7.1) and (9.7.2) other recurrence relation may be obtained each useful in various 
ways. The proof of (9.7.3) can easily be seen from the combination of (9.7.1) and 
(9.7.2) . The proof of (9.7.4) can be obtained from (9.7.3) by shifting the index from 
n to (n-1) and substituting the resulting expression for ex P8_1 (x, y) into (9.7.1). 
Similarly the other recurrence relations can be proved. The relation (9.7.7) is of pure 
nature. 
9.8 Partial Differential Equation 
Legendre polynomials P„(x, y) of pseudo two variables admits the following partial 
differential equation: 
x 
(1+y—x2)~ 2 P (x, y) — 2xP„ (x, y) + n (n + 1) P (x, y) = 0. 	(9.8.1) 
9.9 Orthogonality: 
Orthogonality relations for P, (x, y) are given below: 
P„(a,y)Pm (a,y)da-0, form#n 	(9.9.1) 
and (or m = n., 
2(1+y) 
1' (x,y)dx= 	2n+1 	 (9.9.2) v 
9.10 Laplace's First Integral Form 
Legendre polynomials P, (x, y) of pseudo two variables can be represented by 
the following integral form: 
P (x, y) = 	/  [x + (x2 — y — 1)' cos ¢] R d¢. 	(9.10.1) ir Jo 
Theorem 9.10.1 For —1 <x < 1, 
P„(x, y) < (1 + y)”. 	 (9.10.2) 
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Theorem 9.10.2 If —1 Cs < 1 and if n is any positive integer, then 
ip-(x,y)l < [271(1+y—X2)12. 	(9.10.3) 
Proof of Theorem 9.10.1 Equation (9.10.1) of the preceding section yields certain 
simple properties of P. (x, y): In the range — 1 <c < 1 
x+(x2 —y-1)'cos¢ = x2 +(1+y—x2)cos20,-1<x<1 
= Vx2 sin2 0+(1+y)cos2 Gl,-1 <.x < 1 
so that, 
x}(52 —y-1)'cos _ (l+y)—(l+y—x2)sin2 ¢, —1 <x< 1, 
from which, it follows that, except at y = 0 and = rr 
I x+ (x2 —y-1)'cos¢I <1+y, 
which leads to 
r 
1P (x,y)i<- f ix+ (x'—y-1) cos¢ITdç 
U 
<- / (1+y)11d6=(1+y)". 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 9.10.2 The integral form 
P.(a,N)=1 J " [x+ ( x2— y-1)' cos/p]T d~ 
0 
and the Fq.(9.10.1) of the proceeding theorem combine to yield for — 1 <x<l, 
	
1 	f 
IPT(x,y)I5~ 	[(1+y) — (i+y — x2) sin2 mJ'd¢. 
Ja 
For 0< 0 < 2, sin0 > , hence 
4 2 1+ xa 
(1+y) (1+y x2)en2~<(l+y) 	( 2 ) n 
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< exp -42 (l+y - xZ)~ M2 
in which we use the fact that 1 - Z < exp (-Z) for Z > 0. 
Therefore, 
T J exp f -
2n02 (1 y-z2)l do 
	
o 	` 	2 	J 
C2 /°° exp f-2n02 (1+ y -x2)1J do J 	L 	2 v 
and then introduce a new variable of integration 
R=0[2u(1+y—x2)]e 	RR 
'77 	 [2n(1+y-x2 )]z
. 
Therefore, 
d¢ = 	714$ 
[2n (1+y-X2)1
. 
Hence, 
I Pn (ti, y)l < 2 
	Tr 	
J 
r~ exp (-Q2) _ 	Or 's [2n(1+y-x2 )]~ u 	 [2n(1 + y-x2)] 
This completes the proof. 
9.11 Expansion of Polynomials 
The expansion of x" in a series of Legendre polynomials of pseudo two variables 
can be given as: 
Theorem 9.11.1 For non-negative integral n, 
- n! [ (2n - 4k + 1) (y+1)kpn-2!.(x,y). 	(9.11.1) 
(31ry 2n k=o 	k' 2/ k 
Theorem 9.11.2 If Ix l is sufficiently small and if f (x) = E„°Ov " 	, then 
f (x)=EbnPn(x,y), 	 (9.11.2) 
n=0 
where 
(2n+1) an 2k(1+y)A 
kl /3
\ 	 (9.11.3) 
k=0 	2/n +k 
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9.12 Relationship between Pn(x, y) and P(x) 
Since 
(1 - 2xt + t2) 	= 	P (x) t", 	 (9.12.1) 
n=o 
where P(x) is well known Legendre polynomial. Replacing x by }1 and t by 
y + 1 t in (9.12.1), we get 
	
(1-2:rt+(1+y)t2)=P ( J-}1) ((Y+1)-/2 t°). 	(9.12.2) 
n-0 
In view of (9.3.1), we can write (9.12.2) as 
(y+ 1) tn, 
n=o 	no 
equating the Coefficients of V, we get 
P (x,y)=(y+ 1)a P,l y+.l 1. 	 (9.12.3) 
In view of (9.3.2) , (9.12.3) can be written as 
Pn ( —x, ii) = (-1)n P (x, y) . 	 (9.12.4) 
For y = 0, (9.12.3) reduces to 
P„(x,0)=P (x). 	 (9.12.5) 
But 
Pen (0) _ (
_ j) fl 
n (1) 	P2n+i (0) = o. 	(9.12.6) 
So using (9.12.6) in (9.12.3), we obtain 
Pen (0,y) _ (-1)
'' (2)n (y+l)° ; P2„+t (0,y) = 0. 	(9.12.7) nI 
In the light of (9.12.6), (9.12.7) becomes 
P"(0, 0)= 	n! 	f'2n(0)~ (9.12.8) 
P2,.+1 (0, 0) = 0 - P2n+1 (0)• 
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(9.12.9) 
where Pn (z) _ 	Pn (x). Hence from (9.12.9), it follows that 
axP2n(xo71)=(y +1)- 	n 
f ~ 	y+1 (9.12.10) 
aXP2n+ (x, y)=(y+ 1)"FP..+1( 	y+l). (9.12.11) 
If we denote [a P (x,ev)J z_ by ex P. (9,y) then, 
P2„ (0, y) = 0 = Pz. (0) , Ox (9.12.12) 
axP2n (0, 0) _ 0 = P2',2(0) (9.12.13) 
and 
P2n+1(6,y)=(y+1) Pza+1(U)=
(-1)°(y) (y+1)n (9.12.14) 
a Pen+t (0,d) = Lzn+t (0) _ ax 	 n! (9.12.15) 
9.13 Whittaker Transform 
W{PP(x,y)}= f ~e~xv-1WA,n(x)Pn(x,y)dx 0 
( =sax'Wa,N(x)S( 1)k 
(z) -(n2x2k) k (y + 1)k dx 
k=0 
(-1)k(s)n-k2n-2k(y+1)k /'me~.f+n-zk-iyyA,u(x) 
kk=a 	k! (n -- 2k)! 	Ja 
Lam(-1)k ('- )n-k 2n-2k (y+1)k r(1/2+v+U+n-2k)r(1/2-p+v+n- 2k) 2  
k=o 	k!(n-2k)! 	X 	P(1-A+v+n-2k) 
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r(1/2+p+v)r(1/2-p.+u)  [ ] (_1)k(a)n  k0m-2k +  
— 	r(1 — A + V)  k=o k 	k!(n — 2k)! 
X (1/2 + p + V)n-2k(1  /2 — t.4 + V)n-2k 
(1 — A + V)n-2k 
r(1/2+ta+v)r(1/2- µ + ii) (1(2 +p+v)n(1/2 -ti+v),d2)n2,x 
r(1—A+v) 	x 	(1—A+v)„n! 
X E( 1)k(i+)n2-k(i— A
+M +n)_2k /c =O 
r(1/2 +r.+v+n)r(1/2 - p+v+n)(z)„ 
— 	r(1—A+v+n)n! 
x E (-1)k(1/2+n)_k2-2k(y/+1)k(1/2 +p+u +n)_2k(1/2 — p+v+n)_2k 
k=Q (1/2 — n)k (1/2  — p — v — n)2k(1/2 +,u — V — n)2k 
n,), 	vn,2 
P2Is 
 
(9.13.1) i 
which is the required Whittaker transform, 
where 
P r(1/2+µ+v+n)r(1/2 - p+v+n)(n ) —  
r(1 — A+v+n)n! 
The contents of this chapter published in the form: On Legendre polynomials of 
pseudo two variables suggested by S.F. Ragab's Laguevre polynomials of two variables, 
International Transactions in Applied Science, Vol. 2, No. 1 (2010), pp. 135-
145. 
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Introduction 	 In 1971, Prabhakar (1971) introduced the function 
In 1903, the Swedish mathematician Gosta Mittag- EE B (z) in the form of 
Leffler (1903) introduced the function 
4(z) 	I-(an+1) 	 (Li) 
when z is a complex variable and F Is a Gamma function 
a ? 0. The Mittag-Leffler function is a direct generalisa-
tion of exponential function to which it reduces for a = 1. 
For 0 < a < 1 it interpolates between the pure exponen-
tia1 and hypergeometric function sir. Its importance is 
realized during the lasttwo decades due to its Involvement 
in the problems of physics. chemistry, biology, engineer-
ing and applied sciences. Mittag-Lefer function naturally 
occurs as the solution of fractional order differential or 
fractional order integral equation. 
The generalisation of En (z) was studied by 
Wrman (1905) in 1905 and he defined the function as 
Eo,9(2)=E F()' (n,I EC,Re(p)>O,Re(p)> 0), 
T 	 (1.2) 
which is known as Wiman function. 
E;(2)= 	1•(olr ~)n! (n,,6, y, a C. Re(p)> 0, 
Re(p) > 0,Re(y) >0), 
(1.3) 
where (y)u is the Pochhammer symbol (RaInvil(e (1960)) 
r(Y+n) 
(Y)n = I'(Y) ' (y)o=1, 
(y)n=y(y -1- 1)(y+2)...(y+n-1),n> 1. 
In 2007, Shulda and Prajapati (2007) introduced the 
function E' (z) which is defined for on, 19, y e C; Re(&) > 
0, Re(8) > 0, Rely) > 0 and q e (0,1) 6 Rl as 
EQ~(z)=~ I'(n 
Y jqnZ 	 14 +~)n!' () ,10 
In 2009, Tariq 0. Salto (2009) introduced the function 
the function Eo (z) which is defined for a, /3, y, S E C; 
Re(a) > 0, Re(fi) > 0, Re(y) > 0, Re(8) > 0 as 
Co espond ice shakeelimual@gmal.mm 
Lpanrne,n olApplied Mmbematiu EZCUIyof Engineering, Al yzrh Muslim 	y 	 (y)ny^ 
w,r:xh.wyam-zazaozma.a 	 E=e(¢)=~r(an+9)(a)n' 	
(1.5) 
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Abstract This paper deals with the study of an entire function of the form 
Bd(z) _ 	r( (a )~- 
where 
Re(a) > 0, Re(j3) > 0, Re(i) > 0, Re(6) >0 and q E (0,1) UN 
Various properties that exist between EZ1d (z) and Rieman Lionville fractional 
integrals and dorivatives arc investigated. It has been shown that the fractional 
integration and differentiation operators transform such functions with power mul-
tipliers into the function of the same form. Some of the results given earlier by 
Khan and Ahmed follow as special cases. 
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Abstract; This paper deals with the study of an cadre function of the form 
E (z)=E 	where min(Re(a)>O,Re(fl)>O,Re(y)>O,Re(8))>0 
„-0 r(mr+fl)(Sh' 
Various properties that exist between E; y(z) and Rieman Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives are 
investigated. It has been shown that the factional integration and differentiation operators transform such 
functions with power multipliers into the function of the same form Some of the results given earlier by 
Saxena, Kilbas and Saigo follow as special macs. 
Mathematics Subject Classification: 26A33, 33E12, 33C20 
function, flaoioaul calculus. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1903, the Swedish mathematician Gosta Miftag-Leffler [6] introduced the function 
where z is a complex variable and r is a Cmrmnu function a 20. The Mitlag-Leffler function is a direct 
genenllisation of exponential function to which it reduces for a =1. For 0< a  < 1 it niterpohwos between the pure 
	
exponential and hypergeomeme function 	. Its importance is reslfed during the last two decades due to its 
1_z 
involvement in the problems of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering and applied sciences. Mitteg-IetHer function 
naturally occurs as the solution of fractional order difibrential or fractional order integral equation. The generalisation 
of Ea (z) was studied by Wiman [15) in 1905 and he defined the function as 
2n ' 
a, R e C, Re(a) > 0, Re(6) > 0, 
(1.2) 
which shown acs Wiman function. In 1971, prabhakar [7] imroduc d the fuvotion C, (z) in the form of 
E(z)   _ 	(y),.z„ 
.p—
r(mz + l)nl, (a, R,yeC Re(a)>O, Re(/3)>O, Rely)>0~, 	(1.3) 
where (y)„ is the Pochhammer symbol [8]. 
(y)l, (Y)~ =y(Y+l)(y+2)...(y+n_]) 
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ABSTRACT:The present paper deals with certain generating functions ofPoisson-
Charlier polynomials of several variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION:  
Recently, M. A. Khan and M. Akhlaq [10-14] studied several variable analogues of 
Cesaro,Generalized Sylvester,Krawtclouk, Meixneer, and Pseudo Laguerre polynomi-
als. Motivated bythe above work, the present paper deals with several variables ana-
logue of Poisson-Charlier polynomials. The results obtained in this paper are analo-
gous to those obtained in (10-14].Let the sequence of functions {S„(z)In = 0,1, 2...} 
be generated by [9] 
Am.,Snj .n(x)t"= 
f(x,t) 	
[h(x,t)], 	 (11) 
g 	 fs(=,t)lm 
In 
where m is a non negative integer,t}e Amy„ are arbitrary constants and f, g, h are 
suitable functions of x and t. The importance of a generating function of the form 
(1.1) in obtaining the bilateral and trilateral generating relations for the frractions 
S(z) was realised by several authours. For instance,using the generating functions 
of the type (1.1) for Hermits, Lagueire and Gegenbauer polynomials, Rainville [5], 
derived some bilateral and bilinear generating functions due to Mahler Hainville [5] 
(1960, p. 198, eqn(2)). Brafman [61 (Ilainville [5] 1960, pp. 198, 213). Hardy- Rifle 
(Rainville [5] 1960,. p. 212 Theorem 69) and Meimer (Rafmille [51 1960; p. 281 eqn. 
(24) ). 
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'ABSTRACT 
The present paper deals with the study of Legendre Polynomials P,, (x,y) of 
pseudo two variables suggested by S. F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two 
variables f4°40) (x,y). The paper contains certain generating functions, 
recurrence relations, Rodrigues type formula, orthogonality relation, 
hypergeometric forms, Laplace's first integral form, expansion of polynomials 
and its relationship with Legen fre polynomials of one variable P. (x). 
Keywords: Legendre Polync 
functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ragab (1991) defined Laguerre polynon 
I'(n+a+1)F(n  
where 4," )  (r) is the well-known Lagw 
The definition (1.1) is equivalent to the I 
(ap) 	(1+a) (1+0)a  
(n!) 
'Corresponding author 
of pseudo two variables, generating 
of two variables L1!  (x, (x  y) as follows: 
+1) " 	(-J)r L(na)r (x) 	 t 
r!f'(a+n-r+1)P({i+r+1) 	) 
polynomial of one variable. 
wing explicit representation of 4t'O)  (x,y) : 
12 (1+a)(1+)ri$i 
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